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B. Agricultural Commodities and Equipment (ACE) 
Program 

ARD to propose observational tour to GOP for public 
and private sector officials to observe and compare 
interaction and roles of two sectors in fertilizer. 
supply, distribution and use. 

AWasay, ARD Feb 1988 

M1~sion to continue policy dialogue initiatives on 
fertilizer during ACE continuation and under new 
Agriculture Sector Support Program (ASSP). 

HPeterson, 
ARD 

Ongoing 

Mission to look for ways to encourage private sector 
fertilizer industry to utilize available training 
resources to support expanded private sector role 
in agricultural development. 

AWasay, ARD Ongoing 

Ensure where possible procurement of 
equipment through regular GOP channels. 

AWasay, ARD Ongoing 

C. Management Issues Relating to Both Programs 

Commodities Office to design, install and maintain 
a tracking and monitoring system for ACE/ECE programs. 

TBIlecky, CC Summer 1988, 
Ongoing 

O/CC to meet with key Mission staff, including 
project officers and chiefs of ARD, E&E, and PRO, 
to establish lines of communication within the 
Mission and the GOP on operation of the CIP 
nrograms. 

FWill, CC/ 
TBilecky, CC 

March 1988 

MisSion to hire equipment specialist and plan 
procurement seminars involving GOP. 

TBilecky, CC Ongoing 

Mission to discuss with GOP need to comply with 
semi-annual reporting requirements for deposit and 
allocation of CIP sale proceeds. 

PDavis, PRO 
DPratt, FM 

Feb 1988 

D.. Private Sector Windows Relating to Both Programs 

In view of changes improving the competitiveness 
of the private sector windows (including reduction 
in Interest rates), Mission to undertake major 
publicity campaign involving chambers of commerce 
and business groups to encourage utilization 
of private sector funds. 

TBilecky, CC 
AKhalil, PRO 

March 1988, 
Ongoing 

Following completion and assessment of this 
publicity program, Mission to make decision on 
whether to continue with private sector 
windows or to reprogram funds for use in other 
areas, preferably to advance private sector 
objectives. 

Director Summer 1988 
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H. RVALUATIONABSTRACT (do not eseod lspsooeprvfdOld) The evaluation reviewed the two USAID-
funded commodity import programs (CIPs) in Pakistan, Agricultural Commodities and 
Equipment (ACE), authorized for $475 million for six years; and Energy Commodities and 
Equipment (ECE), authorized for $100 million over four years. 

The initial design stressed rapid disbursements for balance of payments support and 
included private sector windows in both programs. Totalling $50 million as of the 
evaluation date, those windows remain virtually unused because of high U.S. product 
costs, availability of other foreign exchange, increased competition for markets by
other countries and regulatory restraints imposed by the GOP. Evaluators confirmed 
studies made by USAID concerning major obstacles.
 

Public sector funds are in great demand; GOP agencies are less concerned with dollar
 
costs and there Is pressure on agencies to utilize CIP funds. Over 80 percent of ACE
 
funds have been used for fast moving bulk commodities--wheat, cotton and fertilizers. 
The remainder is for agricultural equipment and machinery for the support of seven USAID 
projects. ECE commodities are aimed at power, oil, gas and coal. The impact of these 
commodities on development promises to be positive. As of the evalution date, ECE has
 
disbursed $9.7 million of the $100 million obligated, with $50 million committed to
 
various transactions.
 

Overall, both programs are managed efficiently by USAID and coordination within the
 
Mission and with the GOP is effective. Major bottlenecks occur on the GOP side in
 
drafting specification and evaluating bids. Substantial training and technical
 
assistance is required.
 

The report recommends continuation of the public sector activities in both programs.
 
Continuation of the private sector windQws should be for six months pending 
r6examination of the current 	value and validity of the private sector windows against
 
the staff time expended on promoting that activity and an empirical determination of the 
effect of the lowering of the interest rates charged by local 'anks to importers. 
Another evaluation of both ACE and ECE should be scheduled for the spring of 1988 to 
assess the utilization and development impact of the balance of the machinery and
 
equlient.
 

The major lessons learned are that USAID's and AID/W should be wary about burdening CIPs
 
with rapid disbursement objectives when their commodity contents makes them more
 
suitable for development (this is particularly true for sector-oriented CIPs).

Designers of private sector windows in CIPs should analyze more carefully the real 
demand for private participation by taking into consideration other availability of 
foreign exchange, the competition for U.S. commodities from other countries, and the
 
outselling and outservicing of U.S. firms by others, particularly Japan. 
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A.I.D. EVALUATION SUMMARY PA9t 
J. 3UMMARY OF EVALUATION FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Try not to exceed the 3 pages provlded)

Address " foffowing heme: 
* Purpose of acttvlty(I) evaluated PtInelpltreoormendatlona* Purpose of evaluation and Methodology used oLessons earned
findlngs and conclusions (relate to questions)
 

iaslon o O . USAID/Islamabad Oete thisummary prepared: January 1988Eqit nd Dee IoFul,*uat Evaluation Report of Agricultural 'onnodities and 
Equipmen t(ACE andnergy Commodities and Equipment (LLL) FrI lams, May-July 1"87The purpose of the Mission's two sector-specific commodity import programs (CIPs)authorized at $575 million is to (1) provide balance of payments support to theGovernment of Pakistan (GOP); (2) increase agricultural productivity; (3)increase
energy develpment; and (4)strengthen the private sector in Pakistan. 
Agriculture and
energy receive high priority in USAID's program and are high on the GOP's list of
priorities in its Sixth (1982-87) and draft Seventh (1988-1993) Five Year Plans.
purpose Theof the evaluation was to examine alternatives to CIPs, review reasons why theprivate sector windows in each 
program were not being utilized, assess the economic and
development impact of ea'ch program, and examine the effectiveness of program management. 

The four-person evaluation team consisted of an economist, an agricultural specialist,an energy specialist and a procurement specialist who served as 
team leader. ANE staff
briefed the team in Washington as did USAID staff in Islamabad. 
The team also
interviewed other Embassy staff as well 
as World Bank and GOP officials in Islamabad,
Lahore and Karachi and private sector importers in Lahore and Karachi. 
 Two members of
the team spoke with public and private sector bank officials in Karachi. Team members
also visited areas where program commodities were being used or warehoused. .The team
examined procurement and project files, audit reports, a previous ACE evaluation and
.recent surveys and studies on the 
private sector problem and assorted macro-economic
 
data.
 

Major findings, conclusions, and recommendations stemming from the evaluation are
 
highlighted below:
 

1. PRIVATE SECTOR WINDOWS: Factors inhibiting private sector imports under the CIP
program include (i)high U.S. product and transportation costs; (ii)unfamiliarity with
U.S. 'products and suppliers; (iii) lack of in-country presence by American exporters;(iv)high interest rates (14%, including a 3% foreign exchange rifk cover; (v) lack of
information about CIP, particularly in banks; (vi) difficulty in obtaining credit from
the assigned banks (high collateral); (vii) 
GOP slowness in approving import licenses;(viii) limitations imposed by GOP on level of transactions for traders under the ImportPolicy Order (IPO). 
 During the course of the evaluation, the GOP lowered the combined
bank interest rate from 14% 
to 10%.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 (1) USAID should continue pressing GOP to exempt ACE and ECE privatesector windows from restrictive provisions of IPO; (2) CMO should continue informationcampaign and publicize the program's recent interest rate decrease; (3)CMO should urge
GOP to expand number of approved applicant banks to include domestic industrialfinancial institutions that cater to the private sector and have the ability to issue
foreign exchange letters of credit acceptable to U.S. banks;,private sector windows for six months to 
(4) USAID should continue 

test response to new lower interest rates; (5)
USAID should consider contracting with'qualified Pakistani 
firm to determine
 

i'
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relative effects of each perceived constraint on private windows; (6) after six months,
 
USAID should use results of the previous recommendations to reach a decision on whether
 
to continue the private windows as now structured; and (7) if private sector initiatives
 
are not deemed feasible, both ACE and ECE private sector funds should he transferred to
 
public sector activities that support stabilization efforts, if needed, or projects with
 
high developmental impact as measured by internal rates of return.
 

2a. DEVELOPMENT IMPACT/ACE: To date 48% of ACE funds have been obligated for fertilizer
 
imports, 25% for'wheat, 21% for machinery, and 6% for cotton. Fertilizer imports have
 
-thefastest delivery time and most immediate developnent impact. Wheat and cotton
 
imports had economic but no development impact. Machinery imports have a slower
 
development impact because of longer procurement time and need to be integrated into the
 
project for which they were ordered. There was delayed utilization of some machinery
 
because of slow project implementation, but these defects have been corrected. The
 
potential impact of the machinery is extremely high as it is primarily for USAID-design
 
and implemented projects. Fertilizer has contributed to policy dialogue with respect to
 
private sector share of distribution and fertilizer pricing.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1)USAID should arrange an observational trip to US and other
 
countries in which both the public and private sector can together observe the
 
interaction and respective roles of the two sectors in fertilizer supply, distribution
 
and use; (2) GOP should make needed policy changes (import, pricing, subsidy reduction,
 
transport costs, interest rate reforms to reflect market rates, and easing of collateral
 
requirements) to encourage and facilitate private sector participation in promoting
 
efficient fertilizer use and the supply or provision of other prerequisite production
 
inputs and services; (?) USAID should encourage the private sector fertilizer industry
 
to utilize the training resources offered; to the private sector as a means for preparing
 
the: industry for an expanded role in agricultural development; (4) to the extent
 
possible, future equipnent procurement should be made through regular GOP peocurement
 
channels.
 

2b. DEVELOPMENT IMPACT/ECE: Unlike ACE, the commodities imported under ECE are destined
 
not for projects but for specific agencies in the public sector, including oil and gas
 
agencies and power generation, transmission ind distribution entities and research
 
institutes. The emphasis is on development of the energy sector, with secondary
 
emphasis on short-run rapid disbursements. The first commodities arrived in 1986.
 
Given the vital role of energy in Pakistan's industrial and development growth and the
 
pent-Up demand for energy, the presumed development impact will be high. ECE also plays
 
an important part in policy dialogue on energy sector concerns.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1)USAID should continue to place high priority on the ECE import
 
program and continue to fund public agencies based on the critical need 'for U.S. made
 
equipment and spare parts; (2) USAID should encourage GOP to support private sector 
development through public sector institutions; (3) the next evaluation of ECE should
 
§pecifically assess the benefits of ECE equipment to KESC and WAPDA as anticipated in 
the October 1985 Stone and Webster report; (4)E&E should develop plans to encourage the
 
use of private sector ECE funds to implement the results of EP&D feasibility studies on 
energy conservation; (5)USAID should provide technical assistance to the GOP for
 
preparing standardized notices of intention and application for certification for 
private generating facilities; (6)USAID should provide technical assistance in
 
developing standard offer contract for capacity and energy delivery to WAPDA and KESC by 
private energy project developers; (7)USAID should provide technical assistance to the
 
GOP to develop private power plant siting regulations; and (8)USAID should schedule an
 
evaluation of ECE for spring 1988 which will assess the use of equipment and machinery
 
imported for the public sector agencies and its actual impact on development goals.
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3. ECONOMIC IMPACT: Because each commodity element carries its own balance of payments 
impact, the Mission must determine the appropriate mix to achieve its particular 
economic goals. ACE achieved a high rate of disbursements with bulk commodities (the 
largest portion of its imports) and a lower rate with machinery (which, however, had a 
much higher development impact). With the exception of the private sector windows, the
 
design of both ACE and ECE was most appropriate to the situation in Pakistan. Many of 
the commodities imported did not have a true balance of payments effect because they 
were not commodities which the country would have purchased in the absence of USAID
 
funds. However, 'these same commodities have a longer-range effect through import
 
substitution and export promotion. Both CIPs provide an important stabilizing effect on 
the market by their availability and flexibility, which is also a positive political
 
gain. Both CIPs are important in the policy dialogue with the GOP on energy and
 
agricultural sector Issues.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) USAID should continue ACE and ECE programs in the public sector,
 
retaining sufficient flexibility in ACE to help stabilize the market when faced with 
unexpected shocks to the economy; and (2) USAID should retain the sectoral CIP in
 
preference to a cash grant or general CIP. 

4. MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS: Overall management is good. The presence of an
 
experienced commodities officer is a definite plus, although the CMO is understaffed. 
Both the agriculture and energy divisions have technical experts available to advise on 
specific commodity requirements. There is good coordination among offices concerned,
 
but with the CMO moved from the Legal Advisor's office to the Contracts Office and new 
division heads in ARD and E&E there is need for a reexamination of each office's 
responsibilities. A single source of relevant information for tracking and monitoring 
commodity flows and financing status is lacking, though that information is available in 
sevbral relevant offices. The most serious management bottlenecks exist within the 
GOP. Delays of six months or more in the procurement process are caused by time 
consumed in drafting specifications and evaluating bids. There are also significant 
delays attributable to AID/Washington clearance of specifications and approval of 
certain bids. Programming of local currency generations is done by negotiations with
 
GOP officials prior to the finalizing of the annual budget with respect to budget 
sectors to be strengthened by allocations of generated rupees. The GOP then is required 
to report semi-annually, but is not current in its reporting. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) the Contracting Officer should meet with the new relevant USAID 
offices to establish lines of communication within the Mission and with the GOP; (2) 
US.AID should establish one more U.S. direct hire position in CMO and retain for six 
months the person on detail to concentrate on private sector matters; (3) the CMO should 
design and install a single tracking and monitoring system for ACE and ECE on a priority 
basis; (4) USAID should promote use of existing training project so that GOP 
specification writers and contract evaluators receive on-the-job training and 
participant training in their specialties; (5)USAID and GOP should utilize services of
 
a team of public administration/procurement experts to help the GOP streamline the 
procurement approval process at the federal level; (6) USAID should devise a plan for 
gradually phasing over to GOP agencies the responsibility for clearing CIP-funded
 
commodities for their use; and (7) USAID should urge the GOP to comply with the
 
semi-annual reporting requirements for deposit and allocation of CIP sales proceeds. 

"LESSONS LEARNED:" (1)Planners of a private sector CIP should take into account 
competitive foreign exchange sources in'the host country; (2) neither U.S. products nor 
dollars enjoy the favored position ot the past, Japanese firms in particular outsell and 
outservice U.S. firms; (3) bulk commodity shipnents offer the fastest disbursing rates 
but not always maximum balance of payments support, the latter depends on whether 
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CIP-funded imports substitute for planned imports using government's own foreign
 
exchange; (4) an important aspect of balance of payments support is the stabilizing 
effect a well-funded CIP lends to the market-place; (5) there is a tendency to load CIPs 
with differing goals and objectives, which could result in policy and management 
conflicts; (6) the existence of the ACE program provided the necessary framework and 
flexibility for meeting unexpected demands for wheat and cotton; (7) ECE provides a 
mechanism for importing commodities for the energy sector without having to develop and
 
design new projects, while ACE provided a method to import commodities for projects in 
the design stage, thus insuring better coordination between commodities and other 
elements; (8)an experienced commodity management officer should be on board when a CIP 
is designed and initially implemented; (9)the commodities office should have a 
significant voice in Implementation and policy decision making; (10) institution 
building is defeated when CIP commodities for the government continue to be cleared by 
the USAID in the name of expediency; (11) so long as government rules concerning import 
policy, licensing, and financing limitations exist, a private sector-focused CIP's 
direction and efficiency will be subject to the government's whim; (12) AID's
 
legislative and regulatory restrictions concerning CIP programs may be waived in
 
specific cases with ample justification, but the basic framework will be slow to change.
 

'I
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K. ATTACHMENTS (Uh attachmenle submitted with thile Evaluation Summary; Iw!y 'sLch copy of full 
evaluation report, even Ifone was submitted earlier) 

Evaluation Report: Pakistan Agricultural Commodities and Equipment (ACE) program 
and Pakistan Energy Commodities and Equipment (ECE) program (May-July 1987).
 

L. COMMENTS BY MISSION, AIO/W OFFICE AND BORROWER/GRANTEE 

Substantive Mission comments were provided to the evaluation team throughout 
the evaluation process, many of which are reflected in the final report. 
ACE and ECE are expected to be replaced rather than amended during the 
FY1988-FY1993 period with similar but improved programs. (Inthe case of 
ECE, the final Mission decision on whether an amendment--or an ECE-type 
component to another project--will be considered awaits an end-use 
evaluation, as well as an assessment of progress on the private sector CIP 
and GOP private power program in Spring/Summer 1988). 

The evaluation team captured the essence as well as the important 
shortcomings of the programs. The Mission believes that the recommendations 
and suggestions made by the evalution team are valuable and constructive. 
The team specifically pointed out the many pitfalls in progams such as these 
that have to be attended to and foresight rather than "corrective" hindsight 
should be the name of the game. In going through the evaluation process, 
Mission officers involved in the ACE/ECE programs received a better 
understanding and fine-tuned their direction in addressing the many 
unresolved issues of the programs. Although many of the recommendations are 
quite to the point, the Mission has yet to begin implementing all of them.
 

Also, the evaluation is useful as a "memory document" indicating how a 
substantial portion of the funds under the FY1982-FY1987 program ($448 
actually obligated or approximately 36 percent of the entire program) were 
allocated and used. Missions involved in the development of similar large 
commodity and equipment import programs elsewhere will likely find the 
report especially useful to preclude mistakes/oversights inprograms of this 
natu;'e. 

.1 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

A. Mission and Project Evaluated
 

USAID/ISLAMABAD; Evaluation of the t475 million Agricultural Commodities
 
and Equipment Grant/Loan Program, No.391-0468 (ACE) and the tlOO million
 
Energy Commodities and Equipment Grant/Loan Program, No.391-0486 (ECE);
 
report completed July 29,1987.
 

B. Purpose of the Activities Involved
 

These two sector-specific commodity import programs (CIPs) were designed
 
to (.) provide balance of payments support to the Government of Pakistan
 
(GOP) through rapid disbursements of program funds for imports by both
 
the public and private sectors of sector-related commodities from United
 
States sources; (2) increase agricultural productivity; (3) increase
 
energy generation capacity; (4) strengthen the private sector in
 
Pakistan. Later conditions were imposed through amendments to the
 
program obligating documents, such as increasing to 60Z the share of
 
fertilizer distributed through the private sector. Agriculture and
 
energy receive high priority in USAID's program and are high on the GOP's
 
list of priorities in its Sixth (1982-87) and draft Seventh (1988-1993)
 
Five Year Plans.
 

C. Purpose of the Evaluation and Methodology
 

This was a scheduled evaluation for each program. ACE was evaluated once
 
several months after its inception in 1982; ECE has not been evaluated
 
since its inception in 1984. ACE has disbursed over t267 million out of
 
t390 million in obligations; ECE has disbursed 9.7 million of lO00
 
million obligated. Both have performed poorly in the private sector-ACE
 
has used only t2.8 million of 3O million obligated for that purpose; ECE
 
has disbursed nothing out of 420 million obligated. A primary purpose of
 
the evaluation is to determine the causes for that non-utilization and
 
recommend ways to increase the usage of those funds or recommend
 
alternate uses for them. Other purposes are to examine alternatives to
 
CIPs, to assess the economic and development impact of each program, the
 
effectiveness of their management, and the effect on the four "pillars"
 
of AID's current development strategy. The four-person team consisted of
 
an economist, an agricultural specialist, an energy specialist and a
 
procurement specialist (team leader). Asia Near East Bureau (ANE) staff
 
briefed the team in Washington as did USAID staff in Islamabad. The team
 
interviewed other USAID and Embassy staff, and World Bank and GOP
 
officials in Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi as well as private sector
 
importers in Lahore and Karachi; two members of the team spoke with
 
officials of public and private sector banks in Karachi. Interviews were
 
unstructured but used to elicit views on obstacles to the increased use
 
of the programs, particularly in the private sector. Team members
 
visited areas where program commodities were being used or warehoused.
 
USAID made available extensive project and program documentation along
 
with GOP and World Bank statistics. The team examined procurement and
 
project files, audit reports, a previous evaluation and recent surveys
 
and studies on the private sector problem plus macro-economic data. All
 
sources were secondary and the team did not generate data independently.
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It submitted a draft report for Mission comments, then revised that draft 
before its departure. The contractor submitted 3 final product after 
receiving the Mission's final comments in liashington. The total 
evaluation effort required 150 person days. 

D. 	 Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations (by Chapter)
 

1. The Private Sector Windows
 

Original expectations for private sector activity under the CIP were
 
based on studies and assumptioas which did not sufficiently take into
 
consideration the volume of competing foreign exchange; decisions were
 
made on the assumption that the superiority of U.S. products would
 
overcome price differentials. Experience has proven otherwise. The
 
Mission recently conducted in-depth interviews with private importers
 
which indicate the following factors as major obstacles to the use of the
 
private sector funds (these were confirmed by the team through its
 
interviews with banks and importers):
 

(i) high U.S. product and transportation costs; (ii) unfamiliarity
 
with U.S. products and suppliers; (iii) lack of manufacturers'
 
representatives in country for service and technical information,
 
particularly as compared to Japanese firms; (iv) high interest
 
rates (14%) charged by local banks for rupee loans with which to
 
buy dollars (including a 3% charge for foreign exchange risk
 
cover); (v) lack of information about CIP, particularly in banks;
 
(vi) difficulty in obtaining credit from the assigned banks if not
 
a customer (high collateral); (vii) GOP slowness in approving
 
import licenses, particularly for traders; (viii) limitations
 
imposed by GOP Ministry of Commerce on amounts of transactions for
 
traders under the Impact Policy Order (IPO).
 

Mission efforts to remove constraints began in early 1986 and increpsed
 
markedly in 1987. During the course of this evaluation, the GOP agteed
 
to lower the bank interest rate to 10% from 14%. But no one has yet
 
calculated the weight to be given to each of the inhibiting factors noted
 
above. The detailing of a Contract Office employee to the Commodity
 
Management Office (CHO) has increased pressure on the GOP and is keeping
 
the import community aware of the private sector fund availability.
 

Recommendations:
 

That USAID continue pressing the GOP to exempt the ACE and ECE
 
private sector windows from the restrictive provisions of the
 
Import Policy Order.
 

* 	 That the Commodities Management Office continue to publicize the
 
program's recent interest rate decrease from 14 to 10 percent and
 
continue its current media and information campaign to include
 
local business groups and chamberL of commerce.
 

* 	 That the Commodities Management Office urge the GOP to expand the
 
number of approved applicant banks to include domestic industrial
 
financial institutions that cater to the private sector and have
 
the ability to issue foreign exchange letters of credit acceptable
 
to U.S. banks.
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That USAID continue both private sector windows for six months to
 
test the response to the new lower interest rates. (5) That USALD
 
management reexamine the objectives of the private sector window
 
(e.g. should the targeted group be all firms or just small and 
medium firms in the rural area ?). (6) That USAID consider 
contracting with a qualified Pakistani firm to determine the 
relative effects of each perceived constraint on the private 
windows. (7) That at the end of six months, USAID use the results 
of the two previous recommendations to reach a decision on whether 
to continue the private windows. (8) That if a decision is reached 
to close the private windows as now structured, USAID first 
consider utilizing the funds to develop alternative opportunities 
for promoting private sector participation. (9) That if private 
sector participation projects are not deemed feasible, both ACE and 
ECE private sector funds be transferred to public sector activities 
that support either stabilization efforts, if needed, or projects 
with high developmental impact as measured by internal rates of 
return. 

2. Development Impact
 

ACE: 	 To date 48% of ACE funds have been obligated for fertilizer
 
imports, 25% for wheat, 21% for machinery, and 6% for cotton. Fertilizer
 
imports have had the fastest delivery time and most immediate development
 
impact through use by farmers; wheat and cotton imports had economic but
 
no development impacts. Machinery imports have had a slower development
 
impact because of longer procurement time and need to be integrated into
 
the projects for which they were ordered. There was delayed utilization
 
of some machinery because of slow project implementation, but those
 
defects have been corrected. The potential impact of the machinery is
 
extremely high as it is primarily for USAID-designed and implemented
 
projects. Fertilizer has contributed to the polic7 dialogue with respect
 
to private sector share of distribution and fertilizer pricing. There is
 
still 	much room for improving the technology for more effective and
 
efficient use of fertilizer by the farmers.
 

Machinery will have a direct impact on technology transfer and will
 
contribute to institution building in those entities assisted through
 
individual projects. There is little impact on the private sector per se
 
as the projects are in the public sector. The private sector window has
 
used only t2.8 million dollars since 1984.
 

Overall, ACE has been effectively utilized to obtain the fullest
 
development impact while not ignoring the CIP goal of rapid
 
disbursements. Because ACE was purposely designed for disbursement and
 
commodity infusion and not for conditionality, the recently approved
 
Agricultural Sector Support Program (ASSP), which includes a CIP-type
 
activity, will have more conditions built in from the beginning,
 
including a unique cash transfer element.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That USAID arrange an observational trip to the United States and
 
other countries in which both the public and private sector can
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together observe and compare the interaction and respective roles
 
of the two sectors in fertilizer supply, distribution and use.
 

* 	 That the GOP make such policy changes (import, pricing, subsidy
 
reduction, transport costs, interest rate reforms to reflect market
 
rates, and easing of collateral requirements) as necessary to
 
encourage and facilitate the private sector's participation in
 
promoting efficient fertilizer use and the supply or provision of
 
other prerequisite production inputs and services.
 

That USAID encourage the private sector fertilizer induav- to
 
utilize the training resources offered to the private sector as a
 
means for preparing the industry for an expanded role in
 
agricultural development.
 

That, to the extent possible, future equipment procurement be made
 
through regular GOP pr9curement channels.
 

ECE. Unlike ACE, the commodities imported under ECE are destined not for
 
projects but for specific agencies in the public energy sector, including
 
generation, transmission and distribution entities and research
 
institutes. The emphasis is on development of the energy sector, with
 
secondary emphasis on short-run rapid disbursements. The first
 
commodities arrived in 1986, but given the vital role energy plays in
 
Pakistan's industrial and development growth and the pent-up demand for
 
energy by all sectors, the presumed development impact will be of the
 
highest order. ECE also plays an important part in the policy dialogue
 
re energy sector concerns. Technology transfer and institution building
 
are concomitant goals of the ECE program. Even though the private sector
 
window is as yet unused, GOP resources are insufficient to fill the
 
expected energy gap into 1993, and donors will not fill that gap.
 
Increasingly, private firms will be called on to supply needed generation
 
resources. ECE is providing support for the private sector through
 
public sector development of research institutes; USAID energy sector
 
projects also stress the involvement of the private sector.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That USAID continue to place the highest priority on the ECE import 
program and continue to fund the public agencies based on the 
critical need for U.S.-made equipment and spare parts. The final 
level of future funding for the post-1987 period should be based on 
the evaluation in the last recommendation herein. 

That USAID encourage GOP to support private sector development
 
through the public sector institutions.
 

* 	 That the next evaluation of ECEE specifically assess the benefits of
 
ECE equipment to KESC and WA.PDA predicted in the Stone and Webster
 
report of October 1985.
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0 	 That E&E develop plans to encourage the use of private sector ECE
 

funds to implement the results of EP&D feasibility studies on
 
energy conservation.
 

0 	 That ECE be focused an the areas where U.S. equipment and
 
technology are superior, such as mining and drilling.
 

0 	 That USAID provide technical assistance to the GOP for preparing
 
standardized notices of intention and application for certification
 
for private generating facilities.
 

* 	 That USAID provide technical assistance in developing standard
 

offer contracts for capacity and energy delivery to WAPDA and KESC
 
by private energy project developers.
 

* 	 That USAID provide technical assistance to the GOP to develop
 
private power plant siting regulations.
 

* 	 That USAID maintain close coordination with other donor agencies'
 
commodity equipment programs so that ECE may 9hift its emphasis
 
accordingly.
 

* 	 1hat USAID schedule an evaluation for ECE for the spring of 1988
 
which will assess the utilization of equipment and machinery
 
imported for the public sector agencies and its actual impact on
 

development goals.
 

3. Economic Impart
 

Because each commodity element carries its own balance of payments
 

impact, the Mission must determine the appropriate mix to achieve its
 
particular economic goals. ACE achieved a high rate of disbursements
 
with bulk commodities, the largest portion of its imports, and a lower
 

rate with machinery, which, however, had a much higher development
 
impact. The design of both ACE and ECE, with the exception of the
 
private windows, was most appropriate to the situation in Pakistan. Many
 
of the commodities imported did not have a true balance of payments
 
effect because they were not commodities which the country would have
 
purchased in absence of the USAID funds, but the same commodities will
 
have a longer-range effect through import substitution and export
 

promotion.
 

Both CIPs provide an important stabilizing effect on the market by their
 
availability and flexibility, which is also a positive political gain.
 
Both CIPs are important factors in the policy dialogue with the GOP
 

concerning energy and agricultural sector issues.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That USAID continue both the ACE and ECE programs in the public
 
sector, retaining sufficient flexibility in ACE to help stabilize
 
the market when faced with unexpected shocks to the economy.
 

* 	 That USAID retain the sectoral CIP in preference to a cash grant or
 
general CIP.
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4. 	 Management Effectiveness
 

Overall management of the two CIPs is good; the presence of an
 
experienced commodities officer is a definite plus, although the
 
Commodities Management Office is understaffed. Both the agriculture and
 
energy divisions have technical experts available to advise on specific
 
comodity requirements (the ACE program machinery and equipment
 
procurement is actually based on project designs). There is good
 
coordination among the technical divisions, the Program Office and the
 
CHO, but with the 00 being moved from the Legal Advisor's office to the
 
Contracts Office and new division heads coming soon for ARD and E&E,
 
there is need for a reexamination of each office's responsibilities. A
 
single source of relevant information for tracking and monitoring both
 
the commodity flows and financing status is lacking, although that
 
information is available in the several relevant offices. The team
 
questions how much longer the USAID/Karachi Liaison Office should
 
continue to clear CIP commodities consigned to GOP agencies. The most
 
serious management bottlenecks exist in the GOP offices and ministries.
 
Delays of six months or more in the procurement process are caused by the
 
time consumed in drafting specifications and evaluating bids, which may
 
be alleviated by appropriate training. There are also significant delays
 
attributable to AID/Washington clearance of specifications and approval
 
of certain bids. Programming of local currency generations is
 
accomplished through negotiations with GOP officials prior to the
 
finalizing of the annual budget with respect to budget sectors to be
 
strengthened by allocation of the generated rupees. The GOP then is
 
required to report semi-annually on deposits and withdrawals, but is not
 
current in its rep6rting. The advantage in the programming process is
 
the opportunity USAID has to review the GOP budget with the government
 
and give its views on allocations for development purposes. It is
 
another aspect of the policy dialogue.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That the Contracting Officer meet with the new ARD and E&E chiefs
 
and Project Officers, the Commodity Management Officer, and the
 
Program Officer to establish the lines of communication within the
 
Mission and with the GOP.
 

* 	 That USAID establish one more U.S. direct hire position in C40 and
 
retain for six months the person on detail to concentrate on
 
private sector matters.
 

* 	 That the GMO design and install a single tracking and monitoring
 
system for ACE and ECE on a priority basis.
 

* 	 That USAID promote the use of the existing training project so that
 
GOP specification writers and contract evaluators receive
 
on-the-job training and participant training in their specialties
 

from a firm that has an energy equipment specification data base
 

and technical assistance capabilities.
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0 	 That USA.ID and GOP utilize the services of a team of oublic
 
adminstration/procuremeut experts to help the GOP streamline the
 
procurement approval process at the Federal level.
 

* 	 That USAID devise a plan for gradually phasing over to GOP agencies 
the responsibility for clearing CIP-funded commodities for their 
use. 

That USA.ID urge the GOP to comply with the semi-annual reporting 
requirements for deposit and allocation of CIP sales proceeds.
 

3. Lessons Learned
 

* 	 Planners of a private sector CIP should take into account
 
competitive foreign exchange sources in the host country.
 

Neither U.S. products nor dollars enjoy the favored position of the
 
past. Japanese firms in particular outsell and outservice U.S.
 
firms.
 

Bulk commodity shipments offer the fastest disbursing rates but not
 
always maximum balance of payments support; the latter depends on
 
whether CIP-funded imports substitute for planned imports using
 
government's own foreign exchange.
 

An important aspect of balance of payments support is the
 
stabilizing effect a well-funded CIP lends to the market-place.
 

There is a tendency to load CIPs with differing goals and
 
objectives, which could result in policy and management conflicts.
 

The existence of the ACE program provided the necessary framework
 
and flexibility for meeting unexpected demands for wheat and cotton.
 

* 	 ECE provides a mechanism for importing commodities for the energy 
sector without having to develop and design new projects. ACE 
provided a method to import commodities for projects in the design 
stage, thus insuring better coordination between commodities and 
other elements. 

* 	 An experienced commodity management officer should be on board when
 
a CIP is designed and initially implemented.
 

0 	 The commodities office should have a significant voice in
 
implementation and policy decision making.
 

* 	 Institution building is defeated when CIP commodities for the
 
government continue to be cleared by the USAI-D in the name of
 
expediency.
 

* 	 So long as government rules concerning import policy, licensing,
 
and financing limitations exist, a private sector-focused CIP's
 
direction and efficiency will be subject to the government's whim.
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U!D's legislative and regulatory restrictions concerunig CIP 
programs aay be waived in specific cases with ample Justification, 
but the basic framework -will be slow to change. 
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A. Project Being Evaluated
 

This is a joint evaluation of USA.ID Pakistan's two commodity import
 
programs (CIPs), Agricultural Commodities and Equipment (ACE) and Energy
 
Commodities and Equipment (ECE).
 

AID authorized ACE in Harch 1982 as a proposed 3O0 million program over
 
the period F! 1982-FY 1986. he firstx tanch was 360 million, part loan 
and part grant. .s a result of four amendments since 1982, W475 million
 
has been allocated for the life of the project (LOP) of which 3390
 
million has been obligated through loan and grant agreements. Of the LOP
 
funding, J60 million has been planned for the private sector, of which
 
only t2.8 million has been committed thus far. Except for wheat, cotton
 
and fertilizer, ACE public sector imports are largely for seven USAID
 
agriculture projects.
 

ECE was authorized in August 1984 as a 1100 million program over the
 
period FY 1984-FY 1986. It consists of 450 million in loan funds and t50
 
million in grant funds. A total allocation of 2O million has been made
 
available for the private sector, but none of that money has been
 
committed or disbursed.*
 

In addition to providing commodities for specific categories within each
 
sector, both programs stress the importance of providing balance of
 
payments support to the Government of Pakistan.
 

The ACE program was evaluated in December 1982. Those conclusions and
 
recommendations have been taken into consideration herein. The team has
 
also examined a Regional Inspector General's Audit of the ACE program and
 
several USAID end-use reviews of ACE commodity utilization.
 

No prior evaluation of ECE has been undertaken and there have not been
 
any end-use reviews.
 

* A note for the uninitiated: life of project funding is a proposed 

total for a program, always subject to Congressional approval and 
appropriation. That figure may be authorized by the AID Administrator in 
the PAAD and all or part of it may be obligated by a loan or grant 
agreement signed by both governments. Then, as the program actually 
commences operations, a portion of the obligated funds may be earmarked 
(or reserved) for a sector, committed to a transaction through the 
issuance of a letter of credit (LTC) or a letter of commitment (L/COM), 
and then finally disbursed to the U.S. supplier. The pipeline is the 
difference between obligated and disbursed amounts. The rate of
 
disbursment is the speed at which obligated funds are disbursed.
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B. Scope of Evaluation and Methodolol7
 

The full scope of work is found at Annex A. Each topic has a separate
 
chapter in the report, but there is some overlapping as particular points
 
are examined from different perspectives. Chapter I examines the myriad
 
reasons why neither program has been successful in attracting meaningful
 
participation from the vibrant and growing private sector in Pakistan.
 
In Chapter !I, there is an analysis of the effects of the various
 
commodities on development, particularly in light of AID's "four
 
pillars," policy dialogue, technology transfer, institution building and
 
privatization. In Chapter :II, the report assesses the economic impact
 
of the programs in an aggregate sense, including their contribution to
 
balance of payments support, and then as a function of the particular
 
commodities imported. How the programs have been managed - by both
 
governments - is the topic for Chapter IV, Included are discussions of
 
bottlenecks in the process, rates of disbursements, the efficiency of the
 
procurement process for those using it and local currency uses.
 

In each chapter the authors have made specific recommendations for
 
consideration by the relevant entities.
 

Lessons Learned is a gathering together of the team's observations which
 
may be applied to similar programs now being planned or in the initial
 
phases of implementation.
 

The evaluation team, formed under the auspices of Development Associates
 
in response to USAID's request for specific disciplines, is comprised of
 
the following:
 

C. Blair Allen, Agricultural Specialist, Private Consultant,
 
Retired AID Foreign Service Officer;
 

Shibu B. Dhar, Energy Specialist, Private
 
Consultant and Member of the California Energy Commission;
 

Stanley J. Siegel, Procurement Specialist,
 
Principal Author of AID's Handbook on CIP Evaluation,
 
Retired AID Foreign Service Officer, and Team Leader;
 

Richard H. Sines, Economist, Private Consultant,
 
Former Professor of Economics and Author, formerly in AID's
 
REDSO office in the Ivory Coast.
 

All of the team has had extensive experience in Third World countries.
 
Mr. Allen and Mr. Siegel were stationed in Pakistan from 1958-1963 and
 
1960-1962, respectively, with USAID's predecessor agency.
 

After an initial briefing by AID/W officials, the team flew directly to
 
Islamabad where an intensive schedule of meetings was held beginning
 
May 4 with GOP officials, USAID and Embassy staff. On May 13, the team
 
went to Lahore for a series of meetings with GOP officials and private
 
sector individuals, including a fertilizer seller and end user. From
 
May 16-20, the team interviewed government and private sector officials
 
in Karachi, the commercial hub of Pakistan.
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The interviews were non-structured, but designed to elicit opinions on
 
the utility of the program, the difficulties encountered, and reasons for
 
non-utilization by the private sector. AID staff in Islamabad, Lahore
 
and .arachi made appointments based on suggestions from the team as to
 
the mix thought desirable. Members of USAID's staff accompanied the team
 
members to the various interviews, assisting in introductions and
 
expediting the process. Their presence did not inhibit the frankness of
 
the respondents.
 

Because over 80 million in agricultural machinery and equipment is being
 
imported under ACE for seven USAID agricultural projects, it became
 
incumbent on the team when evaluating ACE's development impact to examine
 
the effectiveness of the imported items in the several projects. This
 
required a detailed review of ARD project goals and purposes and an
 
assessment of the extent to which the machinery and equipment contributed
 
to the achievement of those ends. The team had the advantage of Mr.
 
Allen's evaluation of the Irrigation System Management project in 1985;
 
ISM alone is the receipient of t52 million in ACE equipment.
 

Even though ECE commodities are not imported for specific USAID projects,
 
the PAAD makes it clear that ECE is in support of USAID's total energy
 
program, which includes several innovative projects. Those projects,
 
too, were examined to determine the development linkage between the ECE
 
commodities and the USAID energy sector program.
 

The team has relied heavily on documentation provided by the Mission,
 
particularly project material and statistical information, including the
 
April 1987 CDSS. A list of persons'contacted and documents used are
 
found in Annexes B and C.
 

The first draft of the report was submitted to USAID on June 3. On
 
June 4, USA1) staff gave the team their initial reactions and comments,
 
and the team made revisions.
 

The team left a final draft with the Mission on June 8, prior to
 
departure on June 9. The contractor delivered the final product to USAI1D
 
on July 29 after incorporating the Mission's detailed comments.
 

C. Acknowledgements
 

The team wishes to express its thank3 to all in USA.D, both in
 
headquarters and the field, who gave unstintingly of their time and
 
knowledge. The cooperation received was vital to the completion of the
 
team's efforts.
 

Without in any way detracting from the contribution of those whose names
 
are not noted here, the team wishes to acknowledge especially the help of
 
the following:
 

Tanvir A. Khan, Program Specialist and Acting Evaluation Officer,
 
who coordinated USAJD efforts and guided the team through the
 
administrative brambles;
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* 	 Abdul Wasay, Project Officer ACE and Acting Chief of the Economic
 
Marketing and Policy Analysis Section (EMPAS), Office of
 
Agriculture and Rural Development (ARD), who provided information,
 
statistics and insight in an efficient and professional manner;
 

Syed Mahmood, Program Manager, Energy Commodity and Equipment
 
Program, in the Office of Energy and Environment (E&E), and David
 
Samson, Program Assistant in the same office, both of whom helped
 
coordinate interviews and field trips and accompanied the team to
 
Lahore and Karachi. Their assistance and detailed knowledge of the
 
energy sector was particularly welcome.
 

Finally, this report would not have been produced without the assistance
 
of the many USAID secretaries and their ability to unscramble the varied
 
handwritings of four drafters and turn it all into a presentable product.
 
The team especially wishes to acknowledge the valuable contributions made
 
by Mohammad Llyas, E&E, and Sheikh F. Rahman, ARD, in the final
 
corrections and merging of the material for the final draft report.
 

The team received many helpful suggestions from USAID staff on specific
 
recommendations and approaches to the report. Not to have taken those
 
suggestions 3eriously and factor them into the final report would have
 
been to turn a blind eye to the insight and experience developed by the
 
staff in their collective years of work in Pakistan. But in the end, the
 
responsibility for each conclusion and recommendation is entirely that of
 
the team and the contractor.
 

Development Associates, Inc., 
Stanley J. Siegel 
Senior Associate 
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PREFACE
 

Commodity Import Programs - General
 

Long a staple of AID assistance, commodity import programs have been used
 
in one way or another in most AID countries. Sometimes called commercial
 
import programs, they have involved the private as well as the public
 
sector. Traditionally they were designed to provide the commodities
 
needed by a country to develop its industrial sector and conserve scarce
 
foreign exchange. They provided the flexibility to meet the importaat
 
demands of the economy through relatively rapid disbursments. An
 
important facet of such programs is the requirement that only U.S.
 
commodities be purchased with the funds (with some limited exceptions for
 
host country shipping and Third World purchases).
 

Funds are provided to the host government on either a grant or loan
 
basis, and often are mixed in a single program, but in either case the
 
funds remain in the United States. When loaned to a host government with
 
a provision for repayment in dollars, the funds are disbursed to U.S.
 
suppliers, shipping companies and maritime insurance companies by AID
 
directly or through American banks, depending on the details of the
 

transaction. When loan funds are disbursed they become a debt of the
 
host country to the United States government. (Further details are noted
 
in the footnote in the Introduction.)
 

Funds have been authorized by Congress under a variety of titles, but for
 
the past several years they have been largely authorized in foreign
 
assistance legislation as Economic Support Funds. While ESF funds may be
 
used for economic and political stability purposes in contrast to
 

Development Assistance funds, Congress has imposed increasing restric
tions on ESF, insisting that AID take into consideration the development
 
needs of a country when planning CIPs.
 

Commodity Import Programs-Sector Oriented
 

While general CIP programs are based on an extremely broad list of
 
eligible commodities, many-often called "CIP-like" programs-are focused
 
on only one sector of the economy, such as iron and steel, health,
 
agriculture, energy, etc. When such a program is developed, there is
 
often a different series of considerations involved. For example, they
 
may enable a USAID to expedite the import of severely needed commodities
 

without having to design and develop extensive and expensive projects
 
with long commodity lead times before commodities may be ordered; by
 
concentrating on one sector, AID may take the opportunity to achieve
 

structural changes in that sector (liberalization of import requirements,
 
encouraging the use of new technology), or rapid disbursing bulk items
 
may be selected. The ACE and ECE programs being evaluated here are
 

examples of sector CIPs. ACE machinery goes largely to USAD
 
agricultural projects, but in ECE, the commodities are destined for that
 
part of the energy sector not receiving project assistance. ECE has no
 
fast disbursing commodities, but the majority of ACE funds were for that
 
purpose.
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The Procurement Process
 

Whether the CIP is a general or a sector program, the procurement process
 
is generally the same. ln Pakistan, ACE funds have often been obligated
 
by the issuance of Project Implementation Orders/Commodities (PIO/Cs) and
 
handled as project procurement, but under CIP rules. This actually makes
 
the ACE program a bank for project support. A further distinction arises
 
from whether the transaction is in the public or private sector. Below
 
are outlined the steps in three different categories, a normal commercial
 
import by a private importer funded through non-.ID sources, a private
 
import through the AID CIP process, and public sector imports under AID
 
CIP, all in Pakistan. An important concept to be borne in mind is that
 
in soft currency countries, the "purchase" of foreign exchange by an
 
importer is a book transaction - the importer never sees or handles the
 
foreign exchange -- it comes out of the government's reserves or from a
 
donor import program like CIP. In countries with hard currencies, such
 
as the U.S., where the "local" currency is also the country's foreign
 
exchange, an importer uses his own dollars to pay the foreign supplier
 
through appropriate commercial banking facilities where the exchange
 
takes place. Indeed, the original goal of a CIP was to follow regular
 
commercial practice wherever possible.
 

Grant funded commodities imported for sale by the GOP, such as wheat,
 
fertilizer and cotton, generate local currency proceeds which are in turn
 
used by the GOP in its development budget (see Chapter IV).
 

PRIVATE SECTOR IMPORTER PUBLIC SECTOR AGENCY PRIVATE SECTOR IMPORTER 
USING NON-CIP USING CIP USING CIP 

A. B. C. 

1. Obtains "pro-forma" 1. Checks with USAID or 1. Agency determines needs 
invoice from supplier approved bank on and drafts initial 
showing commodity and commodity eligibility specs 
price under CIP rules (there 

are 3 GOP and 4 U.S. 
banks in Pakistan 
approved to handle CIP 
transactions) 

2. Applies to GOP for 2. Same as A-2 2. Reviewed/modified by 
import licence with GOP Economic Affairs 
payment of 4% fee Division (EAD) of 

Ministry of Finance 
based on budget 
constraints and 
priorities 

3. Takes license to 3. Obtains two or three 3. Agency develops spec-
his bank (public or quotes from U.S. ifications (or requests 
private) and arranges suppliers (if dealer, AID assistance) - this 
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for Letter of Credit 

CL/C) on payment of 

rupee equivalent of 

dollar amount-either 

all cash or on 

credit terms 


4. Place order with 

supplier. Bank opens 

L/C in favor of 

supplier through 

correspondent bank in 

the U.S. 


5. Supplier fills 

order and ships. 

Submits shipping 

documents to corres-

pondent bank and 

receives payment 


6. Goods received by 

importer in Pakistan 

upon his payment of 


may use his U.S. 

supplier without other 

quotes). If importer
 
does not know U.S.
 
market, may request
 
USA.ID cable A.ID/W to
 
advertise his require
ment in AID publication
 
but could lose months
 
in this process, and
 
may not get response
 

can consume t-'o months
 
or more
 

4. Goes to approved bank 4. Draft Invitation for
 
with licence and quotes 

to arrange for L/C. If 

not doing business with 

approved bank, may face 

expensive and time-

consuming collateral 


Bids (IFB) for formal
 
tenders or request
 
for quotations where
 
performance or output
 
more important than
 
specifications. USAID
 

requirements in addition is always involved in
 
to interest on rupee 

loan with which to
 
"buy" CIP t (18 months
 
for traders, up to 60
 
months for end users)
 

5. Same as column A-4, 

except that AID must 

issue correspondent
 
bank a letter of
 
commitment. LCOM bank
 
confirms L/C if
 
commodity is eligible
 
for AID financing
 

6. Supplier fills order 

and ships. Upon 

presentation of proper 


required custom duties documentation supplier 

is paid by L/Com bank
 

7. Same as column A-6 


this process
 

5. IFBs or RFQs published
 
or advertised
 

6. Public opening of bids
 
attended by USAID
 
observer (private
 
opening of RFQs)
 

7. Agency evaluates bids
 
or quotes-can take up to
 
4 months. Sends decision
 

to USALD for "no
 
objection" letter
 

8. Upon receipt of no
 
objection letter, places
 

order with U.S. supplier
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and obtains performance 
bond 

9. Agency signs contract
 
with supplier
 

10. Contract sent to
 
USAID controller who
 
opens letter of
 
commitment (L/COM) in
 
favor of the supplier.
 
L/COM issued by AID/W for
 
all bulk procurement or
 
when 1FB opening is in
 
GOP Embassy in Washington
 

11. Supplier fills
 
orders, ships, sends
 

documents to USAID or AID
 
controller
 

12. Controller sends
 
check to supplier
 

13. Agency clears goods
 
through port or USAID
 
Karachi Liaison Office
 
does so when goods are
 
consigned to USAID
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GLOSSARY
 

ACE Agricultural Commodities and Equipment Program
 
ADB Asian Development Bank
 
ADBP Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan
 
AID U. S. Agency for International Development
 
ARD Agricultural and Rural Development Office, USAID
 
BALAD Baluchistan Area Development Project
 
Barani Rainfed Crop Areas
 
BOP Balance of Payments
 
BTU British Thermal Unit
 
C&F Cost & Freight
 
CIP Commodity Import Program
 
CCU Commodity Control Unit
 
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
 
CDSS Country Development Strategy Statement
 
CPI Commodity Procurement Instructions
 
CHO Commodity Management Office(r), USAID
 
CNG Compressed Natural Gas
 
DAP Diammonium Phosphate Fertilizer
 
DGER Directorate General of Energy Resources
 
ECE Energy Commodities and Equipment Program
 
EEC European Economic Committee
 
EP&D Energy Planning and Development Project
 
ESF Economic Support Funds
 
FAA Foreign Assistance Act
 
FDF! Federal Directorate of Fertilizer Imports
 
FPD Forestry Planning and Development Project
 
FSM Food Security Management Project
 
GDP Gross Domestic Product
 
GNP Gross Natioual Product
 
GOP Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
 
GSP Geological Survey of Pakistan
 
HDIP Hydrocarbon Institute of Pakistan
 
IDA International Development A.gency (Soft Loan Arm of World Bank)
 
IDBP Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan
 
IFB Invitation for Bids
 
IFC International Finance Corporation
 
IMF International Monetary Fund
 
ISM Irrigation Systems Management Project
 
Kharif Summer Crop Season, April-September
 
KESC Karachi Electzic Supply Corporation
 
L/C Letter of Credit
 
L/COM Letter of Commitment
 
LA P Life of Project
 
LPG Liquified Petroleum Gas
 
MART Management of Agricultural Research & Technology Project
 
MINFA Ministry of Food and Agriculture
 
MOF Ministry of Finance
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MPNE Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources 
MSOT Ministry of Science and Technology 
MWP Ministry of Water and Works 
MW Megawatt, 1 million watts 
NAEC National Atomic Energy Council 
NDFC National Development and Finance Corporation 
NESPAK National Engineering Services of Pakistan 
NWFPAD Northwest Frontier Province Area Development Project 
OGDC Oil and Gas Development Corporation of Pakistan 
O&M Operations and Maintenance 
PAAD Program Assistance Approval Document 
PCSI3 Pakistan Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
 
PIL Project Implementation Letter
 
PMDC Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation
 
PPL Pakistan Petroleum, Ltd. 
PSA Procurement Services Agent
 
Rabi Winter Crop Season, October-March
 
Rs Rupees 
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acqusition 
TA Technical Assistance 
T&D Transmission and Distribution
 
TDP Trade Development Program (AID)
 
TIPAN Transformation & Integration of Provincial Ag. Network Project
 
TSP Triple Super Phosphate Fertilizer
 
UNDP United Nations Development Program
 
WAPDA Water and Power Development Authority
 

O00'P
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CHAPER I. 

PRIVATE SECTOR WINDOWS 

Introduction
 

The greatest disappointment to the USAID and AID/W concerning the ACE and
 
ECE programs has been the almost complete non-use of a potential t100
 
million in the private sector windows by private sector firms in
 
Pakistan. The ACE program has generated only 42.8 million in
 
commitments, and then mainly through the effort of the state-owned
 
Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP), one of the approved
 
applicant banks.
 

No private sector funds have yet been committed under ECE, although there
 
are indications of some interest developing.
 

The mission had commissioned studies to determine the reasons for the
 
poor response and six months ago detailed a U.S. direct hire employee to
 
the Commodities Office to follow up on those studies and offer
 
suggestions on ways to stimulate further interest.
 

This chapter re-examines why the private sector window failed and
 

recommends certain USAID actions.
 

A. Why The Private Sector Windows Are Important 

Empirical support of the greater efficiency of the private sector lies
 
behind the broad trend, particularly in developed countries, towards
 
privatization or divestiture of public enterprises. Developing
 
countries, too, are increasingly selling off those inefficient"
 
parastatals that are draining their national budgets. Many developing
 
countries are closing those parastatal operations which they cannot
 
sell. Pakistan is only beginning to discuss privatization.
 

But for a rapidly growing country,.divestiture of existing facilities is
 
not enough. One must encourage private sector participation in the fast
 
growing key sectors of the economy. The hypothesis that extending credit
 
via the banking system can have sizeable impact on real private capital
 
formation now has extensive empirical support and, when coupled with
 
substantial evidence showing a strong positive relationship between
 
growth and investment, suggests a strong connectior between domestic
 
credit availability and ecouomic growth.
 

The importance of promoting an increasing role for the private sector is
 
well documented. It is consistent with the stated objectives of
 
Pakistan's Sixth Five-Year Plan, World Bank initiatives and USA.ID's
 
CDSS. Promoting the ;'ivate sector is one of AID/W's four pillars of
 
development. But this program has imposed high costs to the Mission in
 
terms of staff time. When CIP public sector funds are exhausted,
 
continued non-use of the program could incur substantial opportunity
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costs in terms of foregone use of the funds on important unrealized
 
public sector projects in energy and agriculture. Top management is
 
urged to review the objectives of the private sector windows to determine
 
whether the gains of continuing those windows are worth the costs and
 
political capital needed to make it work.
 

B. Objectives Of ACE And ECE
 

Because of the greater efficiency of the private sector and limitations
 
on the capabilities of the public sector, Pakistan's current Sixth Five
 
Year Plan stresses the need for a strong private sector to complement the
 
public sector. The primary objectives of the private sector window as
 
stated in the Second Amendment of the ACE PAAD [USAID, July 1984, p.41]
 
are to:
 

Provide fast disbursing assistance for balance of payment support;
 
Increase participation by the Pakistani private sector in
 
activities important for the country's economic development;
 
Promote agricultural development and utilization of agricultural
 
products in Pakistan by providing incentives to the Pakistani
 
private sector to invest in new capital stock for agribusiness.
 

The primary objectives of the private sector window of ECE [USAID, (1984,
 
p.36)] are identical with ACE with the exception of the third objective,
 
which was changed to:
 

Promote increased energy efficiency in private sector industries
 
and increased participation of the private sector in the
 
development and exploration of hydrocarbon and renewable energy
 
resources.
 

The private sector for both ACE and ECE was expected to carry a
 
substantial part of the overall CIP. Moreover, it was claimed that for
 
ECE alone "the net foreign exchange impact of the program could therefore
 
approach 2O million in three years, with obvious favorable impacts on
 
the balance of payments problem" [USAID, PAAD, 1984]. Half of ECE
 
funding was earmarked for the private sector. At present the World Bank,
 
USAID and other donors intend to provide only a small fraction of the
 
capital investment requirement to meet increased demand for electricity
 
by 1993 (details in Annex J). Thus the need for financing is real.
 

Discussions with USAID staff and examination of various memoranda suggest
 
that the main perceived objective of the CIP in general and the private
 
sector in particular, was to have a large flexible fund for financing
 
fast disbursing items. The objectives were meritorious. First, in times
 
of external and internal shocks to the Pakistani economic system the
 
program could be used in the absence of strong foreign reserve position
 
to stave off growth inhibiting policies needed to finance the deficit.
 
Second, the program could permit Pakistan to more easily adapt to natural
 
structural changes that take place in any economy experiencing steady
 
growth rates. Third, the commodities could support projects with
 
substantial development impact. But the assumptions concerning the
 
attractiveness of the private sector proved invalid.
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C. 	 Impediments
 

USAID recently commissioned the Gallup organization in Pakistan to
 
determine the reasons for lack of interest in the U.S. agricultural
 
sector commodities in Pakistan and concluded that:
 

The prime concern of every importer is to keep cost competitive.
 
The second important consideration is quality which should be
 
acceptable to his customers in the case of wholesaler or conform to
 
established production standards in the case of end-user. In case
 
there is ao significant difference in cost and quality of several
 
options, suitability of time of shipment can become the deciding
 
consideration. The expected demand level will influence the
 
quantum of imports [Gallup (1987, p.1)].
 

The many impediments facing the selling of U.S. products in general and
 
the use of the private sector windows in particular are now well
 
documented by USAID reports prepared by Coopers & Lybrand (1986), Gannon
 
(1986) and Gallup (1987), and in summary are:
 

0 	 American commodities are perceived to be substantially more
 
expensive (10% higher than comparables from Europe, 10 - 15Z higher
 
than from Japan, and 25 - 35% higher than from East Asia including
 
South Korea, Taiwan, China and Malaysia)
 

6 	 High 3% foreign exchange risk Insurance for 1 1/2 to 5 year payback
 
period when importers thought 1Z was enough for 1 1/2 years and 3%
 
might only be justified for 5 years
 

* 	 Freight costs that are on the average three to five times higher
 
than competitors because of the U.S. 50/50 shipping requirements
 

0 Longer shipping times which increases working capital costs
 
* Lack of information on sources of U.S. supply
 
# Costly inefficiency of banks
 
* 	 High bank interest rates for rupee loans with which to buy dollars
 

(41% used suppliers' credit; of them 19% claimed they did not pay
 
any interest (presumably built into the price and not quoted
 
separately); about 1/3 paid less than 11%; and 44% paid interest
 
rates ranging between 11% and 17%
 

0 Lack of interest by U.S. exporters
 
0 Perceived quality differences
 
* 	 Lack of maintenance and service
 
* 	 Lack of close U.S. business relationships which raised additional
 

psychological and business costs
 
* High collateral requirement for extending loans under the CIP
 
0 Shorter terms of repayment
 
* 	 Import license restrictions (that can tie up working capital for
 

long periods of time)
 
* 	 More favorable terms in the official credit channels because
 

commodities at the. same terms are not tied for the World Bank* and
 
Asian Development Bank
 

*The World Bank's private sector window is behind schedule even though
 
the Bank permits international tenders.
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Not engaging in illegal practices such as over-invoicing (when
 
supplier prices are inflated on the invoice and rebates of the
 
difference are placed in the importer's foreign bank account, which
 
reduces the financing cost by 5-6Z and avoids import duty on at
 
least 40% of amount under-invoiced)
 

It is clear that Pakistani importers facing these adverse conditions with
 
more attractive alternative financing available, would not be well
 
advised to borrow money through the CIP's private sector window. USAID
 
had undertaken a number of piecemeal actions to make the windows workable
 
(see section I-E). It appears that one of the main problems remains the
 
prohibitively costly bureaucratic red tape of the GOP.
 

One constraint of particular importance to small and medium firms in the
 
energy sector is lack among current CIP applicant banks of a financial
 
institution that can provide them with needed start-up services. All
 
private sector window disbursements to date have been in agriculture,
 
mainly through the ADBP which, unlike purely commercial banks, is
 
interested in development outside the large urban areas. In principle,
 
development banks will invest in certain projects in rural areas even if
 
their likelihood of success is somewhat lower. However, the ADBP has a
 
90 percent rate of loan paybacks compared to 50 percent for the other
 
state banks.* Unlike the other CIP applicant banks, the ADBP is more
 
likely to provide customers with special services including the packaging
 
of finance, preinvestment studies, and wide dissemination of financial
 
services. For the CIP, ADBP arranged a creative mix of their regular
 
funds to finance the domestic costs and the CIP foreign exchange costs of
 
a project they helped develop.
 

The ADBP remains the only development oriented-bank among the current CIP
 
applicant banks and its orientation is towards agriculture. There is
 
currently no counterpart for energy, although candidates such as the
 
National Development Finance Corporation that cater to industry, are
 
development oriented and could provide similar comprehensive services.
 

D. Economic Costs Of Bureaucratic Process To The Private Sector
 

1. Example 1: Restrictions Facing Traders
 

Allied Engineering, located in Karachi, is an authorized dealer for
 
Caterpillar products and has a joint venture with Ford Motor Company. It
 
applied under the ECE component of the CIP for two loans to finance
 
generating sets. The first, a "test" transaction, totaled 458 thousand
 
and the second totaled 25O thousand. The following comments illustrate
 
some of the problems that have handcuffed the private sector window and
 
how some of them have been corrected through the persistence of USAID
 
staff.
 

a. Problems with Parastatal Bank. Problems began with their
 
initial dealings with a parastatal bank, as no private sector banks were
 
initially allowed to participate in the program. The firm had
 
difficulties from the start because there was:
 

*USAID points out, however, that this rate is accomplished by rolling
 

over many otherwise non-performing loans.
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* Too much bureaucracy and too many forms to fill out 
* Lack of understanding by bank personnel of the mechanics 

of the new CIP 
0 A generally bad attitude on the part of the bank in 

helping to speed up the paper work 

The GOP has recently permitted U.S. private sector bank participation in
 
the program. CitiBank and Bank of America entered the program in 1986
 
and participation is now being expanded to include American Express and
 
Chase Manhattan Bank. Allied Engineering has decided to deal in the
 
future only with private sector banks.
 

b. Problems with Licensing. In its "test" transaction,
 
Allied Engineering applied for a license in January 1986 and received it
 
five months later, compared to the usual week to ten days. In the second
 
larger transaction, the import license totaled Rs. 4.3 million (25O
 
thousand). But the Import Policy Order under which the CIP operates
 
restricted traders to Rs. 4 million per year per trader. [An additioual
 
Rs. 500 thousand restriction per item in the order did not affect their
 
order, but prevented another company from purchasing a U.S.-made drilling
 
rig because it would have cost over Rs. 1 million].
 

Allied Engineering applied in October 1986 for the second import
 
license. At the time of the interview in May 1987, it had not yet
 
received the license because the Chief Controller of the Import Licensing
 
and Exports in the Ministry of Commerce refused to grant the request and
 
sent the order to the Minister of Commerce for a decision on extending
 
the limit. No action had yet been taken by the Minister of Comme:ce.
 

Allied Engineering has good economic reasons for not using the CIP in the
 
future. The opportunity costs of the licensing fee represents
 
substantial working capital being lost when compared to the usual 7-10
 
days wait for import licenses. Allied Engineering argues that as the CIP
 
funds are not part of the individual bank's credit limitations set by the
 
GOP, the banks themselves should be able tc grant licenses.
 

This problem is in the process of being corrected. The credit limits
 
have been raised from Rs 1 to Rs 4 million and later to Rs 10 million.
 

c. U.S. Source and Origin. The problems are not just with
 
the GOP bureaucracy. Allied Engineering wanted products from U.S.
 
companies whose supplying factories are in Europe. Only products shipped
 
from the U.S. with at least 50 percent value added originating in the
 
U.S. can qualify for the CIP. Thus, a tl,000 tractor with 51 percent
 
U.S. value added shipped from a U.S. port to Pakistan would qualify. But
 
a $1,000 tractor with 1900 (90 percent) U.S. value-added but assembled by
 
a U.S. overseas subsidiary in Europe and shipped from a European port
 
would not qualify. This confusion has also created problems for local
 
traders. To the knowledge of the evaluators, change would require
 
congressional approval. However, U.S. components could be imported into
 
Pakistan under the CIP and assembl7 or other work could be done locally.
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d. Loan Terms. Allied Engineering argued that 14 percent
 
interest was too high and the 18 month pay back period for traders was
 
too short. Expanding the payback period would give the intermediaries
 
more time to pay off their loans and sell their equipment. This may
 
reflect a way to offset the other obstacles affecting the workability of
 
the private sector window. (Also, the payback period could be adjusted
 
for end users according to the technology involved.)
 

On May 24, 1987 the GOP lowered the interest rate from 14 per cent (11
 
percent interest and 3 percent foreign exchange risk) to 10 percent (7
 
percent interest and 3 percent foreign exchange risk)." This should
 
greatly improve the attractiveness of the CIP program even with an
 
18-month payback period for traders and a 60-month payback period for end
 
users.
 

e. Allied Engineering's Conclusions. The problem with the
 
CIP is that it is not yet workable. ?roposed changes in the interest
 
rate will make the program more attractive if the length of time in
 
cutting through the government bureaucratic delays can be shortened. In
 
Allied's opinion, traders will not accept a host of problems for a
 
limited sized loan, given the current availability of other sources of
 
funds in the Karachi area.
 

2. Example 2: Restrictions Imposed By Import Policy Order
 

This second example is one of many illustrating the costs of government
 
restrictions associated with the Import Policy Order. The private sector
 
;indow was originally planned to be completely outside the Jurisdiction
 
of the Import Policy Order. After the window became operational, it was
 
unexpectedly placed under the Import Policy Order and has caused many
 
problems for the program.
 

On June 17, 1987, Minister of Commerce and Planning and Development
 
Mahbub-Ul-Haq announced liberalization of the IPO, including (a) removal
 
of monetary limitations imposed upon bonafide trading companies importing
 
equipment when utilizing overseas or donor foreign exchange credits, (b)
 
relaxation on restrictive list items, including those tied to eastern
 
block barter arrangements, and (c) expanded eligibility to include host
 
items on the AID commodity eligibility list in handbook 15. Until then,
 
the GOP's failure to remove restrictions on commercial resellers,
 

*Even with the lower interest rate, the GOP benefits from disbursing loan
 

funds because the terms of the agreement call for a 30-year payment
 
period, with a 10-year grace at 2% per annum rising to 3% per annum for
 
the remaining 30 years of the loan payback period. The participating
 
banks receive 3% of the loan as a service charge.
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including the monetary restrictions imposed by the Import Policy Order
 
for the importation of machinery and mill work for documented
 
distributors or local sales agents of foreign manufacturers. Under that
 
policy, when AID financed equipme-t purchases for the public sector, the
 
purchasers stipulated that awards ould be considered.only from firms
 
which had local distribution or sales agents with adequate parts,
 
inventories and maintenance facilities. Such commercial importers and
 
resellers were restricted by the value of their annual imports. This
 
defeated the GOP's aim to have local companies perform maintenance and
 
repairs of imported equipment.
 

E. Why The Private Sector Window Failed
 

The major reason for failure of the private sector windows was USAID's
 
incorrect assumptions that financial credit was tight in Pakistan and
 
businessmen, as a result, would borrow quickly from the window at high
 
interest rates.
 

This 	line of reasoning was reflected in the PAAD which stated, "When
 
interest rates are too low which was our real fear, then one can expect
 
the following:
 

1. 	 A large backlog of unserviced loan applications,
 
2. 	 Widespread reports of side payments from borrowers to lenders
 

to gain access to loan funds,
 
3. 	 An active 'curb market' operating along parallel lines to the
 

formal sector which picks up unmet credit demand at
 
substantially higher prices, and
 

4. 	 In the case of foreign exchange lending, an active 'parallel
 
market' in foreign exchange instruments which entails
 
significantly higher rates than those in the official credit
 
markets".
 

By the time the private sector window was set up, a consensus in the
 
financial development field had emerged that, in contrast to industrial
 
countries, one of the principal constraints on investment in developing
 
countries is the availability of financial resources, rather than their
 
cost [e.g. Khan and Knight (1985)]. Rates of return when adjusted for
 
risk are typically higher than real interest rate on loanable funds which
 
are often kept artificially low and sometimes negative in developing
 
countries for a variety of reasons.
 

Following this approach, when the amount of financing is restricted and
 
the price mechanism does not operate as an allocation device, it is
 
reasonable to assume the flow of private investment is constrained mainly
 
by the availability of financing. If this is the case, domestic interest
 
rates will influence private investment only indirectly through the
 
effect of an increase in the real return on financial assets in
 
stimulating a larger value of financial saving by the private sector.
 
Thus, an increase in real credit to the private sector will encourage
 
private investment. Under this scheme, GOP control of total banking
 
credit, which in Pakistan represents probably its main instrument of
 
monetary policy, can influence the rate at which private investors
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achieve their desired level of investment by varying the flow of domestic
 
credit and its allocation between the private and public sectors.
 
Keeping interest rates high is very important to the success of this
 
strategy because of its impact on allocating funds to the most productive
 
projects and because then financial markets private savings are
 
generated. The private sector window represents not only a way of
 
increasing credit to the economy in general but also a way of shifting
 
the allocation to the more efficient private sector.
 

"Financial Deepening" stresses the need for not underpriclng capital.
 
Many developing countries have highly over-valued domestic currency, high
 
rates of inflation and severe capital shortages. This was not the case
 
in Pakistan when the private sector window was created, nor is this the
 
case now. Foreign exchange reform in the early eighties brought about a
 
correct allignment of domestic currency. There is still no effective
 
black market in Pakistan, Moreover, billions of dollars of excess funds
 
from such sources as worker remittances from Saudi Arabia and other
 
countries has made substantial funds available in the informal markets
 
which probably has had the effect of lowering the competitive interest
 
rate for capital.
 

Preprogram studies aimed at assessing the potential for a private sector
 
program found a potential demand for U.S. c ,mmodities in Pakistan. But
 
the evaluators found no Mission studies that examined the details needed
 
to make the private sector window operational in a competitive sense
 
within the institutional framework in which it was to operate. The
 
program was set up without knowing which loan terms (i.e. interest rate,
 
payback periods, amounts of collateral), would be competitive and which
 
would be concessional. The initial conclusion that the funds would move
 
despite the financial terms led the Mission not to carry out any analyses
 
or surveys necessary to evaluate the financial attractiveness of the
 
program, including a comparison with all alternative sources of credit in
 
both the formal and informal financial sectors. Without this knowledge,
 
the program was foredoomed.
 

After three years, speculation is still going on. However, through
 
discussions with private traders and business men, the evaluators found
 
some support that the recent interest rate change may make the program
 
competitive but not concessional.
 

Analysis of the program to date, summarized above, suggests that not all
 
the terms have yet approached being competitive. Recognizing this, USAID
 
staff has continued taking steps toward correcting this uncompetitive
 
position by chipping away at restrictions in the bureaucracy and
 
improving the loan terms.
 

This approach, resulting largely from an original design error which
 
underestimated foreign exchange availability and foreign competition,
 
used an inordinate amount of staff time and effort to bring about the
 
changes announced on June 17, 1987 (above).
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Reviewing the design and implementation of the private sector window led
 
to the following conclusions:
 

* 	 Attempting to develop the private sector component of the CIP was a
 
good strategy that was not successful because of incorrect
 
assumptions.
 

* ~Minimal use of this fund has led to a failure to meet any of its
 
stated or implicit objectives to provide quick disbursing balance
 
of payments support, development impact, structural adjustment
 
support for energy and agriculture, or increased private sector
 
participation. See Table III.1 for an overview of the economic
 
impact of the private ser:tor ACE and ECE programs on the Pakistani
 
economy.
 

0 	 The program in the future, when public sector funds have been
 
expended, may have a negative impact in terms of foregone
 
opportunities by placing USAID's scarce CIP funds in the private
 
sector window instead of the more successful public sector windows
 
of ACE and EE.
 

0 	 It has demonstrated forcefully the obstacles of working through
 
public banks and the need to develop more fully the private
 
financial sector.
 

* 	 It has also demonstrated the need to carefully examine and research
 
the development of private sector import programs. it shows that
 
these types of programs should probably be avoided when high
 
priority is placed on rapid disbursement.
 

A lesson learned is that program designers must analyze the financial
 
market in which a financial program operates to determine what
 
combinations of loan terms are competitive and what terms are
 
concessional. Failure to look carefully at this question and setting up
 
unrealistically high terms on the basis of conventional wisdom for
 
uncompetitively priced U.S. commodities tied to unrealistically high
 
transit costs can undermine the program's success. The uncertainty and
 
lack of confidence created in the program has been reinforced by the fact
 
there have been to date a minimal number of program participants.
 

F. 	 U.S. Efforts to Make the Private Window Work
 

The most recent effort to make the private sector window work is the
 
approval of the Project Implementation Letter (PIL) dated May 26, 1987,
 
requesting a lowering of the effective interest rate that private
 
businessmen must pay from 14 to 10 percent. This PIL was a response to
 
earlier unsuccessful PILS to remove the 3 percent foreign exchange risk.
 
This action provides strong basis for justifying a continuation of
 
USAID's efforts.
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These efforts are summarized in the following list:
 

Date of PIL Approved Reauest 

5/14/85 Raised maximum transaction from 0.5 to tl million. 
9/23/85 Requires AID approval of procurement documents for 

purchases below t100 thousand. 
10/24/85 Extends repayment from 3 to 5 years maximum. 
11/24/85 Increases maximum transaction from kI to t10 million. 
3/18/86 ADBP is added on as approved applicant bank. 

PSCIP is mrde not subject to 
Approved bank credit ceiling, 
Approved bank foreign exchange ceiling, 
Limits on imports foreign exchange except 
restricted items. 

07/31/86 Increase the participant banks to include public 
sector banks adding Bank of America and Citibank as 
Approved Applicant Banks for the private sector CIP. 

11/24/86 Addition of American Express and Chase Manhattan Bank, 
N.A., to serve as Approved Applicant Banks for private 
sector window, subject to approval of foreign exchange 
risk cover. 

11/30/86 Addition of all eligible items in the AID commodity 
listing (has not yet been approved). 

05/24/87 Decrease of interest rate from a composite rate of 14% 
to 10% inclusive of 3% foreign exchange risk coverage. 
Elimination of maximum level of $10 million for a 
single transaction. 

The above actions and the detail of a full time officer to work on the
 
private sector window represents a major effort to improve the program.
 
That officer mounted an eifective campaign to increase awareness of the
 
program in the business community. This was evidenced by numerous
 
newspaper clippings from such diverse cities as Karachi, Quetta,
 
Faisalabad and Lahore. There also seemed to be a general awareness of
 
the program on the part of businessmen interviewed by the evaluators.
 
This type of activity should be included in the future to publicize the
 
drop in the interest rate from 14 to 10 percent.
 

Recommendations:
 

That USAID continue pressing the GOP to apply Section 2.13(i) of
 
the Import Policy Order, 1986-87 which states that
 
imports under loans, credits and aid shall be subject to the
 
conditions and procedures as may be justified by the Chief
 
Controller of Imports and Exports from time to time. That office
 
could remove completely the ACE and ECE private sector window from
 
the jurisdiction of the Import Policy Order.
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0 	 That the Commodities Management Office continue to publicize the 
program's recent interest rate decrease from 14 to 10 percent and 
continue its current media and information campaign to include 
local business groups and chambers of commerce. 

* 	 That the Commodities Management Office urge the GOP to expand the
 
number of approved applicant banks to include the National
 
Development Finance Corporation and other domestic industrial
 
financial institutions that are development oriented and cater to
 
the private sector and have the ability to issue foreign exchange
 
letters of credit acceptable to U.S. banks.
 

* 	 That USAID continue the private sector windows for six months to
 
test the response to the new lower interest rates.
 

* 	 That USAID consider contracting with a qualified Pakistani firm to
 
determine the effects of each perceived constraint on the private
 
window, including price, shipping, interest rates, payback periods,
 
collateral requirements, the real cost of GOP licensing and
 
approval processes to meet the AID regulations, to determine what
 
mix of terms would make the private sector funds competitive, and
 
what terms, if any, would lead to rapid disbursement of those funds.
 

a 	 That at the end of six months USAID use the results of the two
 
recommendations to reach a decision on whether to continue the
 
private windows.
 

* 	 That USAID top management reexamine the objectives of the private
 
sector window (e.g. should the targeted group be all firms or just
 
small and medium firms in the rural areas?)
 

0 	 That if a decision is reached to close the private windows as now
 
structured, USAID first consider utilizing the funds to develop
 
alternative opportunities for promoting private sector
 
participation.
 

* 	 That if private sector participation projects are not deemed
 
feasible, both ACE and ECE private sector funds be transferred to
 
public sector activities that support either stabilization efforts,
 
if needed, or projects with high developmental impact as measured
 
by internal rates of return.
 

0002P
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CHAP= 1I. 

DEVELOPENT IMPACT 

A. Agricultural Commodities and Equipment Program (ACE)
 

Introduction
 

A cooperative relationship was established in 1952 between the United
 
States and Pakistan for the purpose of helping Pakistan realize its
 
development goals and potential. From that date to the present, the two
 
nations have worked together to further the development of Pakistan's
 
economy. Throughout this entire period, the need to accelerate
 
development in the agricultural sector has received priority attention
 
through a series of assistance efforts. The ACE program evolved from
 
these prior interventions as a significant new opportunity for AID to
 
cooperate with the GOP in considering many policy issues important to
 
improved agriculture sector performance.
 

1. The Historical Base
 

Historically, agriculture has been the mainstay of Pakistan's economy
 
through the provision of foodstuffs, as the primary employer in the
 
country, the sector contributing most to the country's gross national
 
product and as the source for the major portion of export earnings. This
 
situation continues today and general expectations are that the sector's
 
unique position will remain in the forefront.
 

The successful introduction of high yielding varieties (HYV) of wheat and
 
rice has enabled Pakistan to evolve from a major foodstuff importer of
 
the 1950's to a level of self sufficiency and as an exporter in some
 
commodities. An exception is in the area of edible vegetable oils.
 
Fertilizer use has increased from a point of near non-use in the 1950's
 
to its present use level of approximately 1.5 million nutrient tons.
 
This has been possible through the development of an internal production
 
capacity (public/private) and import.
 

A marked change has also occurred through the utilization of
 
mechanization (primarily tractors and seedbed preparation equipment aad
 
stationary grain threshers) as a means of facilitating agricultural
 
production activities. This mechanization process appears to have been a
 
result of increased cropping intensity and the use of HYVs along with an
 
increase in off-farm employment opportunities, domestic and foreign. As
 
a consequence, the practice of custom hiring of equipment is developing.
 

Another positive factor is the government's efforts in land reform. It
 
has been suggested that many of the smaller agricultural entrepreneurs
 
feel a greater sense of security and are more willing to commit their
 
limited resources for production inputs and capital commitments for
 
mechanical equipment.
 

While the above is testimony that the agriculture sector is far from
 
staLic, there is yet much room for growth and improvement.
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The Mission itself has identified several serious constraints :o the
 
achievement of increased efficiency and productivity in the agricuJtural
 
sector, many of which ACE was designed to correct:
 

0 	 Pricing and Marketing Policies: Restrictive GOP regulations,
 
procedures and market controls encourage the continued existence of
 
parastatals, which have become increasingly inefficient, requiring
 
substantial subsidies to continue operations. Ac the same time,
 
this situation has inhibited or discouraged greater private sector
 
participation.
 

* 	 Irrigation - Water Supply, Delivery and Charges: The unpredict
ability of water supply at the farmgate continues to be a
 
constraint on production. This encourages ineffective or
 
inefficient on-farm water use. Subsidized water rates contribute
 
to deterioration of the delivery system because of insufficient
 
revenues for canal and drain O&M activities.
 

* 	 Environmental Degradation: Pakistan's rapidly growing population
 
places a severe strain on the watershed environment. The increased
 
demand for land, fuel wood and timber is causing widespread
 
deforestation, erosion and exacerbates flooding.
 

* 	 Weak Agricultural Extension: The lack of an effective farmer
 
education program continues to impede the agricultural sector from
 
realizing its full potential. This has indirectly prevented
 
Pakistan from capitalizing on its export/import substitution
 
potential
 

* 	 Education and Research: Little research or training is being
 
done in support of farmers and production objectives, for. example,
 
effective input use or consideration of the farming operation as a
 
whole (farming systems approach). Production potential is not
 
being realized and inputs are not efficiently utilized.
 

0 	 Institutional Credit: The COP approach to credit utilization
 
continues to retard the develbpment of self sustaining rural
 
financial institutions and markets oriented toward serving the
 
small farmer.
 

0 	 Mechanization: While improvements have been made in the 
availability of power units, little has been done to facilitate the 
adoption/availability of tillage equipment. 

* 	 Land Tenure: While inequities still exist (and probably can be
 
expected to always exist), little attention is being given to the
 
development of supporting institutions or infrastructure to
 
maximize land resource utilization.
 

* 	 Private Sector Participation: In spite of the poor investment
 
climate, to a limited extent the private sector has been able to
 
participate in the development of the agricultural sector. Its
 
full participation and thus its full potential to contribute to
 
development of the agricultural sector has been limited by a lack
 
of government support.
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2. 	 Program Description and Evolution
 

ACE is a major component of the six year U.S. economic assistance package
 
(i1.625 billion) available to the Government of Pakistan in support of
 
the GOP's national development strategy in its Sixth Five Year Plan (PFY
 
1983-88). ACE was designed specifically to support development of the
 
agricultural sector, one of the Plan's three priority sectors, by
 
assisting in the realization of two objectives:
 

(a) 	increasing the productivity of the agricultural sector through
 
the provision of needed imported commodities and equipment;
 

(b) 	providing balance of payments support.
 

ACE was formulated to provide foreign exchange resources for the
 
procurement of commodities and equipment that would result in a
 
productive impact in short to medium (one to seven years) terms and which
 
would also facilitate longer term adjustments in the structure of the
 
agricultural sector.
 

Three groups of commodity and equipment imports were contemplated over
 
the life (five years: 1982-87) of the program:
 

Group I: 	 Agricultural inputs where the productive impact would be felt
 
almost immediately or during one cropping season, i.e.
 
chemical fertilizer, seeds, genetic stocks, and appropridte
 
pesticides (where U.S. regulations were met).
 

Group II: 	 Agricultural machinery and commodities for use on or near the
 
farm and which increase productivity over the short to medium
 
term. It was expected that equipment or commodities within
 
this group would be imported and used by the private sector
 
for either private use or to extend goods and services to the
 
tiller or husbandry man.
 

Group III: 	Agricultural equipment and commodities required by the public
 
or semi-public sector organizations and.government departments
 
to improve the efficiency or quality of services provided and
 
expected to have an impact on agricultural productivity.
 

Two additional eligible commodity import groups were incorporated into
 
the Program in 1984 to facilitate and encourage private sector partici
pation and to open categories to meet Pakistan's emergency requirements
 
(i.e. cotton and wheat). Groups IV and V comprised the following: 

Group IV: Agricultural machinery, equipment and commodities to be
 
imported by the Pakistan private sector. Examples of eligible
 
commodities are agricultural equipment and implements,
 
irrigation equipment and supplies, transport equipment
 
(excluding general purpose trucks), handling equipment for
 
agricultural commodities, storage facilities and equipment,
 
and canning and food processing equipment.
 

Group V: 	 Commodity imports as AID and the GOP may, from time to time,
 
agree as necessary to meet the emergency requirements of
 
Pakistan.
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TABLE II A-5 
AN ASSESSMENT OF ACE COMMODITY AND EQUIPMENT IMPACT VALUE 

Policy "Cornerstones" Increased Impact on Development Beneficiary 

Policy Technology Institutional Private Agricultural Balance of Payment Impact Equity 
Dlalogtie Tratsfer Building Sector Productivity Todate Expected 

Development 

Uon-Project 
Fertilizer Yes Yea -- Direct Direct Yes IS&E / I&LT 2/ Yea 

Wheat .......... Yes .... Yes 
CoLton ...... Direct -- Yes .... Yea 

Prolect Equipment 
ISt! Direct Yes Yes -- Direct No 31 IS&E I&LT Yes 
11ARr- Yea Yes -- Indirect No IS&E LT Yes 
FF1 -- Yes Yes Potential Indirect No IS LT Yes 
FSfI -- Yes Yea ... No E LT Yea 
RA LAD -- Yes Yes -- Indirect No IS&E LT Yes 
TIPAt -- Yes Yes -- Indirect No IS&E IT Yea 
NUPFPAD -- Yes Yes -- Indirect No -- IT Yea 

Private Sector 
Private Sector Yes Potential Potential Direct Indirect No IS&E I&LT -

--- -- - - an-- a -- a--- a~ma -- alaia -- n ba a a a al a- -- a-- a a aa i a a a ll-------- a- -- -

!_/ IS&E - Import Substitution & Export 
2/ I&I.T - Intermediate & Long Term 
1/ No ansurance that GOP would have used own foreign exchange to import equipment. 
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The original level of U.S. funding allocation for the ACE ?rogram was
 
projected at t300 million dollars over the life of project (LOP) years of
 
1982-86. Subsequent amendments (number 1-4) increased the level of
 
planned funding to 475 million and extended the LOP to the end of 1988.
 
The Program planned for the provision of these resources through both
 
loan (213 million) and grant (262 million) funding. The evolutionary
 
process through which the Program and program planning adjustments were
 
made is outlined in Table II-1 in Annex E.
 

As of this May-June 1987 evaluation, 390 million was obligated. The
 
sequence of obligation documentation and selected Conditions Precedent
 
(CP) are presented in tabular format (see Annex E Table 11-2) for the
 
record and as a basis for future discussion relative to the evaluation
 
process.
 

The general categories of the commodities and equipments eligible for
 
procurement under ACE were identified in general terms by "Groups" in the
 
Program Assistance Approval Document (PAAD) approved March 29, 1982. The
 
PAAD also identified specific procurement needs (DAP fertilizer) and
 
commodity support for the Irrigation Systems Management (ISM) Project.
 
Subsequent PAAD Amendments (June 1983 and May 1984) expanded and further
 
clarified ultimate use of the planned allocation of LOP funding for both
 
the grant and loan components.
 

The amendments expanded the program scope and identified specific
 
commodity considerations not originally programmed, i.e. the emergency
 
procurement of wheat and cotton and the inclusion of specific commodity
 
procurement supportive of specific U.S./GOP technical assistance projects
 
developed or to be developed during the life of the ACE Program. Table
 
11-3 (Annex E) summarizes these specific commodity procurement activities
 
and U.S./GOP technical assistance projects. A summary description of the
 
TA projects is attached as Annex F.
 

The ACE program was designed to complement other donor funded programs
 
supporting the development of Pakistan's agricultural sector. This
 
interaction and linkage is summarized in Table 11-4 (Annex E).
 

3. Impact on Sector Constraints
 

General Assessment and Conclusion. The following table (II
 
A-5) presents the team's assessment of the impact of the various various
 
categories of commodities on development in the agricultural sector,
 
compiled on the basis of the discussions following the table.
 

In evaluating the ACE Program's impact on ATD)'s policy cornerstones, the
 
equipment furnished to the provincial irrigation workshops provides a
 
pertinent example.
 

The equipment procured for rehabilitating the workshops definitely
 
resulted in strengthening the workshops' capability to service and
 
maintain the heavy equipment essential for the rehabilitation of the
 
canals and drains. There was a transfer of technology in this process.
 
The availability of the equipment (new and refurbished) enabled the
 
provincial irrigation departments to carry out their institutional
 
responsibilities. Heavy equipment use technology resulted in better
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qualit7 work so that rehabilitated canals and drains seed less frequent
 
follow-up work. This results in either a redu'-tion in O&M budget
 
requirement or the opportunity to reprogram these funds or accelerate
 
rehabilitation work. Fewer breaks in the canals reduce flooding and
 
ensure the continued delivery of irrigation water to the farmer. An
 
assured supply of irrigation benefits both the large and small land
 
holder and increases the potential for increasing production. Increased
 
production will impact on the balance of payment situation because of
 
increased opportunities for export or for import substitutions.
 
Increased ,:apital resulting from this is available for development.
 

Imported fertilizer has a similar impact. In addition, fertilizer has
 
provided a basis for policy dialogue and has contributed directly to
 
developing the private sector institutional capabilities and increased
 
their role in the development process. The requirement that the GOP
 
allow greater private participation in fertilizer distribution has forced
 
the GOP to focus more closely on public/private sector relationship
 
problems.
 

The emergency procurement of wheat and cotton demonstrated the
 
flexibility and rapid disbursment possibilities inherent in a CIP-type
 
activity.
 

An indirect benefit derived from these unfortunate occurences was the
 
GOP's realization of its vulnerability to adverse conditions and the
 
absence of back-up options resulting from ineffective research and other
 
production options.
 

Based on the above and the supporting data, the evaluation team concludes
 
that the design of ACE and the provision of commodities in support of
 
agricultural development efforts was timely and the selection of
 
commodities appropriate. Pakistan has utilized the commodities in an
 
appropriate manner. The problems associated with the slow or
 
non-utilization of the private sector window resources are fully
 
discussed in chapter I.
 

This general assessment, supported by the analysis and conclusions from
 
the previous sections and the following discussions in this report, lead
 
to the following general conclusions relative to overall development
 
impact value.
 

0 The designers of the ACE Program recognized the utility of using
 
the CIP concept as an effective approach in advancing A.ID's "Policy
 
Cornerstones" concept in a CIP mode while supporting sector
 
development goals
 

0 The ACE Program provided USAID the flexibility and opportunity to
 
react in a positive and timely manner whenever potential "windows
 
of opportunity" were identified
 

• The ACE Program, used in close conjunction with specific TA
 
projects, made it possible to interact with the host government at
 
several different policy/implementation levels, thus approaching
 
the means for problem solution at different levels
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Ferti.izer
 

Fertilizer Procurement Status: Actual imports of fertilizer 
(1982-86) total 571,488 MT valued at $134.0 million. Imports under 
tender amount to an additional 260,000 MT with an estimated value of 
$54.0 million. Actual and projected import value (1188.0 million) 
represents nearly 100 percent of the total funds allocated for fertilizer 
and is 39.5 percent of the total projected funds (1475 million). The 
yearly procurement and disbursement profile is summarized as follows: 

U.S. FY 	 MT Procured Value Last Consignment
 
DAP TSP ( million) Delivery Date
 

1982 130,000 - 34 November 1982 

1983 103,000 10,500 29 February 1984 

1984 118,000 - 27 April 1985 

1985 	 No Fertilizer Procured
 

1986 220,488 -	 44 January 1987 

Todate Total 571,488 10,500 134
 

1987 	 260,000 - 54 Being Tendered
 

Projected Total 831,488 10,500 188 1/
 

Note: t189,337,000 allocated
 

Procurement was done by the Pakistan Embassy in Washington. There were
 
no special problems or significant difficulties associated with the
 
procurement process, subsequent delivery, receipt and distribution of the
 
fertilizer. Obligations have been timely and the rate of disbursments of
 
funds well within the established norms for this type of program activity.
 

Apropriateness and Utilization: Chemical fertilizer use 
has increased dramatically from a point of near zero use in the 1950's 
and 1960's to an estimated annual offtake of almost 1.5 million nutrient 
tons in 1986. While there has been some fluctuation in demand and 
offtake, growth in consumption (19% annually during the period of 
1975-80) has continued to rise at a rate of 4% annually to its present 
consumption level, with the prospects that internal requirements will 
continue to grow for some years to come. 

The ACE Program has been effectively utilized by the COP to meet the
 
increased demands for fertilizer. While Pakistan produces sufficient
 
nitrogen-based fertilizer for its needs, it must import most of its
 
phosphatic fertilizer. The import of 220,488 metric tons of DAP and
 
10,500 metric tons of TSP represented respectively one-fourth and
 
one-half of Pakistan's total annual requirement for these fertilizers in
 
1984.
 

The GOP has made a commitment to continue the import of phosphatic
 
fertilizers, and ACE fertilizer procurement has a direct and positive
 
contribution to that commitment. The continued and expanded use of
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fertilizer on food crops (wheat, rice and-sugarcane) is a major
 
contributing factor to Pakistan's efforts to maintain a level of self
 
sufficiency as well as to expand their export market for these key
 
crops. Fertilizer is also a critical production input contributing to
 
the country's efforts to meet the large textile industry's requirements
 
for vegetable fiber (cotton) and to provide raw material for the edible
 
vegetable oil processing industry.
 

In conclusion, the evaluation team views the availability and use of ACE
 
resources for the import of fertilizer to fully meet the design
 
objectives of short to medium term production impact and facilitating
 
longer term adjustments in the structure of the agricultural sector.
 

Policy Dialogue: USAJ.D has effectively used fertilizer
 
import negotiations as a vehicle for carrying on a meaningful dialogue
 
with the GOP relative to Pakistan's fertilizer policy position. A number
 
of major changes in the GOP's fertilizer policy has occurred as a result
 
of this interaction. Changes have been made which create a more
 
favorable climate for the private sector's participation in distribution
 
and initial. adjustments have been made to reduce the huge subsidy burden
 
borne by the GOP. It is estimated that fertilizer subsidies accounted
 
for 58% of the total agricultural development budget during the 1978-83
 
Five Year Plan.
 

The steps and subsequent actions that USAID has taken in this area are
 
documented in the Commodity Import Grant and Loan Agreement negotiated
 
and entered into by both the U.S. and GOP. These are summarized in Table
 
11-2 of Annex E.
 

In addition, USALD, with the GOP's concurrence, has taken the additional 
step of facilitating with ESF Program Development Funds a study.of 
Pakistan's fertilizer policy. This report, "Pakistan Fertilizer Policy: 
Review and Analysis", Ja-gary 1985, is being used as the basis for 
continuing the dialogue with the GOP on fertilizer policy reforms. USAID 
plans to continue an aggressive effort to assist policy change through 
the life of ACE and further strengthen its endeavodrs in a follow-on CIP 
type activity entitled "Agricultural Sector Support Program " (ASSP). 
Scheduled for implementation ii late 1987, this program is designed to 
releaie ASSP funds in tranches when policy changes are implemented rather 
than setting conditions precedent for actions yet to be taken. In the 
design of ASSP, USAD has charted step-by-scep fertilizer policy change 
requirements. 

The evaluation team concludes that USAID plans to continue its firm
 
position related to fertilizer policy reform is appropriate.
 

Private Sector Fertilizer: Discussions with representative
 
of the private sector fertilizer Industry established the fact that the
 
industry as a whole was interested in and willing to play an even greater
 
ole in fertilizer import and distribution than presently allowed by the
 
.OP. This willingness was predicated on the condition that the GOP would
 
assure the private sector their status as a private entity remain
 
intact. There was a specific expression of -willingness that under
 
suitable conditions some members of the industry would be willing to
 
enlarge their infrastructure to enable them to take on additional
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responsibility for farmer education on fertilizer-use efficiency. One
 
firm went farther and expressed a willingness to expand its scope of
 
operations into the supply areas of other production inputs (pesticide,
 
machinery, credit) and marketing.
 

The private sector producers and distributors indicated that, if given
 
the opportunity, they could deliver fertilizer to the farm gate more
 
efficiently and at a lower cost than is presently done by the public
 
sector. Their stated requirements to do this included:
 

0 	 No further public sector investment or expansion in government
 
owned and operated fertilizer plants
 

* 	 Privatization of existing public sector plants
 

* 	 Elimination of direct public sector fertilizer price subsidies
 

0 	 Elimination of restrictions on direct private sector fertilizer
 
imports
 

* 	 Elimination of restrictions relative to Provincial distribution
 
quota
 

* 	 Private sector/public sector interaction in fertilizer use research
 
and
 

* 	 Greater freedom allowed in private sector participation in the
 
supply, distribution and sale of other production inputs (market
 
expansion opportunities).
 

The evaluation team concluded that while these statements were motivated
 
by a large self interest factor, there did appear to be a great deal of
 
interest and willingness on the private sector's part to expand their
 
participation and support to the government's fertilizer distribution and
 
use efforts.
 

On the other hand, the public sector's expressed concern over its need
 
for continued involvement as a supplier/distributor/seller was
 
appreciated. It was apparent that the level of distrust between the
 
public and private sector is quite strong. The evaluation team concludes
 
that USAID, well aware of this and other problems, is aggressively taking
 
suitable actions to overcome the many obstacles faced in guiding the GOP
 
toward privatization in fertilizer production and distribution. This
 
effort might be accelerated through the process of facilitating closer
 
interaction between the two sectors.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That USAID arrange an observation trip to the United States and
 
other countries in which both the public and private sector can
 
together observe and compare the interaction and respective roles
 
of the two sectors in fertilize supply, distribution and use.
 

a 	 That the GOP make such policy changes (import, pricing, subsidy
 
reduction, transport costs, interest rate reforms to reflect market
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rates, and easing of collateral requirements) as necessary to
 
encourage and facilitate the private sector's participation in
 
promoting fertilizer use efficiency and the supply or provision of
 
other prerequisite production inputs and services.
 

That USAID encourage the private sector fertilizer industry to
 
utilize the training resources offered to the private sector as a
 
means for preparing the industry for an expanded role in
 
agricultural development.
 

The Farmer - The End-User of Fertilizer: "All farmers use
 
fertilizer" was a statement often made to the evaluation team by the
 
fertilizer sector (public/private). This was accepted as an
 
over-statement of the actual situation. The team did, however, interpret
 
this as a positive indication that the suppliers viewed the marketing
 
potential in positive terms and that the farmer end-user in general
 
understood the value and benefits to be derived from fertilize
 
application. The government is in a position where it must continue to
 
assure the availability of fertilizer through one means or another.
 

The rapid adoption of chemical fertilizers by the farmers is attributed
 
to several factors. The most important is the availability of fertilizer
 
(incountry production capacity increase), a more effective distribution
 
system and an increase in procurement prices for most of the crops on
 
which fertilizer is used. This was substantiated by the evaluation team
 
during its contacts with both public and private producers, retail
 
outlets and farmer users. The farmer user indicated that he sought out
 
and used fertilizer when the crop/fertilizer price ratio was to his
 
advantage. Access to credit afid easy access to fertilizer were given as
 
other important factors influencing the farmer to use fertilizer. Use
 
appeared to be based on how much he could afford to buy. Price increase
 
of fertilizer was a concern and there was a indication that fertilizer
 
use would not cease with higher prices but that its use would be
 
curtailed if the crop/fertilizer price ratio became, in the farmer's
 
eyes, unfavorable to his personal situation.
 

Fertilizer was broadcast by hand in most cases and not incorporated into
 
the soil. Research worldwide has demonstrated that substantial losses of
 
nitrogen occur when proper application practices are not followed.
 

One can conclude from these observations that the value of fertilizer is
 
recognized by the farmer and that, while illiterate, he understands the
 
basic economic principles of its use. One must also conclude that access
 
is important but that cost and other production inputs must be considered
 
in a fertilizer production/import/distribution program.
 

It is apparent that at some levels the GOP fully understands the signi
ficance, validity, and linkages between fertilizer availability and its
 
goal of increased agricultural production. It does not appear, however,
 
that some of the higher levels or organizational units of the GOP fully
 
understand the significance or necessity for integrating fertilizer with
 
access to other inputs and the need to develop a complementary infra
structure to effect the efficient utilization of fertilizer. The
 
evaluation team recognizes ongoing efforts (MART, TIPAN) and urges USAID
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at every opportunity to encourage and assist the GOP. 	 This will be 
particularly important as the fertilizer subsidies are 	reduced and
 
eliminated.
 

Equipment: The equipment commodity allocations under ACE 
have been used to a large extent as commodity support for seven on-going 
technical assistance projects. A limited amount of equipment is being 
procured for associated activities that are non-project specific. 
Following is a summary of the project and non-project equipment 
procurement: 

Project Related Equipment
 

Project Title 	 Planned Allocation
 
(million dollars)
 

391-0467 Irrigation Systems Management (ISM) 	 51.80
 

391-0489 Management of Agricultural Research
 

and Technology (MART) 	 5.60
 

391-0479 Baluchistan Area Development (BALAD) 	 4.70
 

391-0489 Transformation and Integration of
 

Provincial networks (TIPAN) 	 3.20
 

391-0481 Forestry Planning and Development (FPD) 3.50
 

391-0491 Food Security Management (FSM) 0.90
 

391-0485 North West Frontier Province Area
 

Development (NWFP) 	 0.40
 

70.10
 

Non-project Equipment
 

* Warsak high lift pumps 	 1.30 

• 	 Center For Applied Molecular Biology,
 

University of the Punjab, Lahore 0.44
 

0 North West Frontier Province - Roads 6.00
 

* Miscellaneous 	 2.60
 

Total 	 80.45 
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While 	equipment procurement to date under ACE represents onl7 about
 
16 percent of total ?lanned allocations, it does represent a dispropor
tionally large segment of time and effort on USAI.D's part to identify
 
needs, develop specifications, monitor procurement, process entry
 
clearances and distribution, and ensure its proper utilization.
 
Equipment procurement involves a much more substantial management input
 
than 	was required for the import of high value bulk commodities
 
(fertilizer, cotton and wheat), and uses a variety of procurement modes.
 
For example, PILs and PIO/Cs are often used with ACE obligation numbers
 
and the transactions are handled as project procurement under CIP
 
regulations.
 

The evaluation team considered it essential to look at the relationships
 
or interactions between these project and non-project activities and the
 
ACE program. The criteria used was of a comparative nature and included
 
the following:
 

* 	 Equipment procurement in relation to ACE Program goals and purposes

* 	 Balance of payments impact 
* 	 Impact on increasing agricultural productivity within the
 

agricultural sector
 

* 	 Equipment procurement as related to U.S. "Policy Cornerstones"
 
* 	 Generation of policy dialogue
 
* 	 Technology transfer
 
* 	 Institutional building
 
* 	 Support/development of the private sector
 

Relationship or compatability between ACE and the seven projects'
 
goals and purposes
 

• 	 Equipment contribution to development impact (intermediate and long
 
term)
 

* 	 Relationship of equipment input and equity
 

* 	 Equipment procurement and USAID management and
 

* 	 Equipment suitability and utilization.
 

The plan for projected use of ACE as a vehicle for the procurement of
 
equipment supporting the various technical assistance projects appeared
 
to be based on the availability of ESF project funds. One exception to
 
this was the planned use of ACE resources for some 60 million worth of
 
equipment in support of the canal and drain rehabilitation component of
 
the Irrigation Systems Management Project. This was specified in some
 
detail in the original PAAD. Subsequent PAAD amendments allocated ACE
 
resources for the procurement of additional equipment in support of new
 
TA project interventions approved or under approval review. The ready
 
availability of ACE resources provided flexibility and enabled USAID to
 
accelerate the procurement process for project commodities so that
 
commodity arrival was closely coordinated with the arrival of project
 
technical assistance personnel.
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A review of and-use audit reports relating to the use of equipment for 
the ISM rehabilitation component, including workshops and canal and drain 
rehabilitation, was included in the evaluation. The team visited one of 
the workshops and a site where a portion of the heavy equipment was being 
used to rehabilitate a main branch canal. It found the equipment at the 
Moghalpura Irrigation Workshop now being fully utilized. At the Main 
Lower Bari Doab Branch Canal ACE procured equipment (12 dump trucks, 2 
vibrator compactors, 12 hydraulic lift scrapers, 2 water trucks and I 
service truck) was being fully utilized. The agricultural specialist on 
the team had visited both sites some sixteen months ago and found that 
utilization is vastly improved, primarily as a result of the successful 
merging of equipment, technical assistance, planning and training. The 
latter three inputs were provided through ISM project resources. 

Less than perfect merging of equipment arrival with the arrival of
 
supporting technical assistance still occurs but to a minor degree. The
 
value 	of procuring equipment even in the design stage of a project so
 
that it is on hand for the technicians' use appears to be a calculated
 
risk worthy of the effort, particularly as the practice appears to be
 
limited to equipment which would be for general use even if the project
 
does not eventuate.
 

The mode for procuring equipments varied between projects, based on the
 
end-user's prior demonstrated proficiency or lack of proficiency in
 
equipment procurement. Decisions were judgement calls exercised by
 
project management. The procurement mode used in each project is
 
identified as part of the project summary (Annex F). USAID, by assuming
 
a great portion of the responsibility for the procurement of equipment is
 
not helping the various GOP entities fully develop procurement competency
 
of their own.
 

Recommendation:
 

* 	 That, to the extent possible, future equipment procurement be made
 
through regular GOP procurement channels.
 

During a site visit, an occasional complaint was heard that some of the
 
heavy earthmoving and silt removal equipment procured for canal and drain
 
rehabilitation was too large or that it was too expensive to operate.
 
Follow-up discussions revealed that the complaints came from one who was
 
used to carrying on rehabilitation work through contractors (men and
 
donkeys) and did not appreciated fully the quality of work possible with
 
heavy equipment. The evaluation team concluded that there was a natural
 
resistance to change, particularly when the use of equipment restricts
 
certain benefits and challenged professional integrity. The observations
 
made during a visit to the Main Lower Bari Doab Branch Canal led the team
 
to the assessment that such complaints are overcome when there is proper
 
mix of equipment, technical assistance and planning. The team also
 
concluded that the time span for technical assistance must be of
 
sufficient length to ensure proper and full utilization of equipment.
 
This appears to be particularly critical in the ISM program since the
 
60.0 million dollars worth of equipment represents the first major
 
infusion of equipment in the irrigation water delivery sector in some
 
twenty to twenty five years.
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The evaluation team was unable to visit the end-users of ail of the
 

equipment. In addition, large segments of equipment are still to be
 
ordered by some projects. A listing of this equipment by general
 

category and status of procurement can be found in Annex F.
 

The team's approach in assessing the suitability value and potential
 

impact for much of this equipment was to compare project goals and
 
purpose with the goals and purpose of ACE. The mix and type of equipment
 

for each project or non-project activity is prepared and vetted by
 

experts in their field. This process, in the team's estimation, more
 

than adequately meets suitability and procurement standards. This
 

procedure, coupled with the goal and purpose review and comparison,
 

interviews and on-site visits, led to the following conclusions:
 

The type and amount of equipment procured under ACE for use in
 
specific projects and activities is consistent with the goals and
 
purposes of ACE
 

* 	 The equipment procured under ACE directly related to the U.S.
 
"Policy Cornerstones"
 

The equipment procurement is supportive of the GOP goals and is
 
having a positive impact on increased agricultural productivity
 

* 	 Equipment procuremevt in this mode has little impact relative to
 
rapid disbursment of funds.
 

Cotton: At the request of the GOP made on January 26, 1984,
 

USAID agreed to provide a total 435.0 million (125.0 million FY83 and
 

tl0.O million FY84) of ACE funds for the emergency procurement of
 
cotton. The GOP request was predicated on an expected short crop because
 
of weather conditions which were predicted to adversely affect One of
 
Pakistan's most important industries, and threaten employment, foreign
 
exchange and revenue targets. It requested ACE financing for 100,000
 
bales 	of raw cotton. USAID's quick response to this request resulted in
 

the procurement and delivery of 56,637 bales (480 pounds net raw cotton
 
per bale) by June 1984. The cost of this first tranche was t24,082,000
 

(411,079,000 loan and 113,003,000 grant). Additional quantitities were
 
not imported because the adverse affects of weather did not reduce
 
incountry yields to the level expected.
 

The prospect of cotton import did have an ameliorative effect on the
 

domestic cotton market and allowed the industry to continue without
 
disrupting efforts to expand the developing export market for finished
 
goods and clothing.
 

USAID's ability to respond rapidly to such an emergency request was
 
possible because of the existence of the ACE Program. The conclusion
 
reached by the evaluation team is that USAID reacted to the emergency
 
request in a expeditious manner and fully utilized the options available.
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Wheat: The need for the GOP to procure wheat w-ith ACE 

resources was a result of drought conditions in late 1984 which reduced 
wheat acreage on the barani land and lower yields on barani lands that 
were planted. The GOP submitted its official request to USAID on April 
25, 1985 to reprogram 1100 million of ACE funds to meet this emergency.
 
':SAID, recognizing the GOP's need to underpin reforms in the GOP wheat
 
policy and maintain wheat stock levels, reacted positively. ACE funds
 
(10 million loan and t89 million grant) were reprogrammed with delivery
 
accomplished as follows:
 

Tender Quantity Value Arrival 
Date Tendered (0 million) Quantity Date 

(MT) (MY) 

7/10/85 88,100 14.638 
44,000 9/8/85 

44,100 9/10/35 
10/10/85 118,000 21.837 

74,043 9/10/85 
41,960 1/21/86 

11/5/85 100,000 14.912 
57,000 2/14/86 
38,001 2/17/86
 

1/7/86 260,000 44.912
 
69,473 4/16/86
 
74,547 4/26/86
 
43,032 3/12/86
 
'42,312 4/21/86
 
29,000 5/8/86
 

566,100 96.299 557,468
 

This rapid reprogramming of funds and subsequent rapid procurement and
 
delivery enabled the GOP to retain the confidence of the population,
 

continue forward with its wheat policy and maintain wheat stock levels.
 

USAID's ability to repond rapidly to this emergency request was expedited
 
by the ACE Program. In reviewing this procurement support effort, the
 
team concluded that USAID reacted in a timely and efficient manner and
 

utilized the options available through ACE. The result was a substantial
 
strengthening of understandings with the GOP on policy considerations. 
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B. ECE Development Impact
 

1. 	 Background
 

Pakistan is in the midst of a major energy transition. A high level of
 
development expenditure was incurred in Pakistan during the 1970s to
 
create infrastructure which did not previously exist and to embark on
 
major projects designed to realize the country's considerable economic
 
potential, particularly in energy and agriculture.
 

External borrowing has financed a substantial portion of this
 
development. Oil price increases, wita accompanying increases in the
 
cost of goods and services from industrial countries, have resulted in
 
shortages of foreign exchange. This in turn has delayed implementation
 
of projects because of cost overruns and meeting current import
 
requirements on which the efficient utilization of capital assets
 
depends. There have been domestic financing difficulties in maintaining
 
the level of GOP revenues required to provide the local currency
 
component of development. In the energy sector, pricing policies of
 
state corporations have also led to an inadequate flow of income, causing
 
losses which were met by credit from the banking system.
 

Operational problems, due partly to infrastructure limitations and partly
 
to shortages in the availability of management skills, have hampered
 
energy production facilities, particularly in the important import
 
substitution sectors. During the 1970s, the GOP's involvement in the
 
energy sector lacked coordination between economic planning and energy
 
development cbjectives. In fact, energy was not recognized as a sector
 
in itself until the mid-seventies. The 1980 World Bank report, "Pakistan
 
- Issues and Options in the Energy Sector," listed the need to develop a
 
rational energy planning capability as a major issue facing the.
 
Pakistan's energy sector.
 

During the past five years, the need for policy and institutional reform
 
in the energy sector has been recognized by the GOP, USAID, and the major
 
multilateral donor agencies. In the GOP's Sixth Five Year Plan
 
(1983-1988), nearly 40% of all development resources are targeted toward
 
the energy sector. In recent years considerable legislation has been
 
introduced by the GOP which would improve the policy environment for the
 
energy sector and, in time, help rationalize its development. The goal
 
is to alleviate the shortages of both natural gas and electricity. The
 
following measures taken by the government are designed to contribute to
 
an improved energy supply trend in the short and long terms:
 

" 	 increase the price of natural gas to 2/3 the border price or
 
import price of fuel oil
 

* 	 assess and develop indigenous coal resources
 

set electricity tariffs high enough to permit self-financing
 
by the power sector of 40% of its capital expansion costs
 

* 	 encourage fuel wood plantations
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* 	 limit the use of aatural gas for power generation and require
 
some industries to convert from natural gas to oil or coal
 

* 	 induce private sector investments in large scale power
 
generation
 

reorganize the power sector and experiment with private sector
 
participation in power distribution
 

* 	 implement a comprehensive national energy conservation
 
program, and
 

* 	 improve national energy planning
 

2. 	 USAID Energy Sector Assistance Program
 

In recognizing the above objectives, the USAID energy sector program
 
(1981-1987) has evolved to be a top priority for both the GOP and USAJD.
 
As described by USAID, the program attempts to avoid the risk of
 
piecemeal decision making by directing attention to some of the
 
implications of certain choices for Pakistan national energy development
 
situation. Primary objectives of the current program are listed as:
 

* 	 elimination of electricity and natural gas load shedding
 

" 	 reduction of GOP balance of payment constraints
 

* 	 e couragement of private sector participation and investments 
i- the energy sector 

" 	 increasing other donor coordinated financing in the energy
 
sector
 

" 	 improvement of energy production, distribution and end-use, and
 

" 	 strengthening of the energy sector's institutional,
 
management, and manpower base
 

Table II-B-l gives the overall summary of USAID energy assistance for the
 
period 1981-1987. The ECE program was designed in 1984 in support of the
 
GOP Sixth Five Year Energy Plan (1983-1988) to provide foreign exchange
 
resources on a fast disbursing basis for importation of equipment and
 
technology that would contribute to energy production from indigenous
 
resources or energy conservation. Some of the potential associated
 
benefits of the ECE program were identified as:
 

.e 	 providing foreign exchange to mitigate balance of payment
 
problems
 

* 	 creating a rapidly growing source of rupees to finance the
 
local costs of important energy development projects
 

" 	 facilitating the technology transfer process for the local use
 
and manufacture of advanced energy systems
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TABLE TI-B-I
 
SINERtW OF US]]) ENERGY
 

SECTOR ASSISTANCE TO 11M GOP
 
iActual and Programs'd) 

Projects 
 Developent Objectives C.S. Dollars
 
in Million
 

Auth 	rized for 1981-19M period
1. 	Rw-al Electrification Project Institutional improvement traxiing. energi loss reduction. $341 1/

Project combined cycle power generation, and rural system extension 

2. 	 Energy Plannmig L Development Energy planning, trainLng, energy data base development, $105 
Project 	 coal resource development, coal briquettes, renewable
 

energy and energy conservation
 

3. 	 Energy Comioditics and Balance of payment support, $100 
Equipment Import Program support for 6th Five Year Plan, and technology transfer 

4. 	 Forestry Planning and To support fuelwood forestry and doestic $ 25
 

Development Project 	 energy consumption
 

Sub-total: 
 57
 

Proil d far Post 198
 
I. 	 LahuraCoa-fired Power Diversifying fuel usage, developing a coal-fired generation $125
 

Project 	 technology base, mobilizing and developing a modern
 
private sector coal industry. increasing energy self sufficiency
 
and reducing foritgn exchange exposure, and
 
providing domestic economic and industrial development. 

2. 	 Private Sector Power To improve power supply/demand imbalance, to attract technical $150 
Generation and Distribution and managerial resources and mobilize local and foreign
Project financial resources, and to diver ify similar power units 

based on various energy resources Ze.g., small hydro, bicmass. 
low Btu gas, diesel in rural areas), and to use the private 
sector capability to impleat power .generation significantly faster than the 
bureaucratic constraints of WAPDA and KHSC allow. 

3. 	 .Aendment to Forestry Planning To support fuelwood forestry and domestic energy $ 17 
and Development Project energy conasumptiog 

- .	 Hydro oc other large scale To meet the energy resources and power supply development $160 
scale Power Generation objectives of Sixth and Seventh Five Year Plans. 

Sub-total: (tentative) $451
 
Grand Total .0,
 

Post 1987 ullocation is S140 million

2/ Post 1987 allocation is $60 million
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3. 	 Evaluation Objectives
 

With respect to ECE, the evaluation must perform a number of tasks (see
 
Appendix A for scope of work):
 

* To review historic, current and projected institutional, 
technical, and financial impediments to private and public 
sector energy commodity procurement 

0 To review progress to date as required by performance 
disbursement designs for decisions about continued funding or 

program modifications 

0 To evaluate major policy decisions and/or assumptions made 
during ECE program design and determine their continued 
validity 

* 	 To provide recommendations to foster private sector energy
 
commodity imports and development to meet the goals of the GOP
 
Sixth and Seventh Five Year Plans
 

* 	 To estimate the short-term effects and the probability for
 
sustained impact of the ECE program, and to reasons for
 
success or failure and lessons learned.
 

The evaluation of the ECE is based on five weeks in Pakistan during which
 
the team conducted extensive interviews with public and private sector
 
energy producing entities, private equipment importers, oil and gas
 
suppliers, GOP ministries, state corporations, banks, energy research
 
institutions, and responsible individuals and organizations in major
 
energy or economic sub-sectors. A list of the major meetings which were
 
held is presented in Appendix B.
 

4. 	 ECE Import Program
 

When the USAID energy sector assistance program was resumed in Pakistan
 
seven years ago, the development environment was severe. The GOP was
 
still public-sector oriented. Much of industry and banking had been
 
nationalized, and the government faced serious budgetary and foreign
 
exchange restraints. The rationale for USAID assistance to Pakistan was
 
based on helping the country to develop and sustain a viable and
 
progressive government and the protection of U.S. interests in the region.
 

The ECE import program was designed to assist the GOP to reduce part of
 
its balance of payments shortfall caused by the importation of fossil
 
fuels and declining remittances from the Middle East. In the PAAD, it
 
was argued that the ECE 4100 million program (450 million in loan fund
 
and J50 million in grant funds) would help the GOP to alleviate foreign
 
exchange shortages in two ways:
 

* 	 Directly, by contributing lOO million in foreign exchange for the
 
public and private imports that were required to realize the Sixth
 
Five Year Plan goals.
 

* 	 Indirectly, by either saving energy or increasing domestic energy
 

resource production, thereby reducing oil imports. These indirect
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savings were estimated in the range of t100 million in avoided oil
 
imports over three years.
 

An overview of the ECE program funding 	history is included in Table
 
11-B-2. The equipment requirements for the direct support of the Sixth
 
Five Year Pian were identified for the 	following energy sectors:
 

Energy Sectors 	 Equipment Under EM
 

1. 	 Energy and Fuel Conservation Heat recovery equipment;
 
instrumentation and control systems;
 
high efficiency motors; compressors
 
and pumps; coal conversion equipment
 

2. 	 Private Sector Equipment Replacement parts and spare-parts
 
for gas turbines and steam plants to
 
improve heat rates and outputs;
 
power distribution and tubewell
 
equipment;shunt capacitors for
 
reducing T&D losses; and various
 
other spare-parts for generation,
 
transmission and distribution
 
systems rehabilitation
 

3. Coal Mining and 	 Pneumatic drills; ventilation
 
Processing 	Equipment systems conveyor systems; hard hats and
 

safety lights
 

4. 	 Oil and Gas Sector Equipment Seismic equipment to OGDC and
 
equipment funding resources for
 
private sector firms for exploratory
 
drilling project.
 

5. 	 Renewable Energy Development Photovoltaic panels, materials and
 
manufacturing equipment; wind pumps
 
and generators; specialized
 
generators and controls for small
 
hydro.
 

Other stated objectives of the ECE program are to create a flow of rupees
 
and to develop institutional capabilities:
 

Creation of Local Currency Account: The USAID loan to the GOP is
 
for 40 years with a 10 year grace period. The GOP loans to both public and
 
private sectors will be paid back over short periods of time, thus creating
 
a continuous flow of rupees which could be used to finance local currency
 
components of future energy development projects.
 

Technology Transfer: The ECE program will assist in establishing
 
the institutional capa'lity to plan, execute and evaluate alternative
 
energy development and energy conservation programs.
 

USAID's commitment to this program for both the public and private sectors
 
energy equipment needs appears to be consistent with the need and
 
objectives of the CDSS and the GOP Sixth Five Year Plan.
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TABL I]-b-"
 
Overviet of ECE Prograir 

funding and Amendment. 
(US Z it)Millions 

Program !iocument Resource Allocation- Projected Ust 
Approvr] Sequenct Loni Grant Iota) Publ Ic Private 
and De t. Sectors Sectors 

Loan, and Low. 
grant 

L. PAAD Authorizatior. SB0 S2; $i00 9V 
(391-0486 July 198. 

2. funcs 0Iligeitio. $2[ 2 22 .i 	 . 2 
ECE Comoditv Import 
Gran and Loan 
Agrecent August 36,

1984
 

3. ECE First amendftor. $35 $26 $ 6] $16.50 3/ s[ 2. 

Agreaisent June 6, 198E. 

4. 	 ECE Second Amendatory $50 $50 410C $43.13 4/ s20 5 
Agreeoawnt July 8. 1986 

I It:198'. OGDC was allocated $2 million grant and SC.] million loan lunds. 

2 Private sector fund $5.0 million eacb allocated to UBL and H!L for loan 

a-inistrat ior.
 

P11 NG. li. WAPDA - $S.7 million; EUSC - $1.4 million;
 
PCSI8 - L iion; (all grant funds). OGDC $8.1 milliot. low- $C.2
11-3 	 L Grant S2.0: 

$1 6

TOTAl - ,5million 

4" PIL No. 23A CF' -3; 8.136 millionj 
HDIP -s 3.20 million 
KESC -S 3.8 million 
PCSIR -$ 4.5 million 
WAPnA -1 7.0 million 
OGDC -S1..50 million 
Total -$43.2 million
 

50 Additional $00.0 million funding for the private sector wbs
 
allocated to Citibank and bank of America
 

Total of PIL I]A plus PIL 23A equals $59.63 million. 
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5. Beneficiaries
 

Primary Benefeciaries: Public sector corporations and agencies
 
dominate a vide spectrum of energy related activity including oil and
 
gas, electricity and industrial production; imports of major energy
 
commodities; energy related R&D and financial services. Upon
 
implementation of the ECE program, most of the equipment funding requests
 
came from the public sector agencies and corporations such as WAPDA,
 
PCSIR, HDIP, GSP, KESC, and OGDC. A sum of 120 million was obligated for
 
the use by private sector banks. However, these funds have not yet been
 
utilized because of constraints noted in Chapter I.
 

Table 11-B-3 summarizes the potential primary beneficiaries of ECE import
 
program in the public sector for the FY 1984 to 1986. A total of 456.3
 
million was committed under the first and second tranches to the public
 
sector. Excluding the private sector set aside of 120 million, the
 
remaining available loan fund is $23.7 million for the third tranche.
 
The public sector request to the Equipment Selection Committee of the GOP
 
Energy Policy Board for loan and grant funds for the first tranche
 
exceeded 4400 million. However, PIL No. 11A dated May 26, 1985 earmarked
 
only t16.5 million for procurement of commodities and equipment by four
 
GOP public sector agencies. IFBs were issued between October 1985 
January 1986 for WAPDA (5.7 million), PCSIR (41.3 million), OGDC (48.1
 
million) and KESC (tl.4 million). PIL No. 23 dated August 28, 1986
 
earmarked 39 million for procurement of commodities and equipment by the
 
GOP. IFBs were issued between September, 1986 to May 1987 to GSP (t6.4

million), KESC (03.8 million), PCSIR (03.5million), HDIP (t2.04
 

million), WAPDA (37.0 million), and OGDC ($16.50 million).
 

The detailed lists of commodities and equipment first submitted to the
 
USAID were in excess of 155 million. The following shows the further
 
reduction of public agencies commodities and equipment for the second
 
tranche: (in millions) 

KESC 8.580 
HDIP 4.590 
PMDC 5.680 
PCSIR 8.000 
OGDC 35.000 
WAPDA 425.000 
GSP 4 0.476 
NRL 0.910 

Total $88.236 

Finally, for the second tranche procurement, PIL # 23 issued on August
 
28, 1986 earmarked 39 million for procurement by six public sector
 
agencies as shown in Table II-B-3.
 

Allocations of funds for the third tranche to public sector agencies are
 
summarized in Table II-B-4. The available funds for the third tranche
 
total 123.7 million against the requested allocation of t48.0 million.
 
Various agencies' requests are prioritized to match the available
 
remaining ECE funds for FY 1986-87.
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IABI.E 11-1-3
 
PlIURY INETICIARIES OF EL IKPOW PRORAH
 

(tS $ MILLION)
 

Agencies alud ObligNte4 Earmarked C.-rM itted Dbrs e____________ 
Corprationi (by PIL 11 Rii-Tng Bids under likely fl-e to be 

and 823) i.rmarkcd preparation/ disbtjibcJ by reallocated 
evaluation/ Jtule8bR 
Award & Contract 

A. Pillic Sector FY 109- -'st) 

Grant $ 2m 
1. OGD1 

Tr.odwhc 1 8.1 8.1 7.1 1.0 N/A N/A N/A 
8rji10e 2 16.5 16.5 - Bids tutder evalujuoit 16.5 

"1.hainhe 3 - (14.61) - PIL to be issucd -

2. WA'IA Ff 198 I h1e) 

Grunt $4 w 
I Iajihe 1 5.7 3.4 0.U 2.6 4/ 7.0 
Iiaiiclie 2 7.0 7.0 - Bids umder lvaluitioii -
Ir-,,L 1W 3 (15.00) - - PII. to be issued.. 

Tr-,Jc 1 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.2 4/ 

Trandit 2 3.8 3.8 - - bids Luner Evluattoi, 3 0 
Ir dkic 3 ( 7.2) - PIL to be Issued 

4. II 1, FY 19b{J(u ly)
Loan Si S M 

Giant $24 w 
1 ranclie I Nil. NIL NIL 1.3 

"Irajictce 2 3.0 3.0 - bids Lubder LvaluAtiuo, 3.0 . 

Tr~anche 3 - (3.0) I-IL to be issued 
5. I'CS Ik 

IranLe I 1.3 1.3 1.3 NIL 4/ 

Trdjiche 2 4.5 4.5 - Contracts awarded 4.5 

6. 
"f djc€e

bI' 
3 - (3.0) Pit. to be issued. 

Trasiche I Nil NIL Nil NIL -
Tr~aiade 2 8.0 8.0 till NIL Contract awarded 4.5 
I .611cle 3 (4.2) P11. to be issued. -

7. PHIK 
lr-rzche 1 NIL NIL NIL NIL -
Trauiche 2 Nil. NIL Nil. NIL 
Trancic 3 (1.0) - PIL to be issued. 

h. IDQOIW 
Tt idche I NIL NIL NIL NIL -
"trad.Jie I NIL NIL NIL NIL 
II antche 3 NIL NIL NIL NIL (1.0) 

D. PRIVATE SE(.( liabib Bansk Ltd. $ a* 
AI_.ATI_ N Uiitedbaink 

Citibaiik 
Ltd. S a15 

Bank of Aerica $ 5 a 
$20 a 

Notes. l/ Figures in pMresithesls show public sector spending on priority basis In three different stages ass.d depeadiing 
upon the subilization of private sector uniuo. See Table 11-b-4 for cowm~dity priorities. 

2/ A total $56.3 million com itted &der Ist aid 2nd Tranclies in public .ector agencies and corprat ions 
3/ cAmitted available ftud is 423.7 for 3rd Traiche in public sector
 
4/ Contracts awarded. -auodities being received.
 



"r&BlF 1 ]-T-4 
Public kequests for ECE Funds 
tc. the GOP Equipment Coittee 

for 3rd Tr'nche Procurement
 

Public Sector 
AsencleL Priority 

OGD, ]Ist priorit. 
2nd priority 
3rd priorit. 

Sul-total 

Fund Allocated 
by ECE 

(uS million 
$ 5.43 
$ 5.91. 
L3.22 
$14.G6 

Equipment Noedb 

Viabrators and Drillinr 
Consumable. Sissmic 
Geophones L Vibrosies. 
Various Comunic.ation 
wnd DrillinZ Consumble.€ 

PCSII: Ist priorit% 
2nd prinrit% 
3rd priorit 

Sul.-tota 

$ 1.00 
S 1.00 
I 1.Op 
$ 3.00 

kuel Reaearch Center 
and Solar heuearch 
Center 

WAPDI. Ist priority $15.00 Rehabilitation 
Power Plants 

of Thermal 

KESC 1st prioritj I Rehabilitatior, of Thermal 
Power Pl ant,t. 

LI' 

PMD I a priority 
2.nd priority 
3rd priorit. 

Subtotal 

$ 0.735 
S 0.l0 
I 0.07 
1 1.) 

GS!, 1st priority s 4.20 Coal Exploration in Khost 
Sharigh. Larzini (baluchistaii 
and Coal Rxploraton in Sult 
Range 

HDIP 1st priorit. 
2nd priority 
3rd priority 

Sub-tot,,l 

Total Request 
for ECE Fund 

$ 1.0 
$ ].0 
L4. 
S ..0 

$40.00 

Process Development Dj2. 
FPutI Substitutiors and CNG 
Stations Process Development 
Div and 5 CNG Stations POI 
Regional Centerb. PO. Labz iz 
Karachi. 2 Unergv busae. 2 CNG 
stat ion-

Notes: 	 11 PIL Nc. 24 to be issued for obtaining GOP approval fur 
2 procurement under 3rd tranche by the public sector agencici 
2/ The toal fund aviilability will depend upon the status of 

private sector allocation.
 



TABLE UI-B-i
 

Contribution of ECE Program for Thermal 

Eff iciency Iaprovamorn in WA.PD& Syacm I 

(Stone i JebsCar Report Oct. 1985)
 

Potential Benefits to Probable Concribution of ECE Lmporr Estimated Cosc tor Rehabiatcilon 

Wa.FDA Sysce Over a ?rogran in Spare-parrs. rncrumoaenacion 

Throe-year Period oi And Control Equipuent. 

RehabiliaCioon 

rncrsieng the WAPDA thermal thermal Overhauls, repairs. modificacions. and $Z7 millIon ior rehabilicaclon of the 19 

eneratcing zapeciy tro 1220 HI; to additions to increase cbe efficiency. area. Unics. 

1463 KW; chis cotal or Z43 MW aveilabilicy. and capacCy ofi UniCs aC $80 million ior che conversion of the 

Lacrase consisting of: the six WAPDA scan stctions. Kocri and Faisalabad coabuscion-curbiaa 
plants Co combLned-cycl. 

d8 Ml of restored sceas plant Converting Che four Kocri And eight S6 ai.i4- -pplled to ocher combustion 

capacity &C am incremental cost Faisalabad cnobu sclon-curbine units turbine planc. 

o1 $450/Kid, to conbined-cyc4e facilities 

118 MW or capaclcyb y converting OverhauL. repairs. addition of evapora- $17 -i4lion for spare parc and related 

twelve combustion curbine units cive coolers. and cleaning of compressors Lmprovewwwc in UADA'A pLanning. W 

co combined cycle units ac an to increase the capacity. L.prova the managment. and scorage of its spare a 

Lncrmucal cosc or $720/1. availability, and reduce che average parts Lnvencory. 

heac race of ocher combuscioo-curbine 

- Units. 

3S HU of rescores coubuscion turbine Increased spare parts and becter $120.000 for training Laprovmzce.
 

capacity. which could be added to managment. storage and applicacion
 

L&.FU's sysco for an Lncremeced of spkre parts.
 
cosc of i361/13D.
 

Improved avai-labLLLy of UAPDA's Increased equipment -aintenance crapabll- $6 milliou for bop and warohose
 

thermal igeineratln, enabling tIs of WA.D's nine worksbaps improv-mmuca.
 

prov.iou of about 735 GQH/year of
 
additir.nl deliveries of elecricty
 

$14 million for project planning. earageto LAPDA'sa aysc. (Thie is about 

mnc. and enginseringa L' percent Lncrease over 1984 


thermal,wic generacon.)
 

Am imprave wverage heac race for WADA.' A eajor dedicacion by WAMDA.ot its plants $16 mLlion for concLingncy.
 

herimL uoica could reduce WAMDA' s fuel operiatn ad malicnance sctaf to 

cmwumpciow per kh of Chermal. periodic cec nicaL trainIng and an 

Saw ratia by abouc 11.2 per couc. expanded in cruciol. program a0 
explain" ia Section 6. 



Potential Benefits Co M2ESC Syecm 

over A Three-year Period of 
ashabili.acion Program 

Increasing the KZSC thermal generating 
capacity from 573 4W Co 754 .HW; chis 
CoCal 181 WNincrease consSCs of: 

63.d WN or reteored steam plant capacity 
4t &n tncrenEALoi cst 5815/kW. 

106 MWor capacity by converting two 

SCem and five combustion turbine 


utes to combined :ycle .mics at an 


tocromw-- l cosc of S743/kW.
 

11.2 .W or restored cosnusclon turbine 
capecitC. wtkich could be added co 
KEE,C's system roc An Incremental 
conc of 253/ki. 

impruved availability of KESC's 

chermal pneracion, enabling 


pr~vlwts of About 280 GWH/yeer Of 

additional deilveries of electricity
 

co [SC's *ysccm. (This is about 


a 6.5 per cant increase over 1986 

thermal unic generacion.)
 

An improvmd average htc race for 


KESC's thermal units could reduce 

K.SC's fuel consuamtion per Wh 


of csri generation about
z. 	 by 
12.1 porcanc. 

TABLE iI-B-6 

Contribucion of eCE Program for Thermal
 

Efficiency improvement of ESC Syscm
 
(Scone c Wabster Reporc. October, 1985)
 

?robable Concribucion of ECE Lmport Estiated Ciec cor Rehablitaction 
Program In Spare-parts, lnatrumenca
cion and Control Equipment 

Overhauls, repairs. modificacions. and $50 m.llion for rehabl.1ltacioo ol Cho
 

additions to increase Che efficiency .our steam units. 
availabiliCy. and capacity or uaiCs aC 

Che s"x KZSC stCam stations. 
Converting the five SITE combustiol turbine 75 million ronr Cho conversion or the 
units Co camolned cycle facilities. Jest Jharc steAM plants And SITE 

combustion turbiae plAct co co"Lnd 

cycle facilicae.
 

Converting t West W arf steam turbine $2 million applied co other cO-buio,
 

unics Co a single combined cycle clon Curbine piaacs.
 
facility.
 

Overhaul, repairs, addition or *vapora S6 million ror spare parts and related
 

cive coolers, and cleaning of compressors improvement in LESC's planning.
 
co increase the capacict. improve the niaaagiwnc. &nd scorage of ics
 

availability. and reduce the average heat spare parts Lnvencory.
 

race of four ocher cobuciou-curbIne units.
 

incraeed spare parts and becer managmnc 	 $200.000 for training impravemean:. 

storage and applicaCion of" spare parts. 	 51 million Car Ahop. and warehouse
 

impcowmnce.
 

$13 illion for project planning. 
managemanc. And engineering

.. major dedication by KESC of its plant $16 amlllon for contingency.
 

operations and maLtenance staff co periodic
 
tecchnicAl raining and an expanded
 

instructional program as expla.fe in
 

Scclon 6.
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For the fiscal years .984 through 1987, requests for ECE funds from the
 

various public sector agencies exceeded the allocated 80.0 million. The
 

ECE program for the public sector is not only satisfying the original
 
goal for providing foreign exchange for importing critical spare parts
 

for the energy sector, it is generating various secondary benefits in the
 

energy sector as discussed in the next sub-section. However, there is no
 
evidence that fund allocations by the public sector agencies were based
 

on cost/benefit analyses for distributing the limited funds to the
 

various contenders. Table 1I-3-4 indicates that the ECE import fund
 

allocation procedure is based on judgment aad priority lists developed by
 

the various public agencies and the ECE GOP Equipment Selection Committee.
 

Recommendations:
 

0 	 That the USAID should continue to place the highest priority on the
 

ECE import program and continue to fund the public sector agencies
 

based on the critical need for U.S. made equipment and spare
 
parts. The final level of future funding for the post 1987 period
 
should be based on the recommended evaluation of subsection 11.
 

a 	 That the USAID obtain better cost/benefit data on all public sector
 
end-users from the GOP. This will provide the basis for further
 

developing a mechanism for allocating funds.
 

Secondary Beneficaries: This sub-section describes some examples
 

of potential secondary beneficaries of the public sector ECE funds. The
 
ECE program is designed to accomplish the following short-term, mid-term
 

and long-term benefits for the following public sector agencies:
 

Electric Power Sector - WAPDA & KESC: It is generally accepted
 

that Pakistan faces a serious short-term electricity supply crisis. At
 
present, there is a significant amount of unserved or suppressed
 

electricity demand due to absolute capacity shortages and to a high and
 
unpredictable unplanned outage rate. In addition, substantial future
 
growth in electricity demand is projected. The USA.ID-funded design for
 

the program for efficiency improvement of thermal power plants in
 

Pakistan (Stone & Webster Reports, October 1985) has identified
 

rehabilitation equipment needs for the WAPDA and the KESC. In Tables
 

II-B-5 and II-B-6 some of the direct benefits of such programs for WAPDA
 

and KESC systems are included. However, the following direct and
 
indirect impacts must be estimated to evaluate the true benefits of
 

reducing load shedding due to capacity shortages in the electricity
 
sector. When implemented, the ECE import program for the WAPDA and the
 

KESC should result in the reduction of the following direct and indirect
 
societal cost of inadequate power supply:
 

Direct Impacts: Direct impacts relate to the interruption of
 

activity of service which requires direct input of electrical energy, and
 
the immediate consequences of the interruption. Examples of this would
 
include the following:
 

0 	 Manufacturing plant shutdown or industrial production loss;
 

agriculture damage if electricity is used for irrigation; food
 

spoilage (refrigeration); damage to electronic data and loss of
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computer services; loss of life support systems in hospitals,
 
nursing homes and households; traffic congestion due to the failure
 
of traffic control devices.
 

Indirect Impacts: Indirect impacts are effects which result from
 
one or more direct imports and reflect social responses made to
 
load-shedding conditions. They can be further disaggregated in to short,
 
medium, and long-term impacts. Examples of each are as follows:
 

* 	 Short-Term: Cancellation of institutional activities; industrial
 
production losses; overtime payments to police and fire personnel;
 
loss of productivity due to discomfort; water suppl7 interruptions.
 

* 	 Medium-Term: Loss of revenue during recovery period; inefficient
 
self-generation of electricity by private industry, shops and high
 
income residential houses.
 

* 	 Long-Term: Litigations costs; los3 of credibility for reliable
 
electricity supply; cancellation of new industrial plants;
 
irrigation related damage; potential increase in insurance costs;
 
and probability of disease and contamination increased due to
 
sewage disposal problems.
 

Direct adverse impacts, by definition, can only be avoided through an
 
increase in end-user reliability. ECE equipment for the WAPDA and KESC
 
is partially accomplishing this goal. Indirect impacts, on the other
 
hand, will have a long-lasting impact on the overall economy of
 
Pakistan. The major bulk power system demand consists of the
 
agricultural and industr:ial loads, making electric energy one of the raw
 
materials used in other processes. Therefore, the improved performance
 
of electric utilities due to ECE imports can be assigned a dollar value
 
as an indirect positive impact. For example, i: has been estimated that
 
the total revenue lost annually due to load-shedding from poor operation
 
of the Faisalabad thermal power station ia the WAPDA system is equivalent
 
to l.0 million. Based upon the "Cost of Load Shedding Study", the
 
decline in valvue added due to load shedding is estimated about t500
 
million in lost economic production.
 

Other Agencies and Corporations: ECE procurement will contribute
 
significantly to energy resource development R&D capabilities of Fuel
 
Research Center (PCSIR), HDIP, OGDC and GSP, which will help to overcome
 
the following barriers:
 

0 	 Resource Barriers - Private and public industries often lack
 
adequate knowledge of the availability and usability of potential
 
energy resources (examples: low BTU coal and natural gas).
 

* 	 Technology Development Barriers - In order for industry to use an
 
alternative energy technology, it must be convinced that it is
 
reliable, usable, and cost-effective (example: the compressed
 
natural gas program of HDIP).
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TABLE II-B-7 

Sumary of Primary and Secondary 

Benefits of ECE Import for the 

Public Sector 

Agencies or Short-Term Primary Benefit- Long-Term Secondary Benefits 

Corporations Balance of 

Payments 

Increased 

Output 

Reduced 

Shortage 

Costs 

Better Lmport Fuel 

Institutional Substitution 

Capability 

Balance 

of 

Payments 

Private 

Sector 

Developmcnt 

Techhology 

Transfer 

Net 

Social 

Benefits 

. WAPDA £ EESC 

(electricity.' 

No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Indirect Yes Yes 
0 

2. PCSIR 

(FRC Coal-

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yea Yes 

I. I)IP 

:CNG' 

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

4. CSP No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

5. OGDC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yea 



5 

Project Num,: 


1. Rural Electrification 

Project (39) -0473' 


2. 	 Energy Planniza and 
levelopment Project 
(391-0478' 


3. Lakhra Coal Mining 

and Power Generation 

Project (391-0487)
 
(Post 19F7"
 

4. Other Project-

(391-0481' 

(391-0470) 


Private Generatiorn 

Project (Post-1987) 


TABLE II-B-8
 
Other USAID Funded Energy Projects
 

Major components 


(u) Institutional improvement of WAPDA to carry 
out an accelerated Rural Electrification Prograr 

t) Training of WAPDA's 80,000 plus power distribution 
empi oyees 

(L's 	 Rehubilitatio, of distributiot, circuits and 

preparation for their extension to rural areas.
 

(d) 	Assistance wil the installatioi of foLr large 

(100 MW) gas turbine generators
 

(e Rural systemi expansion 


(a) Energy analysis and manpower development 

WV) Coal resource development and utilization 

(c; 	Energy conservation
 
d) RIenewable energC development
 

(a) 	Coal mine feasibility 

(b) 	Power plant feasibility
 

(a) 	Forestry Plamning wid Development Project 

(b) 	Project Design and Implementation Project 


(a) 	Self-generation (coal and oil/gas' 

(b) 	Generation;
 

Funding fut 
1981-87 perlod
 

$14.2 million 

$18.9 million 

$27.2 million 

$52.0 milliou
 

$57.0 million plus
 
$15.0 million under
 
the 	ACE program
 

$45.0 millions for 
four cotaponents 


$125.0 mill ion
 

$25.0 millio,# plus
 
$5.0 million
 
-


$200.0 millio.
 

4 
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r 	 Investment Barriers - New industries often have problems financing 
business ventures simply because the financial community is 
unfamiliar "withtheir products (example: solar and wind application 
and coal briquetting). The ECE program is helping public sector 
agencies to overcome above barriers by developing new technologies 
such as CNG and coal research programs. Important factors that are 
related to the direct and indirect benefits of ECE import program 
are shown in Table 1I-B-7. 

At the highest level is the net social benefit that should result from
 
the ECE import program. Thus, the lack of short-term balance of payment
 
support because of a non-bulk commodity disbursement rate is the price
 
paid for emphasis on development goals. ECE still moves funds faster
 
than standard project support, and is aow expected to move about t25.0
 
million per calendar year as of 1987.
 

Recommendation:
 

* That the next evaluation of ECE specifically assess the actual
 
benefits of ECE equipment to KESC and WAPDA predicted in the Stone
 
and Webster report of October 1985.
 

6. 	 Relationship to Other USAID Energy Projects
 

Other USAID energy initiative projects aim at assisting the GOP to
 
strengthen its balance of payments position by developing indigenous
 
coal, hydro, renewables, and energy conservation capability. All energy
 
projects simultaneously endeavor to strengthen the critical link between
 
economic development planning and institutional capabilities to plan,
 
execute and implement energy development and conservation programs.
 

Table II-B-8 shows major components of USAID energy projects. The
 
current energy sector program is designed to support the following
 
categories of activities:
 

* Institutional reform * Coal resource exploration and
 
* Training 	 assessment
 
* Private sector participation * Coal mine development
 

and investment 0 Coal briquettes
 
" Power generation * Energy efficiency improvement
 
* Power distribution, * Renewable energy technology
 
* rehabilitation and expansion • Oil and gas development
 
* Energy planning
 

The ECE import program can play a significant role in the implementation
 
of some of the above Activities. As the acceptance of private sector
 
participation in power generation and distribution, development of oil
 
and gas concessions, large scale coal mining, coal briquetting, energy
 
conservation, and energy commodities increases, the need for the ECE
 
imports 3hould accelerate. The USAID project strategy in both the public
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and 	private sectors is to address the general constraints of the GOP to
 
develop sound national energy options through its policy and technical
 
research and development activities.
 

ECE is designed to provide a link to the energy development strategy in
 
Pakistan. Specifically, the ECE program relationship to other activities
 
is based on importing equipment to accomplish the following:
 

* 	 Develop conventional power generation and energy resources to
 
bridge the gap between supply and demand
 

" 	 Establish requisite energy data collection and analysis
 
equipment to assist public and private sectors
 

* 	 Design, assemble and test prototype renewable equipment in
 
cooperation with potential future user agencies and enterprises
 

Equipment Loan Program for Conservation Retrofits: Retrofitting
 
private industry and business in Pakistan to provide for more efficient
 
energy use would produce substantial energy savings and needs for
 
advanced control technologies. Such retrofit efforts should be a direct
 
outgrowth of the EP&D project feasibility studies on energy
 
conservation. A financial program in the form of interest free loans has
 
proven effective in the U.S. (Normally, the electric utility lends
 
individual industries the capital needed to make improvements, then adds
 
an amount to the borrower's monthly bill to recover the amount of the
 
loan over a one-or two-year period, depending on the amount borrowed.)
 
The ECE private sector window could be used for providing funds for
 
energy conservation equipment in Pakistan.
 

Recommendation:
 

* 	 That E&E implement plans to encourage the use of private sector ECE
 
funds to Implement the results of EP&D feasibility studies on
 
energy conservation which would involve retrofitting industries
 
through specialized U.S. control technology.
 

7. 	Technology Transfer and Training
 

The GOP's dramatic shift in emphasis in capital intensive energy sector
 
has created an environment where new technologies can flourish. ECE is
 
causing institutions such as manufacturing plants, exploration agencies,
 
irrigation districts and private sector to reexamine the energy
 
development and efficiency improvement potentials in their own
 
jurisdictions. Technology transfer through ECE include the introduction
 
of computerized automatic geophysical data logging, modern environmental
 
monitoring system, modern mining technologies, computer aided power
 
distribution design, coal resource assessment, energy conservation
 
technologies, and modern training related commodities.
 

In the areas of coal, oil and gas, exploration and development and
 
private power generation, USAID strategy calls for a technology transfer
 
program that delivers information to individuals within public
 
jurisdictions who are most likely to initiate and manage a public/private
 
energy development partnership.
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Recommendations:
 

0 	 That ECE be focused on the areas where U.S. equipment and
 
technologies are superior, such as oil and gas exploration
 
equipment, industrial and rural cogeneration processes, and
 
renewable technology (equipment for solar and wind, data
 
collection, biomass, small hydro).
 

0 	 That USAID encourage GOP to support private sector development
 
through the public sector institutions such as promoting OGDC 
private petroleum joint ventures and WAPDA/KESC private power
 
project infrastructure.
 

8. 	Institution Building
 

In conjunction with other energy projects ECE is having an infliience on
 
institutional reform. Some examples are:
 

" 	 Upgrading of WAPDA and KESC existing thermal and hydro
 
generation and distribution systems;
 

" 	 Encouragement of energy efficiency measures under a national
 
energy conservation (ENEERCON) entity under the Ministry of
 
Planning and Development.
 

* 	 Strengthening of HDIP capabilities
 

* 	 Geological Survey of Pakistan institutional improvement
 

* 	 Acceptance by OGDC of institutional reform assistance and
 
promotion of joint ventures
 

* 	 Strengthening of PCSIR and offering of analytical services to
 
private sector at reasonable rates
 

The ECE import program and the role of the private sector, particularly
 
in private power generation corporations and financial institutions,
 
raise institutional issues for analysis. USAID management of potential
 
conflict between the legitimate interests of the public and private
 
sectors affects the economies of all energy entities in Pakistan and
 
future support of the ECE import program for the benefit of private power
 
generation. The USAID and the GOP should initiate a series of public
 
utility policies to remove all regulatory and institutional barriers to
 
the development of private power generation projects. Post 1987, a major
 
portion of the ECE import program can be used for the private generation
 
project. At present the following institutional barriers are unresolved:
 

* 	 The GOP does not have a standardized qualifying facility
 
(private generation) siting process;
 

* 	 WAPDA and KESC do not use standard offer contracts for the
 
purchase of capacity (MW) and energy (GWH) from the private
 
electricity producer based on the avoided cost principle
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Recommendations:
 

0 	 That USAID provide technical assistance to the GOP (WA.PDA and KESC)
 
for preparing standardized Notice of Intention (NOI) and
 
Application for Certification (AFC) for private generating
 
facilities and the rural electrification project. The purpose of
 
NOI is to inform the regulatory agency and the interconnecting
 
utility about the intention of the project and its justification
 
based on utility demand conformance need analysis. AFC is the
 
final certification of the facility based on engineering,
 
environmental, and public safety design criteria.
 

0 	 That USAID provide technical assistance in developing standard
 
offer contracts for capacity(MW) and energy (GWH) delivery to the
 
WAPDA and KESC systems by the private energy project developers.
 

* 	 That USAID provide technical assistance to the GOP in developing
 
private power plant siting regulations based on need analysis, fuel
 
displacement policy, and regional or local development goals.
 

9. 	Policy Dialogue
 

There is a growing gap between energy supply and demand. Among the
 
problems which have been cited in formal or informal reviews of the
 
energy sector have been: price levels which do not cover operations and
 
maintenance and debt service costs; insufficient capital investment; 30%
 
losses due to overloading of transmission and distribution conductors
 
(15%) and meter bypassing (estimate 15%); failure to send out invoices or
 
collect invoices sent; weakness in procurement of systems and services;
 
lack of training and effective preventive maintenance programs.
 

In close coordination with the World Bank and other donor agencies, USAID
 
is encouraging GOP to implement reforms aimed at:
 

* 	 Rationalized gas and electricity pricing,
 
" 	 Domestic coal and oil/gas resource development in the private
 

sector
 
* 	 Institutional modernization;
 
" 	 Energy conservation and socio-economic based rural
 

electrification.
 

USA.ID energy sector polic7 dialogue is coordinated with the World Bank
 
Energy Sector Loans I and II for policy reforms to address the sectoral
 
issues in the areas of resource development, investments, pricing, demand
 
management and institutional reforms. ECE supports and reinforces the
 
World Bank Energy Sector Loan development framework and the draft Seventh
 
Five Year Plan through its covenant on the GOP reporting its progress in
 
implementing the Bank's Energy Sector Loan and through conditions on its
 
equipment funding for oil and gas.
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10. 	ERelationship to Other Donor Projects
 

The 	large majority of USATD's energy sector projects and activities are
 
developed in close coordination with the World Bank, Asian Development
 
Bank, Canada, U.K., West Germany and other donor agencies in the areas of
 
policy reform, commodity procurement, technical assistance, and
 
co-financing coordination. As an example, the following activities were
 
jointly executed with other donor agencies:
 

" 	 Guddu Combined Cycle Power Generation Project
 
USAID: t 52 million
 
ADB : 1141 million
 

* 	 USAID-WB-ADB coordination of Lakhra Power Project (1815 
million) feasibility studies (USAID t12 million for studies and 
approximately t125 million if project proceeds.) 

* 	 USAID (up to 415 million) design of and Joint funding with the
 
World Bank for the WAPDA thermal power plants rehabilitation
 
program (100 million) and USAID (ti.O million) design of the
 
expansion of Jamshoro Power Station Complex (.0 billion).
 

* 	 Agreement with the World Bank and ADB for co-financing the 4O
 
million power distribution rehabilitation and expansion program
 
(first 455 million feeder improvement by ADB and 47 million
 
USAID).
 

* 	 The World Bank endorsement and support for the USAID assisted
 
(20 million) creation of ENERPLAN (now Energy Wing) and
 
ENERCON. 

* 	 World Bank, CIDA and ADB coordination and co-funding of oil and 
gas exploration, development, and OGDC institutional reform. 

* 	 Policy agreement with other donor agencies in the areas of 
energy pricing, energy sector institutional development and 
investment. 

Recommendation:
 

That USAID continue to maintain close coordination with other donor
 
agencies' commodity equipment programs and, as these programs prove
 
their worth, shift ECE emphasis accordingly.
 

11. 	Conclusions
 

Unlike ACE, where the majority of the funds has gone to fast-moving bulk
 
commodities, ECE funds are concentrated solely on development goals, with
 
short-term balance of payment objectives secondary. How well it achieves
 
its development goals depends on the utilization of its planned imports
 
and the progress of the energy sector projects to which ECE is linked.
 
With only 10% of its funds disbursed, it is too early to assess actual
 
versus planned impact. That should be the subject of the next evaluation.
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Recoinendat-on:
 

* 	 That USAID schedule an evaluation of ECE during the Spring of 1988
 
to assess the utilizatiou of equipment and machinery imported for
 
the public sector agencies and their actual impact on the energy
 
development goals enunciated by the USAID.
 

0005P
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CHAPT III. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT
 

Introduction
 

This chapter discusses first the economic climate in Pakistan in which
 
the CIPs operate, then analyzes the various aspects of balance of
 
payments support, both short and long range; analyzes the impact of the
 
CIPs on policy dialogue, and suggests alternative uses for the use of CIP
 
funds. This chapter incorporates the findings of the World Bank Report
 
(1987) and USAID's CDSS (1987).
 

A. Economic Climate
 

Fueled by Gulf remittances, smuggling, heroin trafficking and the
 
Afghanistan war, the Pakistani economy has boomed for a decade. The
 
government is spending a budgeted 38 percent of its 1986/87 current
 
expenditures on defense, 7 percent on subsidies and 18 percent on debt
 
servicing, making it difficult to remedy its glaring inadequacies in
 
education, health, energy and basic agricultural infrastructure (see
 
Table 111-2).
 

The economy over the past few years has been characterized by:
 

0 Growth rates in excess of 6 percent per annum which are
 
above plan targets
 

0 Decline in inflation rates
 
* 	 Increases in cotton, wheat and domestic production
 
* 	 Important improvements in policy environment including: 

-- deregulation 
-- agricultural output pricing 

exchange rate management
 
0 Increases in private sector investment and output.
 

These pluses have been offset by:
 

0 	 Continued low investment and savings rates
 
* Deteriorating budget performance
 
0 No progress removing internal and trade barriers
 
* An upward trend in unemployment
 
0 A deteriorating balance of payments and foreign reserve
 

position.
 
Pakistan has over the last several decades been rocked by unforseen
 
events including:
 

0 	 Two brief but costly wars with India
 
* 	 Periodic disastrous floods
 
* 	 Droughts
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a Regional dissension
 
* Splitting off of Bangladesh
 
* Oil shocks
 
a Lack of political consensus and unity
 
* Economic recession and nationalization under Bhutto, and
 
* Influx of over 3 million Afghan refugees. 

More recently, the balance of payments position has been influenced by
 
factors not anticipated in the Sixth Plan, both external: instability in
 
the international commodity market (especially for rice, cotton and
 
petroleum products) and sluggish recovery of world trade. The government
 
had the capacity to partiall7 influence other factors, such as poor
 
performance of nontraditional exports and shortfalls in aid disbursements.
 

Traditionally, the balance of payments effects of external shocks has
 
been offset by capital inflow and supplemented by export promotion. In
 
early 1982, Pakistan broke the traditional linkage between rupee and
 
dollar with a 10 percent depreciation of the real effective exchange
 
rate. But because of poor harvests, particularly in cotton, exports did
 
not show a significant increase uv.til the following year. Increases in
 
imports have been effectively moderated by controlling credit.
 

High interest rates favorably affected worker remittances which in FY
 
1985/86 exceeded t2.5 billion. These inflows in the past contributed to
 
offsetting the deficit and to Pakistan's nearly 3 billion record level
 
reserve position in 1983. The situation is now deteriorating.
 

As a consequence, deficits (3.7% of GNP) a:e running higher than
 
projected (Table 111-3). Higher deficits and aid shortfalls have forced
 
the GOP to draw down reserves and resort to short-term borrowing via a
 
wide variety of high tax free interest schemes (Table 111-4).
 

Gross official reserves have fallen by nearly $1 billion to 900 million
 
or the equivalent of six weeks of imports of goods and services. If
 
foreign currency deposits of non-resident banks and foreign exchange
 
bearer certificates totaling 644 million are netted out, adjusted
 
reserves equal only two weeks of imports, a precarious position for a
 
country where exports and imports are subject to considerable instability.
 

Other indicators also reveal a recently deteriorating foreign reserve
 
position (Table 111-6). These figures, however, compare well with
 
averages for other developing countries. But the sharp decline in
 
reserve coverage from 215 percent of total debt service in FY 1983 to 70
 
percent in FY 1986 and the near doubling of the debt service ratio
 
between vY 82 and FY 86 (Table 111-6) indicate that unless Pakistan
 
improves its credit worthiness through improved economic management of
 
structural reforms (See section C below) it will face problems obtaining
 
future funds.
 

B. CIP and Balance of Payments
 

1. Overview
 

The ACE and ECE programs provide different types of balance of payments
 
support depending upon tne types of commodities imported, quantity and
 
timing of the shipments, success in disbursing the funds, and the number
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of years before a project curtails imports or expands exports. A main
 
advantage of the CIP over other programs or projects is its flexibility
 
in moving between commodities with a rapid speed of disbursement (for
 

handling immediate balance of payments problems) and slower moving
 

project commodities with a high development or structural adjustment
 
impact. However, because the balance of payments situation was
 

relatively strong in 1983, there was more economic justification for
 

expanding the CIP program to support projects with longer gestation
 
periods.
 

Balance of payment support of programs such as the CIP with its flexible
 
and relatively fast disbursements, contributed to lessening the impact of
 
large domestic shocks due to poor cotton and wheat crops of 1982 and
 
1983. The situation could have resulted in inflationary monetary
 
policies as experienced by Korea in the early 1980's (Aghevli, B. and
 
Marguez-Ruarte, J. (1985)]. Thus far a real crisis leading to output
 

declines, high unemployment, soaring inflation and huge balance of
 
payments deficiencies has been avoided. But Pakistan remains an
 
agriculturally based economy subject to the vagaries of weather and large
 
but declining worker remittances closely linked to the volatile
 
international petroleum market. And, as such, the CIP provides a useful
 
alternative to other project related assistance in the AID program.
 

The need to restructure the economy towards exports will pose a continued
 
problem of maintaining an adequate balance between resources and their
 
availability. Continued efforts to restructure the economy towards
 

increased agro-based industries can exacerbate the trade balance and
 
budget deficits - especially in the presence of cheap credit and
 
over-optimistic assessments of domestic and world market prospects. ACE
 
and ECE are providing infrastructure that help provide the critical
 
inputs for closing the foreign exchange gap in these industries.
 

Broad changes and policy reform have provided an environment more
 

conducive to entry of private firms into key sectors of the economy.
 
Much need8 to be done, particularly in rural electrification and
 

promotion of private sector participation in activities formerly set
 

aside for government parastatals, particularly in the areas of:
 

* 	 Research
 

* 	 Maintenance of existing facilities
 
* 	 Development and broadening of the grid
 

0 	 Improvement of energy efficiency through choice of energy
 

saving technology and economic pricing policies.
 

2. 	 Balance of Payments Impact
 

Private Sector Impact: Funds allocated to the private
 

sector window have had no impact to date on Pakistan's balance of
 
payments position. See Chapter I. When public sector project funds are
 

exhausted, failure of the program may have a negative impact in terms of
 
the opportunity costs of siphoning funds from public sector programs and
 
projects which might yield quicker balance of payments impact. See Table
 
Ill-I.
 

Public Sector Impact (A General Approach): Public 3ector
 

programs have had and are expected to have important, significant
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but distinct impacts on balance of payments that tn the future should be
 
brought out more clearly. Projects, particularly those supported by ECE,
 
have not been as timely as expected*. 

Table 111-1 

Economic Impact to Date of ACE and ECE Commodities
 
on Program Objectives
 

Program Objectives ACE ECE 
Private Public Private Public 

Quick Disbursing Balance of None Wheat/ None None 
Payments Support as Insurance for Cotton 
Unforseen Shocks to the Economy.... 

Quick Disbursing Balance of None Fer- None None
 
Payments Support for Anticipated tilizer
 
Trade Trends .......................
 

Medium-Long Run Balance of None Sub- None Substantial
 
Payments Support ................... stantial (in Long Run)
 

Indirect Balance of Payments None Sub- None Substantial
 
Support ............................ stantial (in Long Run)
 

Aggregate Structural Adjustment ..... None 	 Sub- None Substantial
 
stantial
 

Agricultural Sector Adjustment ..... None 	 Sub- None Substantial
 
stantial (in Long Run)
 

Energy Sector Adjustment ........... None 	 Fuel- None Substantial
 
wood
 

Economic Development Impact i.e. Minimal Sub- None Substantial
 
(High B/C rates, internal rates (12.8 stantial
 
of return, equitable distribution million
 
of income) ......................... earmarked)
 

Private Sector Support 	 Minimal Sub- None Substantial
 
t2.8 stantial
 
million (including
 
pro- farmer)
 
gramed
 
but not
 
disbursed
 

Budget Deficit Support ............. None 	 Sub- None Substantial
 
stantial
 
(when
 
including
 
farmer)
 

*See the objectives of ECE outlined in Chapter II B
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Stablization During Unforseen Crises: ACE has
 
contributed to stablization impact during the wheat crises of 1982 ind 
the cotton crises of 1983. In both cases, the ACE provided an In-place
 
system to help relieve an immediate or potential crisis that could have
 
contributed to destablizatLon of the economy. Because of the preeminent
 
role of agriculture in the economy and the ability of the U.S. to meet
 
production gaps due to the most common of shocks - vagaries in the
 
weather aud growing conditions-ACE provides an important shock absorber.
 
In the absence of shocks, funds can be used to provide anticipated
 
balance of payments support.
 

ECE has not been and is not expected to be fast disbursing. As i result, 
ECE has not been used to aid i=mediate balance of payments crises. The 
program is new and still being established. In comparison with 
agriculture, efforts to develop energy are still relatively new for both 
USAID and other donors. Moreover, the nature of the energy program often 
requires a longer time frame than immediate consumption, as in the case 
of wheat, or a growing season, as in the case of fertilizer. The gains 
in terms of balance of payments support from ECE are expected to be 
substantial, but will occur mostly in the future as a variety of programs 
aimed at saving costly fuel imports begins to pay off. 

Other Immediate Balance of Payments Impacts: A
 
second category provides immediate support for current anticipated or
 
unforeseen balance of payments problems. The CIP contributes to this
 
type of balance of payments support if the commodities substitute for 
imports that would have been imported in the absence of the CIP. 

Discussions with various users tndicate that to date only fertilizer 
*
imports may fit into this category . Other commodities described in
 

Chapter II would probably not have been imported in the absence of the 
CIP. Much of the equipment and commodities for repair and maintenance
 
are imported only under USAID or other donor programs because other areas
 
such as defense and subsidies receive a higher priority.
 

*If the fertilizer would not have been purchased without the CIP, then
 
it is additional and balance of payments support gain will be realized
 
only after the growing season when production from using fertilizer
 
might enhance agricultural exports or curtail agricultural imports. 
However, under the current system which heavily subsidizes fertilizer 
imports, it is questionable whether the private sector will import 
fertilizer until the subsidy is lifted. Similarly, ECE has no
 
immediate balance of payments impact because almost without exception
 
the commodities would not have been imported without the program. See
 
Tables 111-8 & 9 for a list of imported commodity candidates for 
immediate balance of payments support.
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Medium to Long Run Balance of Payment Impact: A.11 the 
agricultural projects supported by ACE with the exception of wheat and
 
cotton (that were used to stabilize the economy) and fertilizer (that
 
would have been purchased without USAID support) fit into this category,
 
if the commodities are being used effectively to increase agricultural
 
production of tradable goods. Subsidized fertilizer is applied to major
 

crops including wheat, rice and cotton and edible oils. Since the
 

majority of agricultural pcojects are geared to these products, the
 
impact will be to curtail imports (Table 111-8, 9 & 10) and increase
 
exports (Table III-11 & 12). The net effect can be enormously high in
 
the generally neglected areas of maintenance and repair of irrigation and
 
drainage systems. See Chapter II for a complete description. in the
 
long run there are high payoffs associated with increased expenditures on
 
research and development.
 

An example of medium term balance of payments support would be the use of
 
drainage equipment that would make the difference between farming or not
 
farming land used to produce a tradable commodity such as wheat. in the
 
presence of all other inputs, it represents the difference between
 
optimal output and no output.
 

ECE commodities were expected to arrive in 1985, but did not arrive until
 
early 1986. Commodities valued at 420 to 430 million this year and for
 

the next two years should yield substantial payoffs in near future.
 
Since these imports would almost certainly not have been imported without
 
the CIP, their impact in foreign exchange availability can only be
 
measured by their contribution to improving future balance of payments
 
position. Cost of two year lags can be viewed as a discounting of future
 
balance of payments benefits and other developmental benefits. The net
 
gains will probably still be quite substantial.
 

ECE has concentrated on functional areas:
 

* Oil, gas and coal exploration and development
 
* Upgrade and rehabilitation
 
* Energy conservation
 
* Maintenance and repai and
 

0 Energy research
 

The expected impact on the balance of payments for all these functional
 
areas is high. Drilling and exploration has already resulted in
 
substantial finds that are permitting Pakistan to save on its import
 
bills. See Table 111-7 on recent growth in fuel production.
 

Energy conservation measures are permitting more generation transport
 
vehicles and other users of energy imports to provide the same level of
 

efficiency with less costly energy imports.
 

Currently, many of the commodities in ECE are channeled into the long
 
neglected areas of maintenance and repair, and it has been shown that the
 
benefits are often many multiples of the costs for these projects (Stone
 

and Webster Engineering Corporation (1985, Table 7-1)].
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The high benefit/cost ratios of modifying projects by Introducing ener3y
 
conserving technologies means that the same utilization levels can be
 
obtained with less use of costly inputs, including imported petroleum.
 
Conversely, increased power using energy efficient technologies can
 
substitute for those using imported energy inputs.
 

Finally, research is expected to aid the balance of payments situation in
 
a host of ways described in Chapter 11. For example, ECE supports import
 
savings projects being developed by the Hydrocarbon Development Institute
 
of Pakistan. Their projects include:
 

Helping Promote Oil and Gas Exploration - providing data 
that have generated interest by private sector foreign 
interests in domestic regions that earlier were of little 
interest to foreign oil companies 

Providing Technical Service to Bulk Users of Petroleum 
offering domestic Laboratory testing of oil samples that
 
previously were shipped to Europe
 

0 	 Developing and Marketing Interfuel Substitution - developing 
a conversion that combines indigenous natural gas and 
regular fuel to form less expensive fuel to substitute 
domestic natural gas for imported fuel. They are now 
marketing the product in Karachi and demand is greater than 
supply among taxi drivers and other intensive users of 
transport fueL. The balance of payments impact of 
substituting foreign imports with indigenously produced gas 
can be substantiaLt. The current payback distance is 20,000 
km.
 

0 	 Improving Fuel Efficiency for Medium and Small Industries 
using domestic waxy oil that cannot be used by itself but
 
possibly can be mixed with light oil from Saudi Arabia or
 
Iran to become acceptable as a fuel. IDIP is attempting to
 
analyze the economically optimal mix of the waxy oil with 
other fuels in an effort to substitute inexpensive domestic 
sources for expensive foreign fuel imports 

Indirect Balance of Payments Effects: These effects 
can best be reviewed within the context of an Leontief-type input-output 
model. Both agriculture and energy have important for-rard linkages. One 
example is their tmport.inre for the hudding igro-industries of apparel 
and textiles. Tlhe textile industry has been a major beneficiary of CIP 
through such programs as the cotton transfer and fertilizers. Cotton is 
used to make fibers, toxttle products and apparel - all of which are 
expected to be part of the growing Pakistani effort to export over the 
next decade manufacturering products. Exports in this area hold out 
great potentiaL for providing the for, ign exchange needeod for financing 
development. 

Similarly, i ,steady supply of energy brought ibout by improved supplies 
.nd avoidance of Load shedding that :night result from a program 
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supporting peak load pricing through policy dialogue can provide a
 

necessary though not sufficient prerequisite for successful production of
 

more man-made fabrics and blends. Inadequate supplies of electricity can
 

ruin textile machines and an entire manufacturing operation.
 

3. Conclusions
 

To justify fully the ACE and ECE programs as currently structured, AID
 
must rethink the notion that the primary objective of the CIP--obscuring
 

all others--is to provide quick disbursing balance of payments support.
 
Table III-1 highlights the economic impact to date of ACE and ECE
 

commodities on various program objectives. It is not all incluoive and
 
does not include impact on the private sector or policy dialogue, but it
 

does highlight the wide range of objectives supported to date by ACE and
 

ECE.
 

First, quick disbursing balance of payments support can refer to its use
 
as insurance against unforseen shocks to the economy or its support for
 
the more systemic problems anticipated on the basis of a weak export
 
performance, expected declines in workers remittances, etc. It could
 
also refer to quick disbursing commodities for energy saving research
 

(that would not be purchased without ECE) and that will have a great
 
impact on the balance of payments in the long run. Each provides a
 
different type of balance of payments support.
 

Second, USAID must recognize explicitly the numerous other stated and
 

implicit objectives of USAID and state their relative priorities. See
 
Table III-1. If the highest priority is its use as insurance against
 

shocks, AID would be advised to import food and agricultural inputs from
 

the PL 480 program to stabilize agricultural markets and provide
 
immediate balance of payments support. The structural adjustment and
 
developmental impact would be minimal.
 

If highest priority use is as immediate support for systemic balance of
 

payment problems, then top priority should go to commodities currently
 

imported by the public and private sectors with their own funds. These
 
would not be additional imports. Within these commodities, AID could
 

prioritize commodities in terms of their contribution to other objectives
 
(i.e. increased exports, decreased imports, development impact, income
 
distribution, future energy import savings, etc). In Pakistan, tallow
 

might qualify because it would provide immediate balance of payment
 
impact for the private sector soap industry. Tallow is currently
 
imported by the private sector from Australia and to a small extent from
 
the U.S. Fertilizer might also apply because of its immediate impact on
 
agricultural production. Fertilizer is imported by the public sector.
 
Generally raw materials and equipment would be preferred over luxury
 

consumables, because of their impact on future production. Humanitarian
 
reasons and human capital theory would justify placing a high priority on
 
necessary consumables.
 

If highest priority is its use for structural adjustment or development
 
impact, sectoral CIP with ACE and ECE supporting projects that have high
 
benefit/cost ratios and internal rates of return that use niw
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technologies and that create aew institutions and organizations
 
(including private sector participation in energy) would be preferred.
 
Sectoral research projects with long gestation could qualify because of
 
extremely high rates of return in the long run. Within this general
 
category, commodities could be prioritized on the basis of their future
 
foreign exchange saving schemes.
 

Estimated ACE & ECE Balance of Payments Support To Date:
 
As Table III-1 indicates, the actual contribution of the program to date
 
would be the C&F value of wheat (199 million), and cotton (425 million)
 
and fertilizer (t134 million). The first two were used to stabilize
 
their respective markets after unforseen crop failures. Fertilizer was
 
earmarked for support of anticipated shortfalls of foreign exchange to
 
purchase the needed critical input. The total C&F value (4258 million)
 
over-estimates the balance-of-payments support by the C&F costs of
 
importing wheat, cotton and fertilizers from the "best" alternatives
 
sources in international markets. In the future, this could conceivably
 
include U.S. coal to blend with Pakistani coal for power and industry to
 
reduce more costly oil imports.
 

Even if the U.S. international prices are competitive for these three
 
items, as they appear to be, the transport costs are two to four times
 
greater for U.S. than other carriers. All otton to date was shipped by
 
U.S. carriers. Assuming 50 percent of the value of the wheat and
 
fertilizer are carried by U.S. carriers, the total balance of payments
 
support of the 4258 million total drops to t233 million with the I-,
 
million* difference representing a subsidy to U.S. carriers. If we
 
assume that at least part of the fertilizer would not have been purchased
 
without ACE, the t233 million "immediate" balance of payments support
 
drops further by the amount that would not have been purchased.
 

As indicated in Table III-l, no balance of payments support has' to date
 
been provided by the private sector windows or equipment procurement
 
under ECE or ACE.
 

*For a 20 kg bag of DAP fertilizer, the transport costs by a U.S.
 

carrier are 13 to t4 per bag and for a non-U.S. carrier tl to 11.50 per
 
bag. For the most recent shipment, the price per bag was 7.70.
 
Assume the average cost at tl.25 per bag for a non-U.S. carrier and
 
t3.50 per bag for a U.S. carrier, the total C&F price per bag is 8.95
 
per non-U.S. carrier and ll.20 per U.S. carrier. Applying the U.S.
 
subsidy on 50 percent of the t233 million wheat and fertilizer shipment
 
yields a 423.4 million subsidy to U.S. carriers. The subsidy to U.S.
 
carriers for cotton was J1.3 million. Thus, the balance of payments
 
impact is 3258 million minus 425 million or t233 million. A total of
 
125 million in subsidies accrues to the U.S. carriers.
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Other Benefits: Table 1L-i demonstrates that while the 
private sector has had essentially no economic impact (i.e. 42.8 million 
under ACE has been programmed but not disbursed), ACE and ECE machinery, 
equipment and inputs are expected to make substantial contributions in 
terms of medium-to-long term balance of payments support, indirect 
balance of payments support, agregate and sectoral adjustment, private 
sector support, economic development impact and others. These benefits 
are yet to be realized, although Chak Naurang oil field, a recipient of 
ECE funds will soon begin production worth an expected t2 million per 
year. See Chapter II and Section III-B. 

Moreover, the straight numerical value of balance of payments support
 
does not measure the real economic costs of redirecting a rapidly growing
 
economy when it is thrown off course by belt tightening measures aimed at
 
relieving a deficit foreign reserve position or a resulting inability to
 
service debt.
 

Design of ACE and ECE: With the exception of the private
 
sector window (see Chapter I), the ACE and ECE programs when developed
 
appear to have been very appropriate for Pakistan. These types of
 
programs, including the one envisioned by ASSP with its additional
 
flexibility, appear to be most appropriate as a follow-on program.
 

The World Bank (1987, p.131-133) statistics indicated that the debt
 
servicing capacity was relatively strong during the period ACE and ECE
 
were initiated, and while there has been a deterioration of the foreign
 
reserve position, the figures compare well "with averages for low income
 
areas and for all developing countries". The statistics show that "while 
Pakistan's debt service ratio will decline sharply with the end of 
service payments to the LMF, it will remain around 17 percent up to FY 
1995. While this is not excessive by international standards, it will 
require careful debt management, and more important implementation of 
structural reforms cited to Pakistan's long-term growth". See Tables 
111-5 & 6. Because the balance of payments situation is not critical, 
CIPs with emphasis on development impact and sectoral structural 
adjustment are more appropriate than a CIP that concentrates only on 
being a tool for "quick disbursment" balance of payments support. 

It appears that for Pakistan in the early 80's, when AGE and ECE were
 
developed, the developmental and sectoral adjustment objectives were
 
justified since there was no immediate balance of payment problems. Even
 
when problems arose after bad wheat and cotton harvests, the ACE program
 
permitted a avenue to bring fa-t disbursing wheat and cotton shipments
 
into Pakistan. Despite the fact that the cotton arrived after the
 
drought was over, there appeared to be a consensus that it helped avoid
 
potential hoarding of cotton by traders that could have brought about
 
destabilizing price increases.
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C. Policy Dialogue 

1. 	 Accomplishments To Date
 

USAID is part of a team of international donors successfully encouraging 
policy reform. ACE and ECE are substantial sectoral programs that give
 
AID leverage to encourage sectoral policy reforms. The evaluators found
 
good commumication between USAID, World Bank and other donors. Reforms
 
to date have been accomplished without need of strong pressures from
 
AID. But USAID appears to be stepping up its efforts to apply
 
conditionality as evidenced in ASSP which will incorporate an element
 
utilizing some of the CIP procedures. In light of some resistance to
 
policy 	reforms in certain areas described below, these conditions appear
 
to be useful.
 

On the basis of the recent World Bank evaluation (World Bank, 1987], the
 
progress on policy reforms for ACE and ECE outlined in Chapter II are
 
part of a national trend stressing policy reform. The GOP has since 1982
 
maintained a correctly valued foreign exchange rate that has helped stem
 
balance of payments deficits and aided in shifting internal terw8 of
 
trade towards those who produce for export (mainly rural households) and
 
away from those who consume imports (mainly urban households).
 

In other areas, the GOP is now making substantial progress in structural
 
adjustment needed to sustain economic growth and development. Continued
 
reforms are needed to continue raising output and exports particularly in
 
agriculture and agro-based industries (e.g., cotton yarn) and to help the
 
poor. 	 Progress has begun:
 

* 	 Since 1982, an overvalued currency which would have severely
 
penalized agriculture, has been avoided
 

* 	 Agricultural prices have increased to encourage increased
 
marketable surplus and exports and energy prices increased
 
to encourage domestic production and efficiency
 

a 	 Subsidies have been rgduced
 

• 	 The private sector is being expanded to reduce the role of
 
the public sector in many areas of economic activity 
includiig energy and agriculture
 

More needs to be done in overcoming longer-term obstacles to development,
 
including family planning, education and health, resource conservation,
 
and agriculture research.
 

But the government still needs Lo improve allocation of resources by
 
giving a greater role to prices, markets and the private sector,
 
increasing the supply of domestic savings, and running public enterprises
 
more efficiently.
 

More specifically, the Sixth Five Year Plan called for improved
 
industrial policy involving deregulation of government controls, mainly
 
over investment and prices, public enterprise disinvestment and
 
efficiency improvements, and reform of trade incentives.
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In June 1984, the Industrial Policy Statement, the first since 1959,
 
reaffirmed the government's commitment to a mixed economy with a leading
 
role for the private sector, introduced important changes in investment
 
sanctioning, and expressed intention to create an incentive system more
 
conducive to private and public sector efficiency.
 

The results to date have been uneven. Progress has been more rapid for
 
exchange rate management, investment and price control, but very slow for
 
disinvestment, liberalization of tariffs and import loans.
 

In 1985, GOP created a Deregulation Commission to examine the usefulness
 
of existing controls and recommend speedy elimination of those
 
unnecessary. To date, progress has been made in deregulation of edible
 
oil and fertilizer. Results are anticipated soon in wheat rationing and
 
power generation and distribution. In 'May1986, the governmeat announced
 
deregulation of the nitrogeneous fertilizer sector that eliminated all
 
price controls and stopped subsidies to high cost producers (as well as
 
surcharges paid by relatively low cost producers) so that now domestic
 
and world prices are close. The subsidy has been virtually eliminated.
 
In February 1987, GOP announced that importing of nitrogeneous fertilizer
 
would be open to the private sector. However, non-nitrogeneous
 
fertilizer prices continue to be controlled by government and substantial
 
subsidies persist.
 

The government has not yet disinvested its public enterprises but is
 
actively pursuing various avenues. It has removed license value ceilings
 
(i.e., explicit import quotas) on many non-capital goods.
 

In view of the substantial progress to date, AID should continue its
 
efforts to support policy reform.
 

2. 	 Policy Agenda
 

Numerous policy changes are on the agenda that are being prepared by the
 
World Bank and actively supported by USAID (e.g. see ASSP). They are
 
stressing the following key areas:
 

* 	 Increase investment to at least the level of other countries
 
at a similar stage of development, as seen in inadequate
 
shortage of power
 

* 	 Increase private sector participation in key public sector
 
areas (e.g., power, oil and gas, coal, irrigation,
 
transportation, education, health)
 

9 
 Increase implementation capacity. (i.e., the critical
 
constraint is for the most part financial)
 

* 	 Developing financial markets
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Raising public savings
0 


3. 	 Sectoral Policies
 

Improvements in energy, agriculture and other key sectors are as
 
important to the structural adjustment program as improvements in
 
macroeconomic indicators. Success in these areas via increased
 
efficiency and growth will reduce Pakistan's dependence of imports and
 
increase its export competitiveness.
 

During the Sixth Plan, there has been a substantial increase in output of
 
hydrocarbons and in implementing more appropriate consumer and producer
 
pricing for oil and natural gas, as indicated in Chapter I1. In power,
 
there remain significant shortfalls in investment and in rationalizing
 
the pricing system, resulting in failure to meet power production targets
 
and with power tariffs still below long run marginal costs.
 

The growth rate of agriculture is below Sixth Plan targets, but very
 
respectable by international standards. Significant yield improvements
 
were achieved in wheat and cotton [World Bank (1987, p.115)].
 
Diversification into high valued crop (i.e. fruits, vegetables, certain
 
oilseeds) did not occur. But livestock, fisheries and forestry growth
 
was rapid.
 

D. 	 Consistency of ACE and ECE with Sixth Five Year Plan, World Bank
 
Strategy and AID's CDSS
 

The ACE & ECE programs with their stress on agriculture and energy
 
support the principal objectives of Pakistan's Sixth Five Year Plan (FY
 
1984-88) that call for:
 

* 	 A major breakthrough in agricultural production
 

* 	 Rapid development of industries in which Pakistan has a
 
comparative advantage, including agroindustries such as
 
textiles
 

0 	 Faster expansion of sectors, including energy and
 
agriculture, which are considered critical to the long-term
 
economic and social development
 

* 	 A leading role for the private sector in the development
 
strategy with investment shifting from the public to the
 
private sectors
 

Improved policy environment with significant changes in
 
pricing the incentive structure and government regulations.
 

These objectives are supported by the World Bank and USAID as reflected
 
in its new CDSS. Moreover, AE and ECE are timely tools consistent with
 
Pakistan's current macroeconomic needs including support for its higher
 
than projected balance of payment deficits and a declining foreign
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exchange position brought on by factors not anticipated in the Sixth
 
Plan. With the exception of the failure of the private sector windows
 
ACE and ECE have contributed toward current, medium and long run balance
 
of payment support to prevent destabilization (see Table EII-I). The
 
programs are consistent with the Mission's concern to keep down the
 
direct-hire staff intensity.
 

With the exception of wheat, cotton and fertilizer which are described
 
above, the ACE and ECE programs almost without exception provided
 
coamodities additional to what would have been imported in the absence of
 
the program and thus a primary focus of the evaluation is on the
 
development impact in energy and agriculture sectors presented in Chapter
 
II. In the case of the large wheat and cotton shipments under ACE, the
 
primary benefit was to help stabilize the economy immediately after poor
 
harvests.
 

Because ACE and ECE are generally providing additional commodities,
 
important second, third, and subsequent year impacts are expected to have
 
positive future ramifications on the balance of payments. They represent
 
important medium to long run stabilizing benefits and can be viewed over
 
and above the sectoral developmental impacts of ACE and ECE discussed in
 
chapter II. They are difficult or impossible to measure quantitatively
 
without a detailed microeconomic analysis for each project supported by
 

the ACE and ECE programs. 

E. Alternatives to Current CIPs
 

The scope of work for this evaluation requires a consideration of
 
alternatives to the current CIPs, that is, cash grants, general CIP, or
 
some variation of the current programs. The rauge of options available
 
to the Mission is set out below, with a listing of advantages and
 
disadvantages. The evaluators conclude that the current CIPs, with the
 
exception of the private sector windows, are meeting the objectives set
 
ouc for them and should be continued for the public sector.
 

1. 	 Cash Grants or Transfers
 

Advantages
 

Immediate balance of payments impact
 

Ease of administration (a check is w-ritten at
 
stated intervals, there is no concern with AID
 
commodity regulations, import licensing, bank
 
approvals, interest rates, Import Policy
 
Orders, etc.)
 

0 	 Reflects faith of U.S. Government in GOP's
 
fiscal management and rational import policies
 

0 	 Conditions may be imposed as is being proposed
 
in ASAP, Including requirement fur increasing
 
proportionately imports from U.S.
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Politically, puts Pakistan on a par "ith Egypt
 
and Israel, both of whom have large cash
 
transfer programs
 

Disadvantages
 

* 	 Because foreign exchange is fungible, would be 
difficult to show Congress that there were 
really additional imports from U.S. (can lead 
to disputes over data) 

Because of instances of wholesale siphoning of
 
AID funds in other countries, Congress is
 
increasingly wary of cash transfers (in Egypt,
 
Congress approves the annual level of cash
 
transfers)
 

0 	 There is currently no pressing case for
 
Pakistan's needing a cash transfer in lieu of
 
a more controlled sector CIP
 

Conclusion: Despite the ease of administration, there seems to be no
 

economic reason for changing the current CIPs into cash transfers.
 

2. 	 General CIP
 

Advantages
 

0 	 Expansion of current sectoral CIPs by
 
broadening the commodity list to include all
 
eligible commodities under AID regulations
 
would undoubtedly increase size of program,
 
given the pent-up demand in public sector
 
alone for commodities for entities as varied
 
as the railroads, hospitals, airline, and
 
utilities. Given the past history of the
 
private sector windows, it is difficult to
 
predict whether the private sector would be
 
attracted by a broader commodity list
 

Disadvantages
 

* 	 Often becomes a vehicle for importing
 
commodities in size and scope which should
 
more properly be projectized
 

* 	 So long as GOP licensing regulations in force,
 
will increase administrative costs both to
 
USA-ID and importers
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Inflation is currently not a problem in
 
Pakistan, nor is availability of foreign
 
exchange.
 

* 	 Would be subject to Zorinsk-i Amendment, which
 
now requires that the totality of A-D CIP
 
programs expend at least 18 percent of funds
 
to import specific agricultural items from the
 
U.S. (mostly specific foodstuff which many
 
countries do not need). This requires that
 
each CIP must reserve 18 percent of its funds
 
until the annual compilation is made on an
 
agency-wide basis.
 

Conclusion: There is no economic requirement for a general CIP at the
 
present time, particularly in view of current emphasis on agriculture and
 
energy.
 

3. Return to Traditional Project Financing for Commodities
 

Advantages
 

* 	 Avoid effect of Zorinski Amendment
 

* 	 USAID retains more control over commodities,
 
assuring their use in high priority
 
development projects
 

0 'Avoid administrative problems and bottlenecks
 
experienced to date in CIP
 

Disadvantages
 

* 	 Mission would lose policy dialogue impact it
 
now has through batching of funds in a
 
multi-million dollar CIP, as conditionality
 
more palatable and relevant in context of CIP
 

0 	 No structure in which Mission could react when 
need for special commodities arises, such as 
wheat or cotton for stabilization purposes 

Conclusion: The disadvantages of returning to traditional project
 
commodity procurement outweigh considerably the advantages of retaining a
 
CIP.
 

4. 	 Continue Sector CIPs
 

Advantages
 

* 	 Based on its experience to date, the COP
 
agencies are learning how to live with and
 
adapt to current procedures
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* 	 By using known and familiar funding device,
 
the financial market and the government
 
develop confidence in the U.S. staying power,
 
which reduces speculation on what USAID will
 
do, if anything, next year
 

Reinforcement of both governments' high
 
priority consideration for agricultural and
 
energy sectors
 

a 	 Present CIPs have sufficient flexibility to
 
react to economic emergencies
 

Disadvantage
 

0 	 Any CIP is subject to AID legislative and
 
regulatory restrictions, causing
 
administrative problems for USAIDs, resentment
 
in the market place and unfavorable
 
comparisons with World Bank untied procurement
 
and suppliers' credits
 

Conclusions: ACE has provided a good mix between rapid disbursement
 
commodities and those which are development-oriented. Its overall impact
 
has been positive and significant. ECE commodities are all development
 
oriented and have expected high internal rates of return and benefi-ticost
 
ratios based on engineering studies. The commodities are expected to
 
provide longer range balance of payments support. Both programs provide
 
a strong basis for policy dialogue in agriculture and energy in
 
conjunction with the World Bank and other donors. On the basis of the
 
above, the evaluators conclude that none of the alternative uses of CIP
 
funds outweigh the advantages of continuing with the current
 

sector-oriented CIPs.
 

Recommendations:
 

0 	 That USAID fund a new ECE CIP for the post-1987 era, but without
 
obligating funds for the private sector until the effects of the
 
most recent reforms in the interest rate have been assessed and
 
until USAID reexamines the objectives of a private sector fund.
 

0 	 That USAID fund the ACE CIP under the new Agriculture Sector
 
Support Program (ASSP), with the same provision as above with
 
respect to the private sector.
 

0006P
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CHAPTER IV.
 

MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
 

This chapter examines various aspects of the management of the two ClPs,
 
beginning with design responsibilities, moving then to the division of
 
responsibilities for implementation, including cooperation among USAID
 
offices and between USAID and the GOP, information systems, rates of
 
disbursement, timeliness of commodity arrivals, and local currency
 
generations.
 

A. Design Responsiblities
 

The PAADS for both programs were drafted in USAID with input from the
 
Embassy. Each PAAD was drafted and designed by the technical division
 
concerned with the Program Office, then reviewed and approved by AID/W.
 
At the time the PAADs were drafted there was no CIP office, only a
 
procurement unit under the Project Development and Monitoring Office
 
(PDM). After the ACE PAAD was approved, a CIP specialist helped USAID to
 
establish a CIP system. Design deficiencies, particularly with respect
 
to the private sector windows, are pointed out in Chapter I.
 

The experience gained by the Commodity Management Office (CMO) over the
 
past two years in implementing ACE and ECE and in working with GOP
 
officials could be an asset in the designing of future PAADs. That
 
office should be consulted with respect to conditions, the scope of the
 
commodity list to be utilized in terms of eligibility for CIP (used
 
commodities, pesticides) and whether the list should be illustrative,
 
specific or negative (i.e. include only items that may not be imported).
 

Recommendation:
 

That the Commodity Management Office be included on the design team of
 
any future PAADs.
 

B. Implementation Responsibilities
 

A general CIP is usually managed by a CIP office with policy guidance
 
from the Director and Program Officer. Sector CIPs in which commodities
 
support USAID projects or public entities receiving other USAID
 
assistance tend to be managed primarily by the technical offices with the
 
CMO viewed as a service organization. That is the situation in
 
Islamabad, and there is an organizational history that explains it.
 

MO has always been part of a service organization - Contracts or the
 
RLA. Commodity procurement for CIP and projects was originally under the
 
Contracts Officer (the Contract and Commodities Unit in PDM). When the
 

present Commodities Management Officer (CO) began his tour, the Regional
 

Legal Advisor tooK charge of the CCU. That situation changed June I when
 
00 once again moved to the Contracts Office. So long as the CIP is
 
sector-oriented, each technical division manages the activity up to the
 

point the actual procurement process begins. There are indications that
 
at present there is some overlapping, with outside entities asking the
 

technical divisions for procurement advice, and procurement matters being
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discusses with the government independently by all divisions. 'hile the
 
situation is not serious, the reorganization and the advent of new AD
 
and E&E division heads creates an opportunity for clarification of office
 
reponsibilities for CIP coordination and implementation.
 

Part of the problem results from the chronic understaffing in the 
Commodities Office (which handles project procurement of some t 40 
million annually in addition to CIP). The head of the CO is an 
experienced U.S. direct hire employee; there are no other U.S. direc: 
hires in the office except for one on detail from the Contracts Office to 
handle private sector matters. There are at various times one or two U.S. 
contract employees - one short-term PSC, a retired experienced AID C.1 
specialist - and one long-term contractor with minor CIP experience whose 
status is in doubt. Two Pakistani professionals are on the staff, one of 
whom will be going for two months training this summer, and three 
clericals. Approval has been given for two new FSN positions, one for an 
equipment specialist and one for commodity management expert; the latter 
position is unfilled. Even -within the ceiling imposed on U.S. hiring, it 
should be possible to strengthen the staff by insuring that at least one 
contract employee experienced in CIP is hired on a long-term basis. As
 
noted, there is one U.S. DH on detail. Re should remain on detail for an
 
additional six months to concentrate on the private sector. At the end
 
of that time, if a decision is made to continue the private sector
 
windows, his detail could end. Recruitment efforts to fill the one new
 
FSN position should be increased. These steps will not obviate the need
 
for experienced TDY contractors, but will lessen dependence on such
 
assistance.
 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That the Contracting Officer meet with the Program Officer, the
 
Commodity Management Officer, the new Chief of the Agriculture and
 
Rural Development Division, the Acting Chief of the Energy and
 
Environment Division and project managers to review existing
 
divisions of responsibility to determine if any chenges are
 
required.
 

That USAID insure than an experienced CIP person is hired on a long
 
term contract to act as deputy to the CMO.
 

0 	 That USAID increase its efforts to recruit qualified persons to 
fill the one new FSN position in CM0. 

That Contracts continue the detail of the employee now in CMO for
 
six more months to work on the private sector windows.
 

C. 	 Statistics and Information
 

There is at present no single office that has all the relevant
 
information on the CIP programs - L/C openings, orders placed,
 
commodities shipped, received, value, overall balances and pipeline,
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although partial information is available in several offices. For
 
example, C40 has an excellent arrival accounting system which shows the
 
date of shipment, description and value of the commodities, vessels,
 

dates of arrival in port, and consignees (including project-funded
 

imports). The CMO also keeps a file on each separate transaction which
 

shows L/C openings, PIO/Cs, information on IFBs and bid openings, awards,
 
order placements, bills of lading, etc. Some of this information is
 

available in tabular form on the CM0 word processor and the office is
 
developing a tracking system which takes advantage of the Mission's
 
automatic data processing system.
 

Complete data on the utilization of the commodities and on disbursement
 
rates and balances is available in ARD and E&E, and the reports are
 

reviewed quarterly by management. The Controller's Office is supposed to
 
receive a Form 214 report on obligations and disbursements monthly from
 
OFM/Washington, which is the official accounting station for ACE and ECE.
 
At the time of this evaluation in June 1987, a 214 report had not been
 
received from AID/W since November 1986.
 

It is clear thu.r ihalf-billion dollar program which has as one of its
 
principal aims the rapid disbursement of funds through importation of
 

needed commodities demands a far more useful and sophisticated monitoring
 
and information system than that in use. A proper system should be
 
programmed to provide both transaction and financial information in
 

sufficient detail for the concerned divisions and in broader outline for
 
the Director. It should provide access by L/C number, commodity code,
 
project number or other useful categories so that a user may determine on
 
request the status of any given transaction or group of transactions. It
 
should also provide current balances on obligations, earmarking,
 
commitments and disbursements. The CIP monitoring system currently in
 
use by USAID/Cairo could serve as a model and be adapted for use in
 
Pakistan. A TDY person from USAID/Cairo/ADP could be requested to help
 

establish the system.
 

Recommendation:
 

That the Commodity Management Officer take the responsibility for
 
designing and installing a single tracking and monitoring system
 

for ACE and ECE designed to provide necessary commodity and
 
financial information, taking into account the needs of the various
 
users.
 

D. USAID-GOP Coordination
 

Because of current COP i.z rt policy orders affecting the private sector
 
and the heavy involvement of the public sector in the CIP programs, there
 
is an active flow of communications between various USAID and GOP
 
offices. In USAID not only are the technical divisions involved, but the
 
Program Office is a key entity; at the 2inisterial level, the Mission
 
Director becomes involved. On the GOP side there are several technical
 
offices, many in Lahore and :4rachi, including the State 3ank of Pakistan
 
and public and pri.vate sector banks. :n :slamabad, USAID leals
 
extensively with the Ministry of Finance, particularly the Economic
 
Affairs Division, and the Ministry of Commerce, which includes the
 
important office of the Chief Controller of Import Licensing and Exports.
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Coordination of communication between USA.D and COP offices is good.
 
There are appropriate clearances, developing of consolidated positions
 
and sharing of information. No recommendation is necessary other than
 
the one above concerning clarification of lines of authority w-ithin the
 
M4ission.
 

E. Measuring Management Effectiveness
 

There are three standards against which to measure management
 
effectiveness of a CIP: the rate at which funds are disbursed, the
 
timeliness of commodity arrivals according to commodity categories and
 
the effectiveness of commodity utilization. The latter point is well
 
analyzed in Chapter II, Developoment Impact, and will not be repeated
 
here.
 

Rate of disbursements: According to the ACE quarterly progress report
 
of March 1987, V390 million had been obligated since 1982, with some t267
 
disbursed, a rate of 68%. For ECE, the quarterly report shows that ti00
 
million had been obligated since 1984, with 9.7 million disbursed, a
 
9.7% rate, although over 50 million is now committed to specific
 
transaction. A more meaningful measure is a comparison of planned
 
against actual expenditures. Relevant tables for both programs are in
 
Annex E. For ACE, rapid procurement of wheat and cotton plus continuing
 
imports of fertilizer bolsters the planned/actual ratio. The gap is due
 
largely to the lack of private sector activity. ACE machinery and
 
equipment moves faster because it has already been considered at the
 
project design stage, eliminating GOP central ministry clearance, which
 
is a constraining factor for ECE. But at the same time, the 80 million
 
for machinery, 17% of the total planned resource allocation for ACE, has
 
consumed an inordinate share of management time compared to bulk
 
procurement of about 2O million.
 

ZCE, not being project-oriented, must contend with the full panoply of
 
GOP-imposed clearances and regulations. In addition, it is saddled with
 
an unused 20 million ear-marking for the private sector. In the macro
 
sense, the low rate of disbursement results from built-in GOP and AID
 
barriers. For example, ECE managers feel that much used drilling
 
equipment is available in the United States that could be financed under
 
CIP for the private sector in Pakistan. AID regulations discourage such
 
transactions, requiring independent appraisals of equipment condition and
 
establishing of fair market values (and U.S. source/origin).
 
Additionally, CIP funds are available only for commodity-related
 
services, not for feasibility or engineering studies, although other
 
funds may be made available for such purposes. U.S. source and origin
 
requirements, particularly in this era of considerable work being done by
 
overseas branches of U.S. firms, can be an obstacle. The same is true
 
for U.S. shipping requirements. These problems are endemic to CIPs
 
world-wide and are not unique to Pakistan. AID has long been aware of
 
their existence and their effect on disbursements. These are matters for
 
AID to discuss with Congress, although waivers are available when
 
justification exists. The problems of the private sector have been
 
thoroughly considered in (:iapter I, but despite the problems noted above
 
and considered below, the public sector demand for CIP-financed
 
commodities is large and tinfilled. How effeciently has that part of the
 
program been managed?
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Compared to other public sector CIPs administered by kID of which some
 
team members are aware, the Pakistan programs are within normal limits.
 
The financial paperwork moves well and shipping and clearance do not
 
present serious problems. But there are two major bottlenecks which
 
seriously slow down the procurement process by up to six months in some
 
cases - specification writing and bid evaluations, particularly in the
 
energy sector. The bottlenecks occur when machinery and equipment are
 
imported which involve complex specifications. (Bulk commodity
 
shipments, such as wheat and fertilizer move expeditiously through an
 
efficient system devised by both governments. A recent fertilizer
 
procurement was requested in early May by the GOP and shipments will
 
begin in June.)
 

When faced with developing technical specifications for inclusion in
 
Invitations for Bids, up to two months or longer may be consumed as
 
specifications are drafted, reviewed, and revised by the GOP agencies and
 
then reviewed and often revised by USAID or AID/Washington.
 
Understandably, the specifications must be written as cleurly as possible
 
for the benefit of potential suppliers and not for the benefit of a
 
single supplier to the exclusion of others.
 

Additional months may be spent evaluating bids received in response to
 
the IFBs and awarding contracts. One obvious reason is the inherent
 
desire of a bureaucracy to spread decision-making risks; the other is
 
that, contrary to the private sector, time is not viewed as money for a
 
government. The Table below illustrates the problem:
 

Figure 1
 

Commodity Procurement Case History
 

GOP Equipment Selection Committee screens requests
 
for procurement of commodities by various GOP agencies
 

and allocates funds to the agencies.
 

WAPDA PCSIR
 

First draft of tech specs 4-4-85 5-2-85
 

IFB documents to AJD/W 10-2-85 9-15-85
 

Final evaluation by '30P 4-6-86 2-16-86
 

Signed contract 11-13-86 5-12-86
 

Commodities ETA 8arachi 8-7-86
-10-87 


Total elansed time 28 months 15 months
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Other reasons for delays are:
 

* 	 Agencies do not have adequate staff
 
* 	 WAPDA and KESC do not use standardized specifications
 
0 	 There is no centralized system in WAPDA or KESC for tendering
 

and bid evaluation
 
* 	 Lack of understanding of the USAID procurement process
 
* 	 Incomplete suppliers' data
 
0 	 Lack of U.S. suppliers' understanding of Pakistan's varied and
 

harsh climatic conditions
 
* 	 Lack of communications in general on the part of suppliers
 

The GOP and the Mission have been concentrating on shortening the
 
process. Some GOP agencies have used NESPAK, a large government-owned
 
consulting firm to help draft technical specifications, but with mixed
 
results. (Some U.S. suppliers complained that .ESPAK-drafted
 
specifications were based on European standards; when the evaluation team
 
interviewed NESPAK's manager, he denied the charge and said the firm has
 
access to and uses current U.S. standards.) AID/W uses 1QC firms
 
specializing in specification drafting to assist governments in this
 
often onerous task.
 

The preferable solution would be to develop skills in those agencies
 
responsible for importing large amounts of technical machinery such as
 
WAPDA and KESC. This could be accomplished by U.S. experts training
 
specification writers on the job in their agencies (the same trainers
 
could also help streamline the contract award process) and by sending GOP
 
specification writers and bid evaluators to the United States for
 
short-term participant training. But in the short run, USAID could avail
 
itself of firms in the United States that specialize in energy commodity
 
data bases.
 

The USAID at one time contracted with procurement service agents (PSAs),
 
private U.S. firms which handled the entire procurement process for
 
several agencies. They were paid on a percentage basis. Their success
 
was mixed - one firm was judged by USAID to have been very successful;
 
the other firm, after completing most of its work, faced financial
 
problems and simply quit. In a 1982 memorandum to the AID Administrator,
 
the AID Inspector General criticized,the use of PSAs as an unnecessary
 
expenditure of taxpayers' money, characterizing the fees as
 
"exorbitant." 
 PSAs were used before the Mission had an experienced
 
commodities management officer on board and filled a serious gap in
 
Mission capabilities. it is no longer necessary to use PSAs for that
 
purpose, although the CMO perceives a role for them in the event there is
 
a series of small transactions involving multiple suppliers. But neither
 
ACE nor ECE is presently generating that type of transaction.
 

Recommendation:
 

That USAID provide the GOP with the consulting and training
 
services of a U.S. firm which maintains energy equipment
 
specification data bases to provide on-the-job training in Pakistan
 
and the United States while expediting the current ECE procurement
 
process for the GOP.
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If the administrative bottlenecks are not reduced for machinery imports,
 
the rapid disbursement effect of the bulk commodity imports Will rapidly
 
dissipate. The fault does not lie entirly with the GOP. In a recent
 
case examined in the course of the evaluation, the team found that the
 
Mission requested AID/W approval of IFB terms in February and was told
 
that AID's Office of Procurement was "too busy," and only after repeated
 
cables did AIDA begin to discuss the problem - three months later. If
 
AID/OPS is shorthanded, A.ID1W should augment the staff either by
 
direct-hire or contract employees.
 

On the GOP side, there is room for streamlining the process at the
 
Federal level, where inter-ministerial clearances and apprivals also slow
 
the procurement process. This is a public administration problem which
 
could be attacked by a small group of public administration experts with
 
procurement backgrounds.
 

Recommendation:
 

* 	 That USAID orovide the services of public administration and
 
procurement experts to help the GOP streamline the procurement
 
approval process at the Federal level.
 

USAID as Agent for the GOP: The 1982 ACE evaluation criticized a 
unique provision in the ACE obligating documents, later repeated in ECE, 
whereby USAID assumed the role of agent for the GOP in the importing of 
equipment, including clearance through the Karachi port. According to the 
Regional Legal Advisor, the rationale for this principal-agent 
relationship was required for dealing with the PSAs when USAID renewed 
its program in 1981-82 and put considerable emphasis on rapid infusion of 
commodities into the country, but that phase is over. USAID, however, 
still acts as GOP agent for clearance of CIP commodities through the port 
and arranging onward transportation. Under such an arrangement, title 
passes to USAID at shipside and remains until the commodities are 
transfered to the GOP agency involved. (OGDC, KESC and WA.PDA have their 
own clearing agents.) This means that the risk of loss is on USAID, vwith 
attendant problems of insurable interest and possible litigation. AID's 
Handbook 15, Chapter 10, Commodity Arrivals and Disposition, requires 
that the importer be responsible for prompt processing of commodity 
imports through customs and removal from customs and bonded warehouses 
within 90 calendar days (Sec.10B.lc(l)). 

The USAID/Karachi Liaison Office is staffed by experienced and efficient
 
personnel who pride themselves on clearing commodities with a minimum of
 
cost and time. There are valid arguments to be made for continuing the
 
practice: the Karachi office clears CIP shipments along with project,
 
administrative and HFE shipments; CIP shipments are cleared under the
 
same diplomatic cachet as USG-owned commodities; pressure for illegal
 
payments, duties and surcharges is avoided. There is one basic issue:
 
how will the GOP agencies learn how to contract for such services or
 
handle clearance on their own? USAID has been doing the job for GOP for
 
more than five years. The team commends the expeditious way in which CIP
 
public sector commodities are cleared, but feels the time has arrived for
 
a phased turnover of those responsibilities to the recipient agencies.
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Recomm-endation:
 

That USAID devise -withrelevant GOP agencies a plan for the gradual
 
phasing over to them the responsibility for clearing CIP
 
commodities within three years and to eliminate USAID as the
 
consignee of CIP commodities.
 

F. Local Currency Generations and Uses
 

Both the ACE and ECE loan-grant agreements require that the GOP deposit
 
into a special account the rupee proceeds from the sale by the GOP of any
 
grant-funded imported commodities. Those proceeds in turn are to be
 
jointly programmed by GOP and USAID for agreed-upon development
 
activities. Similar provisions are in the P.L. 480 Agreement. In
 
practice this means that the PL-480 sales proceeds are additive to the
 
GOP budget and their use for development purposes is on an attributed
 
basis. However, USAID policy calls for meetings with GOP budget
 
officials, if possible prior to the finalizing of the GOP budget, to
 
programm proceeds against development budget line items or sector to
 
assure adequate initial funding for these items.
 

The agreements further require the GOP to report semi-annually to USALD
 
on the deposits and withdrawls. According to the Program Operations
 
office, the reports are not submitted regularly and the Mission has only
 
one or two. The Controller's Office plays no part in the process and
 
does not audit the local currency accounts.
 

The Mission's FY 1989 annual budget submission (ABS) contains two tables
 
with local currency generation information. They are found in Annex I
 
along with a table of estimated proceeds prepared in 1985 by the Program
 
Office. The tables reveal that 67.92 million in rupees were generated in
 
1986 by the CIP programs and 156 million in rupees by the PL-480 program
 
for the same year. The allocation of those amounts among development
 
sectors is also shown. A real advantage of the exercise is the
 
opportunity it affords USAID to review the entire budget annually with
 
key GOP officials.
 

Recommendation:
 

* That USAJ!D require the GOP to comply with the reporting
 
requirements for deposit and allocation of CIP rupee proceeds set
 
out in the obligating documents.
 

0007?
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CHAPTER V.
 

LESSONS LEALNUED
 

Based on the findings and conclusions in the preceding four chapters, the
 
team presents the following lessons for the planners and implementers of
 
future commodity import programs, whether sector oriented or gene,-l:
 

1. Planning a private sector CIP should take into
 
consideration an analysis of the market with realistic projections of
 
demand over time. Appropriate account should be taken of competitive
 
foreign exchange sources, such as suppliers' credits, remittances, and
 
the informal exchange market. In a country such as Pakistan where the
 
government is basically hostile to the full development of the private
 
sector, planners should know that government regulations and red tape may
 
be more costly to importers than product costs and interest rates.
 

2. Neither U.S. 'products nor dollars enjoy the favored
 
position of the past. Other countries' products are highly competitive
 
and the dollar is subject to the vagaries of international politics and
 
the arbitrage market. Japanese firms in particular outsell and
 
outservice U.S. suppliers, weakening the demand for U.S. products.
 
Attention must be paid to the yen-dollar-local currency relationships in
 
various countries.
 

3. The rubric "rapid rate of disbursement for balance of
 
payments support" is overworked and used in PAADs without a complete
 
analysis of options. The maximum rate of disbursement effect is by a
 
cash grant, secondly by the import of bulk commodities through P.L. 480
 
program or under CIP (fertilizer, seeds, etc.). Using CIP for importing
 
machinery and equipment will not contribute to rapid disbursement and
 
balance of payments support any more than procurement through projects,
 
although it may well have important development effects.
 

4. Similarly, balance of payments support as a goal of a CIP
 
must be subject to close analysis in the local context. Aside from the
 
rapid disbursement of funds, balance of payments support depends on
 
whether the imported goods replace planned imports. If CIP imports are
 
additional, there is not a true BOP effect. On the other hand,
 
consideration should be given to the secondary BOP effects such as those
 
gained through import substitution and avoidance of POL imports. But
 
planners should not overlook the important stabilizing effect resulting
 
from the continued availability of CIP funds which creates a market
 
confidence and has valuable political impact as well.
 

5. There is a tendency among planners to load CIPs with
 
different goals and diffuse objectives, both economic and political. A
 
Mission should carefully consider its priority goals and tailor the CIP
 
accordingly. In Pakistan, the programs had a host of objectives: rapid
 
disbursements, project support, flexibility, policy dialogue, private
 
sector development, energy and agricultural sector support, creating
 
markets for U.S. products and even the unspoken goal of supporting AID's
 
other "pillars of development." It requires careful management to
 
achieve the apparently conflicting goals.
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6. On the positive side, ACE did provide flexibility for the
 
unexpected demand for wheat and cotton. The existence of the program
 
made response time far faster than if a program had to be developed from
 
the beginning. ACE also provided commodities for projects on a more
 
efficient basis than if procurement was instituted for each separate
 
project, through contractors and Mission procurement processes.
 

7. ECE provided a convenient method by which to import
 
commodities for Pakistan's energy sector without having to develop more
 
individual projects. It also provided USAID with an opportunity it would
 
not have had through individual projects to influence to a degree the
 
direction the huge public sector energy program would take. $100 million
 
in a single program carries more impact than 200 million spread over
 
four or five projects.
 

8. A CIP activity involves development concepts plus aspects
 
of international banking, foreign exchange, relationships between private
 
and public sectors, and AID's CIP regulations. Because of these unique
 
aspects, a mission should insure that it has technically competent
 
personnel on its CIP design team, including at least one CIP officer who
 
would then be available to set up and carry out an implementation plan.
 

9. Regardless of where a CIP office is located on the Mission
 
organization chart, it should be assured of a significant voice in policy
 
decisions concerning CIP implementation.
 

10. In a country like Pakistan in which the government agencies
 
import millions of dollars worth in commodities on their own account,
 
there is no reason why TSAID should continue to clear public sector
 
imports through Karachi port and to final destinations solely in the name
 
of expediency.
 

11. Until GOP import rules and policies and the bureaucratic
 
mechanism set up to spread the decision-making risks are modified, the
 
efficiency and direction of the CIP program will be largely in the
 
government's hand.
 

12. While AD's legislative and regulatory restrictions on the
 
use of CIP funds are onerous, they mirror Congressional concerns. Waiver
 
provisions are available for exceptional cases where justification can be
 
shown.
 

0008P
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ANNM A
 

SC('i OF" WORK 

JOINT EVAL[1A'rTON (' 'tIE ACF/EC1 PIHO(A ,S 

I. ACTIVITY TO BE EVALUATED: TI c muision requots itn 
evaluation of the Agricult-ral CommocILtLes and E1quipm.,it (A(:) 
and Energy Commodities and Equipment (ECE) CII' Programs frnin 
project authorization to the preeent clay. Authorized LOP 
funding is $475 million for ACE E.nd $100 million for ECE. 

I. PURPOSE OF EVALUATION: The purpose of this evaluation is" 
to review and assess the etfectiveness of the mission's two 
Commodity Import Programs (CIts), aimed at the two core 
economic sectors of USAID's greatest activity. The evaluation 
should cover four main areas of each CIP program -- mAnagement 
imDlications; economic and devel.p-.ntal impact; effectiveness 
in advancing major AID policy concerns (policy dialogue, 
private sector mobilization, institution building, and 
technology transfer); and "lessorts learned" that can be applied 
to CIP-like activities under the post 1987 AID program to 
Pakistan. The status and eifectl.veness of the private sector 
window included under both progrzm shall also be reviewed. 

The evaluation is primarily designed to guide mission
 
management in the implementation of its CIP program during the
 
post 1987 period and, as such, should emphasize lessons learned
 
and recommendations. As a measure of the evaluation's succe~m,
 
these lessons and recommendationi should be keyed to the
 
following kinds of questions: Wlint has the project tichieved to 
date? Flow does this achievement compare with previous plans? 
What unplanned changes have occurred and what are thei r 
affectm? What alternattvom to theL progrnms merit consideratLon 
and what changes would improve the operat ion of the (UP-I kv 
activities under the post 1987 AID program to Pakistan? 

IIl. BACKGROUND: The ACE and ECE programs were developed 
under te Y 2-FY 1987 U.S. afstitance package to Pakimtan 
an the primary vehicles for flexible and fast-disbursing 
hn,rirp of payments support in r.A.e.jnergy and agriculturat 
sectors. The programs have also been used to address a rnngn! 
of policy dialogue concerns. Fir ally, a privnte sector window
 
.ns incorporated into each progrm as part of an effort Co more 
fully involve commercial firms tr. the import of essential
 
energy and agriculture commoditiEs and equipment.
 

Under the ACE Program, funding h~s gone matinly for fertilizer 
and emergency shipments of cotor and wheat. Substantial 
quantities 6f agricultural equipment has also been imported 
under the program, primarily in connection with AID-financed 
irrigation and agriculture reseazch projects in Pakistan. 

.................. ......
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Simultaneously, the ACE Program is used a.s A key tool in 
advancing polLcy dialogue concerrs related to fertilizer anld 
other issues. beneficiaries under the program include
 
provincial irrigation departments, provincial agricuitural 
research institutions, and public and private aector 
distributors of fertilizer.
 

Under the ECE Program, energy-related equipment is being
 
provided for public seccor institutions such as the Water and 
Power Development Authority (VAPC'A), Karnchi Electric Supply 
Corporation (KESC), Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP), Oi 
and Gas Devlopment Corporation (OGDC), nid the Pakistan Center 
for Scientific and Industrial Research (I'CSIR). Policy 
Lnitintives attached to the program aro used primarily to 
support energy-related pricing reform and private sectar 
initiatives. 

Private sector windows were developed under both programs and
 
are administered by three local and two American banks.
 
Mission and other outside assessments of the private sector 
windows have taken place at varicus times and will be available 
for 	 the evaluation team to revie% before making their own 
conclusions. (Other documents a"%ailable for review include an
 
initial ACE Program evaluation ccnducted in December, 1982.)
 

IV. STATEMENT OF WORK: The evaluators shall review the
 
performance of the ECE and ACE Programs under the FY 1982-1987
 
program with a view toward:
 

A. 	Assessing the effectiveness cf program management and 
implementation, as well as the overall flexibility of the 
program in responding effectively to chnnging economic 
circumstances; 

H. 	Analyzing the economic and developmental impact of the 
program on Pakistan; 

C. 	 Reviewing the effectiveness cf the programs in promoting 
agency concerns related to polrcy dialogue, private sector 
mobilizatLon, institution building, and technology 
transfer; and 

D. 	 Discussing "lessons learned" through operation of the 
CIP-like activities under the FY 1982-FY 1987 Program.
 
Both the public and private sector windows of the two CIP 
programs shall be covered in the evaluation.
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The evaluation shall include but not be limtted to the
 
following areas:
 

A. Management Assessment:
 

effectiveness of. the interaction among main entities 
involved USAID, GOP, etc. in managing the procurement 
process. 

coordination in terms of providing commodities and 
equipment for other projects in a timely fnshion, 
supporting other program goals, etc. 

design and structure of the privnte! sector windows in 

each program and efEectivpness of their implementation. 

B. Economic and Developmental Impact: 

Impact on Pakistan's overall bnlnnce of pnyments 
position. (i.e., how affective have ACE and ECE been in 
their role as balance of rayments mechaninms?) Where 
appropriate and feasible, references to other programs 
(PL-480, projects with large local cost support 
components, etc.) shall be built into this analysts of 
the impact of the AID program on Pakistan's overall 
balance of payments positlon. 

Impact on selected development projects/sub-sectors as a 
result of ACE/ECE commodity inputs. 

Impact on targeted sector. in terms of policies, stated 
GOP and USAID sector obJectives, growth rates, etc. 

C. Policy Concerns:
 

- Impact of the CIP programit on announced policy dialogue 
goals, especially relating to pricing, deregulation, 
etc. As appropriate, inclulle 'ct h! itorics" 
highlighting level of effectiveness of individual policy 
dialogue initiatives supported under tiie CIP programe; 
(fertilizer deregulation, energy pricing, private sector 
mobilization, etc.). The key issue here is to evaluate 
the effectiveness oF ACE iind E.CE in as policy dLn1o,-,ut, 
tools aimed at achieving policy reform. 

- Impact of the CIP program on remainLng Agency "polLc:y 
pillars": private ;Pctor mobilization, institution 
building, technology tran. fer. 

'. lli~l' I !, : r . . . . 

-q i,.1 
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D. "Lessons Learned": 

- Drawing on the above analysis, the team shall rompill a. 

list of "lessons learned" under thie FY 1982-L997 program 
that are relevant to projects now under de.Isrn or 
consideration (such as the Agricult:rnl ;v..ttir '-tlpnrt 
project and the Private Sector Power proJt). 
Specifically, the team shall mitke recommetndnitb',i on 
which aspects of ACE and E.CE should bIe r-t,tLol i to Ci 
post 87 program, which should be modified (mdc1 how), An'd 
which should be eliminated. 

E. Team Composition:
 

The evaluation team shall include four members and have 
the mix of skills described below. One evaluation team 
member shall be designated as team leader, with full 
responsibility for coordinating the evaluntion and(1 
drafting and presenting the final evaluation report. 
Strong writing skills and evaluation experience are 
essential for alt four members of the evaluation team. 

Economist: Macroeconomics background, experience in
 
evaluating both public and private sector impact of CIP
 
programs; primary responsibility for analyzing economic
 
and developmental impact of the program, asnessing
 
effectiveness and impact of policy dialogue initiatives,
 
and examiniog impact of CIP programs on other AID policy
 
concerns.
 

Procurement Specialist: Procurement experience in
 
managing CIP procurements similar to ACE and ECE in
 
developing countries; primary responsibility for
 
assessing management issues related to the
 
implementation of the ACE and E.CE programs in Pakistan.
 

- Energy Specialist: Famili irity with energy-related 
development programming as well as goals and purposes of 
sector-specific CIP programs nimilnr to ECE; primary 
responsibility for sector-specific assessment oF
 
management and program effectiveness in meeting
 
sector-specific implementation and policy dialogue goals.
 

- Agricultural Specialist: Familiarity with 
agriculture-related development programming as well as 
goals and purposes of sector-specific CIP programs 
similar to ACE; primary responsibility for
 
sector-specific assessment of management and program
 
effectiveness in meeting sector-specific implementation
 
and po1qy goals. , .
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V1. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:
 
A. Format of the Report: The final report shall contain at a 

minimum the following sections:
 

- Basic Project/Program Identification Sheets 

- Executive Summary of not more than three qtnglf! spaced 
pages reviewing major findings, concluaionis, and 
recommendations. 

- Main Report, which reviewv and analyzes the questions 
raised in the Statement of' Work and concludes with a 
list of conclusions and recommendations for using nti, 
administering CIP programg during the post 87 periodl. 

B. Annexes: Which include at a minimum: 

- The evaluation scope of work 

- A bibliography of individuals and sources consulted 

A summary of procurements (value, quantities, items,
 
entity/area benefiting, etc.) made under the ACE and ECE 
programs
 

- A completed evaluation summary in the format provided by 
AID/W
 

C. Final Report: Ten copies of the final report shall be
 
submlItte to USAID/Islamabad for distribution in Pakistan. The 
final report shall be well-written and reflect the use of 
professional editing services. 

D. Other Requirements: U.S. members of the evaluation team 
shall meet in Washington prior to leaving for Pakistan. The 
evaluation shall be conducted in-country and should take 
approximately four to six weeks, iLcluding a final two weeks 
tn-country completing the final report. Six day work weeks are 
authorized if necessary. Individual memb(!rs of the team shall 
make every effort to coordinate Eimultaneous arrivals and 
departure times, to ensure that ilI members are involved in 
conducting the evaluation, preparing the Einal report, and 
presenting evaluation findings to the mission and the GOP. 
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E. Final Evaluation Document: The final vrilItin t.i JIncum iC 
shall consist of the final report, IncludlI g 1, ,.x.1t1 Lv, 
summary and the completed evaluattin summary forinat [n 
accordance with instructions provided by AID/WiihI ingto n,, 
AID/Islamabad. A draft report shall be MuhmttCd LO 
USAID/Islamabad no later than four weeks ,ifter ,irrLtl in 
Islamabad for preliminary mission review. A nuer Ftii,. d',c 
report shall be submitted to the mission before the evaluaLtion 
team leaves Islamabad. The complete and edited evnltuntLon 
document shall be forwarded to the mission io mnre than eLghr
weeks after the evaluation team leaves Pakistan. 



ANNEX B 

PERSONS CONTACTED 

ISLAMABAD
 

PUBLIC SFCTOR - GOP 

S. Azhar All
 
Principal Project Officer
 
Oil and Gas Development Corporation (OGDC)
 

irza Anis Ahmad Baig 
Deputy Director Stores/Accounts
 
Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP) (Quetta)
 

Altaf Hussain
 
Chairman
 
Federal Flood Commission
 

Mohammad Ishaq
 
Director, Project Loan Department
 
Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP)
 

Tariq Janjua
 
Joint Secretary (Food)
 
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Cooperatives
 

Mahboob R. Kazmi
 
Director (Drilling)
 

Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP) (Quetta)
 

M. Akram Khan
 
Additional Secretary (Power)
 

Ministry of Water and Power
 

Mohammad Mahmood
 
joint Secretary (Inputs)
 
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Cooperatives (MNFA)
 

Zaka-Ud-Din Malik
 
Chairman
 
Oil and Gas Development Corporation (OGDC)
 

S. M. Mattu
 
Chief Controller
 
Import and Export (CCI&E)
 
Ministry of Commerce
 

Sadaqat Hassan Mir
 
Senior Chief, Energy Wing
 
(Secretary, Equipment Selection Committee)
 
Ministry of Water and Power
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A. G. Mirza
 
Joint Secretary
 
Ministry of Finance
 

L. M. Rahim
 
Director
 
Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP) (Quetta)
 

filal A. Raza
 
Director General
 
Hydrocarbon Developmen Institute
 

Muhammad Sakhawar
 
Senior Geophysicist
 
Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP)
 

OTHER
 

Rashid Aziz
 
Economist
 
World Bank
 

LAHORE
 

PUBLIC SECTOR
 

Issar Ahmed
 
Deputy Secretary
 
Punjab Irrigation Department
 

Javaid Akhtar
 
General Manager, Transmission & Grids
 
Water & Power Development Authority (WAPDA)
 

Raja Saeed Akhtar
 
General Manager, Distribution
 
Water & Power Development Authority (WAPDA)
 

M. Ashad
 
Chief Engineer, Planning
 
Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA)
 

Mohammad Azlam, Sub Divisional Officer
 
Civil Canal Division, Chhanga Manga
 
Punjab Irrigation Department
 

Shamsher Bhatti
 
Additional Secretary
 
Punjab Irrigation Department
 

Khuda Buksh
 
Director, Hydro-electric
 
Water & Power Development Authority (WAPDA)
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Uppal
 
Executive Engineer, Moghalpura Irrigation Workshop
 
Punjab Irrigation Department
 

Ilyas Yousaf
 
Executive Engineer, Machinery Division
 
Punjab Irrigation Department
 

PRIVATE SECTOR
 

Muhammad Abdullah 
Executive Vice-President (Power)
 
National Engineering Services of Pakistan (NESPAK) 

Khawa Amanullah, Director (Marketing)
 
Dawood Corporation Limited
 

KARACRI 

PUBLIC SECTOR - GOP 

Nisar Ahmed 
Director, Fuel Research Center
 
Pakistan Council for Scientific & Industrial Research (PCSIR)
 

Arshad Bukhari
 
Managing Director
 
Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (KESCO) Limited
 

Shamsul Ghani 
Assistant Vice President
 
Habib Bank Limited (HBL) 

Gulsher Khan
 
Director
 
Sind Agriculture Supplies Organization
 

Nasir Raza Khan 
Deputy Chief Stores Officer
 
Oil and Gas Development Corporation (OGDC)
 

Matloob Khan
 
Chief C&F
 
Oil and Gas Development Corporation (OGDC)
 

Tayeb Kamal
 
Chief Controller Purchase
 
Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (MESCO) Limited
 

Shabbir Ali Merchant 
Executive Vice President 
Habib Bank Limited (HBL) 
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S. N. f. Naqvi
 
Chief Engineer
 
Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (KESC)
 

Naushab Sarwar
 
Hydrocarbon Institute of Pakistan
 

PRIVATE SECTOR
 

M. M. Abdullah 
Senior Manager, Project Development
 
Pakland Cement Limited 

Altaf Ahmed
 
Chief Accountant
 
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
 

Mansur Ahmad
 
Chief Executive
 
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
 

Masood Ahmed, Gen. Mgr.,
 
Energy Systems, and
 
Nadir Mazhar, Sr. Mgr.,
 
Zelin, LTD.
 

Syed Faisal Ai
 
General Manager Finance
 
Allied Engineering & Services (Private) Limited
 

M. Aslam
 
Exe. Vice President
 
National Development Finance Corporation (NDFC)
 

Hamid Butt
 
Resident Vice President
 
Citibank, N. A.
 

A. Samad Chinay
 
Jaffer Brothers (Private) Limited
 

Talat Hameed
 
Vice President
 
American Express Bank
 

Haamid N. Jaffer
 
Jaffer Brothers (Private) Limited
 

Nasser N. S. Jaffer
 
Jaffer Brothers (Private) Limited
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i. B. Kadri
 
Project Development Manager
 
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
 

Asad Amir Khan
 
Manager
 
Citibank, N. A.
 

Ghulam Kibria
 
Chief Engineer
 
National Development Finance Corporation (NDFC)
 

Lloyal M. Lochra
 
First Vice President & General Manager
 
American Express Bank
 

Asif Mahmood
 
Chief Accountant
 
Allied Engineering & Services Limited
 

M. H. Reza
 
Regional Director
 
Allied Engineering & Services (Private) Limited
 

H. Masood Sohail
 
Technical Manager
 
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
 

U. S. GOVRNMn
 

EBASSY & OTHER NON AID
 

Wanda Ale, Director
 
Regional Export Development Office
 
U. S. Department of Commerce
 
Singapore (Karachi contact)
 

William L. Brant
 
Foreign Agriculture Affairs Officer
 
American Embassy, Islamabad
 

Lauralee Peters
 
Economic Counselor
 
American Embassy, Islamabad
 

Salah Uddin Mirza
 
Commercial Advisor
 
U. S. Department of Commerce
 
American Consulate, Lahore (Karachi contact)
 

James Winkelman
 
Commercial Counselor
 
American Consulate, Karachi
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USAID/PAKISTAN (ISLAMABAD)
 

3. Paul Guedet, DD
 

Russel B. Backus, ARD
 

James Bever, E&E
 

A. Tony Bilecky, CMO
 

Peter Davis, PRO
 

Harold Dickherber, AR.D
 

Brendan . Gannon, O/RLA-CC
 

Richard H. Goldman, ARD
 

KhawaJa Hamidullah, AR.D
 

Tanvir A. Khan, PRO
 

Syed Mahmood, E&E
 

Laurie Mailloux, PDM
 

Robert P. Mathia, PDM
 

Grant Morrill, PDM
 

Charles Moseley, E&E
 

Paul F. Mulligan, PRO
 

Ned Nobel, E&E
 

Robert W. Nachtrieb, PDM
 

Hans P. Petersen, ARD
 

A. Dean Pratt, FM
 

Barry K. Primm, ARD
 

Muzammil H. Qureshi, ARD
 

Mohammad Saeed, AR.D
 

Wolfgang von Spiegelfeld, CMO (PSC) 

David Samson, E&E
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F. Way-ne Tate, PRO 

Abdul Wahid, ARD
 

Abdul Wasay, AR.D
 

USAID /PAKISTAN (LA.ORE) 

A. H. Bokhar!, ARD/ISM-Rehab/PRC/CHEECHI 

Shaukat .i Chugtai, LO 

R. H. Faruqi, AR D/ISM/PRC/CHEECHI 

Abdul Hayee, DLO 

Fred Schantz, ARD/ISM/PRC/CHEECHI 

USAID/PAKISTAN (KARACHI) 

Basharat H. Zaidi, DLO
 

AID WASHINGTON 

David A.lverson, ANE/TR/ARD 

Sharon Benobe1, ANE/PD/Evaluation
 

Peter Davis, USAID/PAKISTAN (PRO)
 

Robert Ichord, ANE/TR/ENG 

Patricia Matheson, ANE/Project Development
 

T. R. Tifft, ANE/PD 
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PROGRAM ASSISTANCE APPROVAL DOCI1MENT (PAAD) FACE SHEETS 

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT (ACE)
 

ENERGY COMMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT (ECE) 



U e ACE 
CLASSIFICATIHO, UtWLASSIb LED 

11.ee1 01PART10111T OPI aR-a a a $ 391-K-187 , DP TATO 

AGINCY P0*F011,Y 8. 
NTERNATIO04AL OlVIL6MINT Pakistan 

a.**vgle.
 

PAAO PR4o !,ito i**" eoauodtylt Financing - Standard Procedure 
APP19ROALI6MA UNT 'I 

March 1, 1982 

S.n 00.I f 
N/A
The AdLiniAtrator, Agency fqr intr-


national Development, WAshinqten, D.C. ,. .', .,ma,.
 
-I.,QO4" N/A
 
The Director, United State* Agency for ,.es ,,MU,/A
 

N/AInternatigoal Development, IlL&mb4 d 
e. 0 EO0Ugl om C 4O*TIeN or$ I s. A1PPNOIDNS10&IION A1tL,.OVy"4I*.01V* o V - T 

$ 60,000,000 ESF 
o.t. V UNSN 'l"8. LOCAL cumolto.(? £AAM111V . g duifS41 OC.IYGRV aoms. . I. 1?N8WBAC110W £LIE*OSLI.4T 

.r!I.*484 [MOO W041116064. COWd July 1982 - Dec.1983 AMarch .1982 
to. coft,00 4TOgSP SWS.6O 

The major items to be financed under this program are agricultural inputs such 
as fertilirers and improved seede, equipment for farm use, and commodity support 
for public sector agencies which provide agricultural services. 

so. Plt*,%"? Teo 11ounIcI 41,ll1lTlI fllll 141u61111e 

u.S. *.,i, $60,000,000 (See block 19) U.S., $60,000,000 (See Block 18) 
LiWbed F.W.a 6 gl6elollled C400#1eu68
 
Fe* WauId, Lioale
 

Pakistan (Minimum) Pakistan (Minimum) 
ISl. 8PlJm,4A..lA O6SlCtlgUVITOM 

TITLE, AGRICULTURAL COMMI3DTIES AND £QUIPMENT, 391-0468 

This PAAD authorizes $60 million, consistin4 of $34 million in loan funds and 
$26 million in grant funds, subject to the availability of funds in accordance 
with the A.I.D. OYB/allotment process, to finance the foreign exchange and 
local costs for the importation ot: oommodity support for public sector agen
cies which provide agricultural services; agricultural inputs such as fertili
zers and improved seeds; and equipment and machinery for farm use. This document
 
describes the first tranche of a proposed $300 million program over the period
 
1982-87, which is designed to increase the productivity of the agricultural
 
sector and provide balance of payments support. Subject to subsequent A.I.D.
 
program approval, availability or funds and the mutual agreement of the Govern
ments of the United States and Pakistan to proceed, amendments to this PAAD may
 
provide additional funds over the periafl 1982-87.
 

All rupees accruing to the Cooperating Country from the sale or transfer of
 
imported commodities shall be deposited in a special account and shall be
 

(Continued on next page)
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A76CT -11 f 14. Pk~dj4c?HrT7 29 MAR 1982 
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Administrator
 
Director * '* '#,,e ' ,'+47. ,a , /t,;. , 
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PROGRA ASSISTANCE 
APPROVAL DOCUMEUT"*I' " 

BLock 18 Continued
 

mutually programed by A.I.D. and the Cooperating Country for use in 

development activities in such areas as agriculture, rural develop

ment, water resources, energy, population, education, health or any 

other area which both parties may mutually agree to in writing; and, 

where appropriate, may be used to reduce opium poppy production, or, 
if the parties agree, to pay U.S. ,idinistr tLivU costs in 1a'(istan. 

The Cooperating Country shaill repay the loan to A.I.U. in U.S.
 

dollars within forty (40) years from the date of the first disburse
ment of the loan, including a grace period of not to exceed ton (10)
 
years. The Cooperating Country shall pay to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars
 
interest from the date of the first disbursement of the loan at the
 
rate of two percent (2%) per annum during the grace period and three
 
percent (3%) per annum thereafter, on the outstanding disburscd
 
balance of the loan and on any due and unpaid interest accrued thereon.
 

Except as A.I.D. may othcrwise agreu in writing, goods and services
 
financed by A.I.D. under this program, except i'or ocean shipping of 
fertilizer financed under the program, shall have their source and
 
origin in the United States or in the Cooperating Country. Ocean
 
shipping for all commodities except fertilizer shall be on flag
 
vessels of the United States or the Cooperating Country only. For
 
fertilizer only, shipping shall also be authorized on flag vessels
 
from A.I.D. Geographic Code 935 countries, and shall be eligible for
 

financing by A.I.D.under this program.
 



--

__________________________________ 

-- 0-4 	 ACE Amend. (41 

CLASSIFICATIONM UNCLASSIFIED 
AID " 	 o.2"1 -K-60oo. 
0-4) DEPARTMENT OP STATE Grant No. 391-K-603 12 7A 

AGENCY FOR COgwy . 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMONT Pakistan 
.. . C AT 1U O 	 -, 

PAAD PROGRAM ASSISTANCE Comodity financing - Standard Pro:edure 
APPROVAL OdCUMENT 

4- OATS 
.___May 3, 1983 

9. TO' The AdLinistcr&tor, Agency fot 6. eve CNANeN No. 

International Development, 	 N/A 
Vehi ugcon, D.C. 	 eA" ,,a, 

'*'. 	 The Director, United States Agency N/A
 
for International Development, TO s TAMCN FROUD
 

I&Iamabad, Pakistan N/A

S. APPROVAL nIEOUESTWO 1'1R COMMITMENT OP 	 I0. AIPROPNIIATIOw - ALLOTMENyT 

$60, 000,000 	 gar,
1.TyPE iUNOiNO IS. LOCAL CURRENCY ANRANOCU9NT Is. ESTIMATe8 0E9livny pe IO O 14. TRANSACTION CLIGsOILITY 

LOAN SA- Ce.-,omA ,0--, - Nov. 1993 - Sept. 1985 Aufust 1. 1983 
1S. COMM00471ES FPINANCED 

I The 	major items to be financed under this program are agricultural inputs such am
 
fertilizers and improved seeds, equipment for farm use, and cndomodi support for
 
public sector agencies which provide agricultural services.
 

is. PaEtN-TElO SOVURCE It. SITIMATES SoUnc 

,sI._..,,, $60,000,000 (See Block 18) 	 U.S., $60,000,000 (Se Block 18) 
Li.d F.W.: InduegWqi.l.d CouOrlooe.
 
Fro* WodiJ ' 1e6.1 0h.,t 

Pakistan (linimmu ) 	 Pakistan (Minimum) 
'. U&M ARV O48CRIPTION 

* 	 TITLE: AGRICULTURAL COIMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT, 391-0468 

This PAAD authorizes $60 million, consisting of $40 million in loan funds 'And
 
$20 million in grant fundc, subject to the availability of funds in accordance
 
with the A.I.D. OYT/allotment process, to fidance the foueign exchange and local
 
costs for the importation oft agricultural inputs such gs fertilizers and
 
improved seeds; equipment and machinery for farm use; commodity support for
 
agencies which provide agriculturLl servicenj and commodities in support of 
a
 
proposed FY 1983 development project in poppy-growing areas of the North West
 
Frontier Province. This document describes the second tranche of a proposed

$300 million program over the period 1982-87, which is desigted to increase the
 
productivity of the agricultural sector and provide balance of payments support.

Subject to subsequent A.I.D. program approval, availability of funds and the
 
mutual agreement of the Governments of the.United States and Pakistan to proceed,

amendments to this PAAD may provide additional funds 
over the period 1984-87.
 

All rupees accruing to the Cooperating Country from the sale or transfer of
 
importid commodities shall be deposited in a special account and shall be
 

_ ___ __(Continued 	 on next page) 
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DOCUMNT (PAAD AMENDMENT 

Block-18 Continued 

mutually programmed by A.I.D. and the Cooperating Country for use in 
development activities in such areas as agriculture, rural development, 
water resources, energy, population, education, health or any other area 
which both parties may mutually agree to in writing 'and, where appropriate, 
may be used to reduce opium poppy production, or, if the parties agree, 
to pay U.S. adAMinstrati" costs in Pakistan. 

The Cooperating Country shall repay the loan to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars 
within forty (40) years from the data of the first disbursement of the 
loan, including a grace period of not to exceed ten (10) years. The 
Cooperating Country shall pay to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars interest from 
the date of the first disbursement of the loan at the rate of 
two percent (2%) per annum during the grace period and three percent 
(3Z) per annu thereafter, on the outstanding disbursed balance of the 
loan and on any due and unpaid interest accrued thereon. 

Except as A.I.D. may otherwise agree in writing, goods and services 
financed by A.I.D. under this program, except for ocean shipping of 
fextilizer financed under the program, shall have their source and 
origin in the United States or in the Cooperating Country. Ocean 
shipping for all comodities except fertilizer shall be on flag vessels 
of the United States or the Cooperating Country only. For fertilizer 
only, shipping shall also be authorized on flag vessels from A.I.D. 
Geographic Code 935 countries, and shall be eligible for financing by 
A.I.D. under this program.
 



0-6 ACE Amend. /#2 

C€ASSP,CATIOW. UNCLASSIFIED 
AIO IhI-" -. 0&* e. Grant No. M'1-K-6UW anti 

1.e.6 DIPArTMINT Of STATI Loan No. 391-K-187B 
AGENCY FOR ". EOW"UI,
 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT Pakistan
 

....!AMp4jj' p ";, Ccxnrcity PFninc , - Standard Procedure 

4. 06t 

May 18, 1984
 

%.to The Administrator, Agency lor a.eve Ald me. 

N/A

International Development, 


*. * ,-6AWashington, D.C. 

N/A
,.,-eThe Director, Un'iteM States Agenc 


for International Davelo4 n et *2 . ,
 
Islamabad, Pakistan N/A
 

00 C UoleITwe M1 a.l *v £9 OPmOA T ONO Ah .OTUM 1 
0. A* WNOVAI. AC 0J410110 

ESP 72-1141-037

S 180,000,000 

is. T'wp6 ru"NoIG 13. L0 ALL CUPOCOOCY AAAIOUCPG IS. uGOTMA19e @ULIvgUqV *CMIOO 1 1. OVNA"@ACT1O* xL£I.LAY 

Dec.1984 Dec.19 August 1984rJLo.- aOe-.-Al0-----L-- - Ot 1, 
-

fe. CO& eOefvllg VAllecU@ 

Agricultural inputs such an fertilizers and improved seeds! equipment and machinery
 
for farm use; commodity support for agencies which provide agricultural services,
 
agricultural machinery, equipment, and coawodities to be imported by the Pakistani
 
private sector; and such other emergency coumodity imports as USAID/Pakistan and
 

"Pon- I. Ig6sMAyem 90eaciS 

U.S.elve, $180,000,000 (See Block 18) U.S., $180,000,000 (See Block 18)
 
Lklmoe*d F.W.i fndwelell| C* nftlea
 

F,.. wog ldi Les
 
Ccehl 0th.,,
 

PAkistAn iMininum) Pakistan (Minimum)
 
Is. lueUAmYoR rnto 

TITLE: AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT, (391-0468)
 

This PAAD authorizes $180 million, consfating of $123 million in loan funds and 

$57 million in grant funds, subject to the availability of funds in accordance 

with the A.I.D. OYB/allotment process' to finance the foreign exchange and local 

costs for the importation of: agricult:ural inputs such as fertilizers and improved 

seeds; equipmenc and machinery for farm usel commodity support for agencies which 

provide agricultural services; agricultural machinery, equipment and commodities 
to be imported by the Pakistani private sector; and, such other emergency
 

commodity imports as USAID/Pakistan and AID/Waahington may agree upon. This
 

document describes the third and final tranche, covering the period FY 1984 - FY
 

1986, of a $300 million program over the period PY 1982 - FY 1986, which is
 

designed to increase the productivity of the asricultural sector and provide
 

halanco of payments support.
 

(Continued on next page)
 

xxxxxx .AA/ASI6. CWGreenleaf C ./ 2 tI.... .nf' . 
)xxx MA/PP. , RichrAx-LDerhqm J't1j- I%!1 
xxxxxoft GC, Howard Fry/, C&. r P.ter tIcPheron'
 
XXXXX FM/LMD,HWShrops a W",,.. ... tool
 

xxxx Fl/A, ESOqien

W;IxxxDonor H. Lion Administraor 

"
 .4 'RK_ ... LAS _o l_ .
 
Leon 9; Vaugh
 
Controller, USA a ii
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PROGRM ASSISTANCI APPOVAL 

WOUM~T (PAAD) AXEDMT 

Umock-11 Cunttnumd 

All accruals of proceeds to the Cooperating Country from the sale of 
grant-financed comodities sha.l, in accordance with Section 609 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act (FAA), be deposited in a Special Account to be 
utilized in dsvelopment activities in such area. as agriculture, rural 
development, water resources, energy , population, education, health or 
any other use authorized by the FAA and agreed to by both perties, and 
where appropriate, may also be used to reduce opium poppy productine and 
may be made available to pay U.S. administrative coati in Pakistan. 

The Cooperating Country shall repay the loan to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars 
within forty (40) years from the date of the first disbursement of the 
loan, including a grace period of not to exceed ten (10) years. The 
Cooperating Country shall pay to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars interest from the 
date of the first disbursement of the loan at the rate of two percent 
(21) per annum during the grace period and three percent (32) per annum 
thereafter, on the outstanding disbursed balance of the loan and on any 
due and unpaid interest accrued, thereon. 

Except as A.I.D. may othervise agree in writing, goods and services 
financed by A.I.D. under this program, except for ocean shipping of 
fertilizer financed under the program, shall have their source and origin 
in the United States or in the Cooperating Country. Ocean shipping for. 
all commodities except fertilizer shall be on flag vessels of the United 
States or the Cooperating Country only. For fertilixer only, shipping 
shall also be authorized on flag vessels from A.I.D. Geographic Code 935 
countries, and shall be eligible for financing by A.I.D. under this 
program. 
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•PAAJ)NumberGrar No. J91-K-604(a)


I. WCYO'" , A.fn.n 	 Nn- 1l-k A7( .I nA I,,n J, 39t-T-105A 0 
2.Country 

Paki scan
PROGRAM ASSISTANCE 

9.Category 
APPROVAL DOCUMENT Comodity Financing-Standard Procedure 

(AAD) 	 4.Date 
-(Amendmenc) 


.o. The Administrator 
 6.OY Change Number
 

Agency for international Development n/a 
WWashington, D.C. 20521 .OYIncTeue 

FromThe Director, United States Agency for n/a 
To be Len from:InternatioLnal Development 

Tg1amaha-d. P~ikitran _n/a 

(pprovil Requcited rorCommitment of 10. Appfopnatlon Budget PlanCode See Item 5 , Block 18:
 
n/a A ESF 72-1151037 DA. Sec. 103 72-1151021.3
 

ic Funding 112. Local Cuff ency Anrngement 13. Estimated Delivery 'erfod 14. Transaction £ligibity Date
 
, Jimnte,e C F",mi ., 12/84-12/87 Aug. 1, 1984 

C.:mmoditcs Financed Agriculcural inputs such as fertilL'zers ind impreved seeds; equipment and 
C..g 


:2nery for farm use; commodity support for agencies which provioe agricultural services;
 
• ultural machinery, equipment, and commodities to be imported by the Pakistani private 
:tor; and such other emergency commodity imports as USAlD/Pakistan and AID/Washington may 

La 	 17. Lauunated Source 
sitnaedSour c1.Et'ntd 	 uc 

G.W $375,000,000 (See Block 18) u.s. $375,000,000 (See Block 18) 
Lim,, F %V 37,800,000 (included above) Indualmiaull ClnU ,s1i 

mid 	 Local 

_ _.._ 	 0___941 37.800.000 (included above) 

Pakistan (Minimum) 	 . Pakistan (Minimurm)
f-mmar. Dlcicription 

TITLE: AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT (391-0468)
 

'Th PAAD Amendment authorizes the use of Development Loan, Se. ".)3 money In LOP funding. 
place of part of the previously authorized ESF LOP funding, and, in addition, authorizes a 

ange in the previously authorized loan-grant LOP split. It also authorizes additionit. 
i of $75 million ESF for purposes of meeting the GOP's emergency wheat requirements. 

On March 29. 1982, A/AID authorized $60 million ESF funding ($34 million in loan, $26
 
1'ion In grant) as the first tranche of this proposed $300 million program to be obligated
 

the period 1982-1986. On June 24, 1983, A/kID authorized a second tranche of $60
 

11ion ESF funding ($40 million in loan, $20 million in grant) for this program. Finally,
 

Tuly 16 , 1984, A/AID authorized the final $180 million ESF funding for the final three
 

s of this program on the basis of a split of $123 million in loan funds and $57 million
 

grant funds over the three year period. Prior obligations of these funds leave $93
 

P.ion of ESF loan funding and $17 million of ESF grant funding yet to be obligated in FY
 

j6 under the terms of the July 16, 19S.a authorization amendment.
 

mow, however, in view of (1) the availability and propriety of using some Development
 

stance (Sec. 103) funding in place of ESF, (2) the desirability of varying the loan

*Clearances Date .0.Action 

I~ 

Da1)ASineVLN1D:1lShroP.- Ill_ 
I7 H.Peter McPherson 

-- __ _--__ _ __!_ __ Ad ntni strator 

SS11 ICATIL 120.1 (5-82) :¢L 'A	 ' 



0-9 ACE Amend. 44 
CLAS3IFICATION: ..... ... 

1.MAD Nuamber 
Grant No. 391-K-604(b)
 

A4gWCV pan InWATIOW0AL. QEVNLA# 0A49" Zjco an 

Pakistan
PROGRM AISTANCE 

APPROVAL DOCUMENT. .. : 
Commodity Financing-Standard Procedur. 

CPAADI 4. Daw
 
Amuendment 6/5/86
 

s. 'pite Assistant.AdIinistrator C.OYu Chang Numb rBureau for tsia and.Near East.
 
46 AND 47
Agency or tnernational Development 


waghinaorn. D. C, 10623 .OY Inae
 

7. Friie Director, Uited States Agency not applicable 
for International Development To b talu ham.
 

Islanobad, Pakistan Pak~itan cnverted loan to orn t"
 
9. Approval Requested faor Commitme.-I o 10 Appeoptiadfn Budge Plan C1e 637-63-391-00-59-61 
I -16,0000. - 72-1161037 

1.Type FIndiaJ 12. Local Currency Afn'i.tnnl .13-uL mated DelivCrY Penad 14.Trazuasuoa Eibli~ty Dtce 
F1 Loan M] a., I1 IaMfuu (3 Fom- None 12/84 - 12/,9 6/15/86 

15. Commadacs Financed Agricultural inputs such as fertilizers and improved seeds; equipment and 
machinery for farm use; cummdity support for agencies which provide agricultural services; 
agricultural machinery, equipment, and commodities to be imported by the Pakistani private E-1 
sector; and such other wemrgency cammodity inports as USAID/Pakistan and AID/Washixjton may 
agree upon.
 

L16. Pezmuittd Source 17. Lsdmuad Sousce 
U.3. $16,000,000
U_% a.y $16,000,000 


Limited F.W. IsduIaLUfSU d Caustau4i 

Free Worid Locai 

¢""Ua.~tan (II ) 0'UZl'"Pakis tan (munimun) 
18. sdimunar7 DescriptiocaTITLE: AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES AND EQUIPMENT, (391-0468) v 

F1. This PAAD amendment authorizes an additional $100 million for this 

program which will make total life-of-project funding $475 million. The
 
$100 million hereby auchorizeid, subject to the availability of funds and
 
in accordance with che A.I.D./OYB 1alLocIont prucust, will cuoiwist of $bU
 
million in ESF grant funds and $20 million in E3SL loun funds. r'iu tuindsl.
 
authorized are intended to to be obligated over the period FY 19b6-19bb.
 

2. Of the above stated amount, the funds reserved by this action for n( 
1986 obligation consist of $16 million in ESF grant funds under 
appropriation 72-1161037 (Budgec Plan Code QESA-86-37391-KG-32). L 
3- Except as amended above, the terms and conditions of the previous

PAAD and PAAD amendments remain in full force and effect.
 

19. Clearance. 
EWPADdns 

Data 
____6 __ 

20. Acdoa 

AWSK7P~oughtof 1 4 71/ APPRrOVED DtOIAJFROVED 

gAN.D:P1co . Xis v Aut baed Signa twe ' 43 
T_ __U es W.Greenleaf, Jr. 

AID 1120.1 (5-42) 
______-_____T_ 

CLA0IF1CTION 
"/ sistant Aeninistrator, 4AE Bureau 
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.	 CLA1IFI.CAtNo, UNC.ASSPIED 
I. *aa .llgag0 

W046, oSPANITMUd , STATR LO"a1 39X.93 GRANT: 391-K-605
 
A44NCV PONI ow "Taw
 

tHTlIX"T ilI &I 'llatI"."r&
 

...* IA!I4, it .. ' * ~~~li 	 ..* J... .

PAAD 	 PROGRAM ASSISTANCI CoinodiLty . inane log Standard Procedure 
APPROVAL DOCUMINT 

4. #At 

July 7, 1984 
.	 t The AzminIscratOr. Agency for *. OVO @*l, mee.
 

H/A
Incernacional 	 Development,
1jaeh4rts -n _ n-r- '-il	 ,. Owe ImNGS1ieG 

The Director, 	United States 
UgIto t el 

Agency for Internationl 
H/AP atetnna~p1 i ,m.aw T41nm akr 


.**o@V*h *ape3sev&6 ft c.oY o or A0eIUVIT0O . AhOv
aiw 	 lbV -s, 
& 100,0001000 	 .. .ZS.F. , 

to. rvoet w1 4 6O44A4. CIA. 40040CING1 4V1.O.	 611L4,1o" S. 

M6. OCfP0hi*n.WvemI. C:*00 1Dec.*1984 - Dec. 1987 *sSeptember 1, 1984 
i4l PfmhEIg&4O

I@. Colnd 

in such categories as energy conservation andEnergy commodities and equipment 

fuel conversions; power sector; coal minig and processing; renewable energy;
 

oil and gas exploration and development; and, such ocher emergency commodity
 

imoorts as USAID/Pakistan and AID/Wehin gon may aqree upon.
 
o0. eW%,mTa.to sm eca 	 It. £ITI"Ai*I "Unto 

,A.-nIv, 100.000000 (See Block 18) u.$., 100,000,000 (See Block 18) 
L'm**d P.W.: .Igjivs.elailgg Cammfiest
 

fre Weelds LeastO
 

*caskit o,1.f
 
Pakistan (Minimum) Pakistan (Minimum)
 

uAV sgm. entIt. I aOft, 90 

TITLE: ENERGY C0M9ODITIES AND EQUIPMNT (391-0486) 

this ?AAD auchorizes $100 million, consisting of $80 million in loan funds and
 

$20 million in grant funds, subject to the availability of funds in accordance
 

with the A.I.D. OYB/allotmnt process, to finance the foreign exchange and local
 

'costs for the importation, by both the Pakistani public and private sectors, of 
:energy commodities and equipment in such categories as: energy conservation and 

fuel conversions; power sector; coal mining and processing; renewable energy; 

oil and gas exploracion and development; and, such other emergency commodity 

imports as USAID/Pakiscan and AID/Washington-may agree upon. This
 

dacu=nc describes a program covering the period FY 1984 - FY 1986, which is
 

designed Co provide balance of payments support and to contribute to energy
 

production from indigenous resources or energy conservation in support of the
 

Cooperating Country's Sixth Five-Year Energy Plan.
 

(Continued on 	 next page) 

___--_Deft __ Adnistrator 

Dean Prat a ..,CLs5IPCAT1 oM, t.NCL.A,$I1IEDK 

DConroller AdmiSist 
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PROGRXI ASS ISTA CE APPROVAL DOCUW.NT (PAAD)
 

(Block 18 continued)
 
..... "I",.
 

All accruals of procees to the Cooperating Country from the sale of grant-

financed cor.odicies shall, in accordance with Section 609 of the Foreign
 

Assistance Ace (FAA), be deposited in a Special Account to be utilized in
 

development activities in such areas as agriculture, rural development, water
 

resources, energy, population, education, health or any ocher use authorized
 

by the FAA and agreed to by both parties, and where appropriate, may also be
 

used to reduce opium poppy product.ion and aay be made available to pay U.S.
 

administrative costs in Pakistan.
 

The Cooperating Country shall repay the loan to A.I.D. in U.S. dollars within
 
forty (40) years from the date of the first disbursement of the loan,
 
including a grace period of not to exceed ten (10) years. The Cooperating
 
Country shall pay to A.I.D. in U.T. dollars incerest from the date of Che
 
first disbursement of the loan at the rate of two percent (22) per annum
 

during the grace period and three percent (3Z) per annum thereafter, on the
 

outstanding disbursed balance of the loan and on any due and unpaid interest
 

accrued thereon.
 

Except as A.I.D. may otherwise agree in writing, goods and services financed
 

by A.I.D. under this program shall have their source and origin in the United
 

States or in the Cooperating Country. Ocean shkpping eligible for financing
 

by A.I.D. under this program shall be on flag vessels of the United States or
 
the Cooperating Country only.
 

An appropriate clause regardtng the evellabtlity of grant funds under this
 

program tor mixed credits will be included In the progsr agreemut.
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TABLE II-A-1 -ANNEX E 

PLANNED AND PROJECTED USE OF ACE FUNDS
 

*I.TU3 HIT1ES 0 E!JWIPMT PRO6R 

9MmmfTY-MISE AUOCTIOM: TOTAL 
(I 1661 

. . . .... . . ... . . . A" .1 '"":e.... I" nid n I. ::. . ... I- -:"ri " : " :- 
I . ....----- - .. .. f - - ------- I .- -..-.----------- -- . 

ry 82 i FY S3 1 Iy 84 FY 85 FY 86 1 FY 81! 1 FY p, ry p7 r' , ' tirl Revised - .........-----------.....
r" I .... . .- -. . .! L LM 

I Plan evinod Plrat, %vi-.rd I Plan RReised Plan Plan I Rpvird I qrvi-df Nar, l.r ,I r r,- 4 ir2 
- . - ..-. I .--- - 1--I---- - -.-- I-- .' --: "--T.-- -. . ----.. I---. - I........... ....... .. .............
 

rtilizr I34, 3,,P I I , I 30,PN 28,416 30, M 20,t I -,V W I 34,P J In, fM I1ft,337 
............. ..... .. .- I.- - -I --- -------- -------------..- I................... - --..

I I21,4-54 1 77~"A 
------ -..--- ------ ------ -------- - ----- -------- ------------- -. *.------. I-----

.-------------- -... -...... - -- - ---------------- -----

O,Equi pnt 126,@M 26,01" 1 -6,P 5, 497 1 10,014 15, P 1 17, T9 7,338 4,3"6 1,7PM 1 87,0" 89P,433 

Iq' I , q I , I II, Z,W 6, ,55 2,759 I I,BQ IP 
Drilling Rigi I 1 1,2q* 1 1,?62"11i 
Water Pumps I I 1,P9 1 1,1" 1,21 I I '5P 1,291 
MMRPro~ject 1 2,M6 1,59 W.f1 4,6m 1 0" 5. 

(9VLA0 rrojet I I $55 3, m6 ISP 2,.59wI 1 3,,-" 4, 71r, 
TIPMi Pro ject 1 . 753 1 I,M 214 4,"Il 1 2,29PI ,5 3,2 
Frl) Project I 15,99?" 13 1 2,1*0 1 P,000 I I,5m 1 7,ON 3,4?2 
Roads Projert I 3, M I, 
ZSHPro ject 1'1 II B8 
PDS Projpct I 1 e.lf* I 4,e9: DL I 14 4 44 0

7Ni'FAD Project 1 4" 1 4" 

NWP BulIdozer s 1 6, w61 6, F" 
wMisc I 1,3" I,917 1 3,P" I I 1,10 478 1 20t 1 1 -, 6 2,65 

ibr~i6ki 3, Is,1, 3 
- --- I---------

.. ivat, CIP I I 1,5 I8,69 15, w n5,5 I 10,P I , m 10,5 2m,50,m I 45,900 69,5On 
---------------------------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------- ---------... . . 

spei fird I 1,477 1 216 1 412 3,W- 1,1in 6,88? 

.i ,tli1.,, 9 l6, I T ,9 ., 7 70, 6, 9 1W5,566 . ' * I 3"11I•I-. I 

60,pdN, I q,2q I, 784 1.17, P-44 1 41,3.18 I 61,275 

t 5i51.9 18,231 1 67,676 137, I 7 IV? 
I I 

Art.,d rw ,t.d 1 5B, .'.1 I "S,Z57 1 57, 676 I )1, A 1.7, 191 
I I I 

wlrom I-pd 1 I 1,741 1 C16 7,:P6 1! , r,, 

e---.--------Y@. l'Sir,,1--- -. 

1/ Preoared by Abdul Wasay, ARD 
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MrnaLMMLC~ITIES MMe FGJ1PMMN PAV6R 

cIIWJOITY-UISE nLuLOUTfTOq t 6RW1T 

1 Ilr o I fend,,,ttI I A nI.dI '.. e.4 
.. .---- - .. . .. . . ... ... . ..--- . .. --- I....... --...-I. -. 

I rY a I ry 83 1 FY84 FY 85 rY s I y SS ry .G FY 87 r.A p Ortqt,.al pevised 

............... ----.------- - ----.-------- - -f...................... LT 
1'1nn Oe-t.4 I Mlan Otvied 1 !'1an Arvisd Plan Plan I qevi..ed I Oi,i-r-j rlar, Mir, I F-jrin F'vedinq 

Ferlili zer I29, 9W 8,416 2, no I 9 ',:J " -, W9Z'I IS, f" 0C, 2416 
------- -----... ----.----... . - . .-. ---.-------- I .......... .------- . ......-. I------.--. I------- 

IWA I 1 21,354 I 67,5s1 I 88,952 
I...... .. ----- I ----- I --------------- ----- I---------------

Cotte 1 I 13, W3 1 I r 13, M3 

Equip rM 1 1 26, 9M9 c6, P91 29, "09 5,497 12,2MI9 10,@14 15,0W 1 17,79 1I 7,338 4,1" 8,799 1 81,0"t9 8P, 439 

Irrigaion 24,7"9 24, K@ I 11, IN 3,687 I 8,80" 9,173 8, 01 1 5,2"I 1 6,?N 1,90 2,700 I S1,8 " 51,89 
Drilling Riqs I,2"9 I 1,296 1 2,4ef 
Wate Pumps I , 1, ON I,211 I ' ,9pp 1,291 
M Project 1 1 2,S" 4,6" I ,1 2,-: 5,69 

BRA~ Project 1 5 1 3,299 Is@ 2,599 1 1,z9w 3,299 4,795 
TIP Project 331 753 1 1,,N 214 4,90I 2,2" 1 1 3,9 3,22 
FPO Project 1 1 493 1 2,me 1 2,91w,9 I 'I 2,?" 3,492 
Ro ids roject 1 3," 1 1 3,0" 
rsm Proje 81 1 898 
P I Projet I 1 3,5 I1 1 3, S" 

IM I I I 4ho 1 440 
NWPO Project I 1 1 49 1 49 
NIFP Pui1dozets I I I 1 6,9991 6,0" 
Mise 1 1,30? 1,117 I3,29 10 I 1,1" 478 1 2? 1 1 5,6M9 2,6@5 
---. I------------ ..---------- I --------.------------------ .----- --------

Zori mki I I .3 15,39 

r
Private r. 1I,?( 7f,'9 .r9,999 
- -1---------------- --------------- I.... 

I.MipOuIi ed I 1,473 I 216 I 41? 1 r,I. 1,IN I ;,Bel 

•---- . .. ... ...... ...... .. -... . ...-.-......--. 

ObliIt i69, 26,9 1 , 999 ,9f 8A,? 1 , "0 t138, P,9 
II I I 

Earmarked 1 6, 9t 1 18,2C59 1 31,784 71, 472 22,378 185,853 

Commilme,,t I 2MiYo II131 I 37,676 1 78,713 1 16 !,651 

flcr"jd Errpvd I 24, 8B I 15, -7 1 37,676 1 66,Z27 II 
III I I 

,I1,741 216 1 6,S28 I 3,662 l1,147 

--------- ....--,-,-....-- : 
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'01CIIMW 177lES WDU EUU'JW PRO6RA 

W ITY -IISEnLJ.OC TTOI : LOMNO 

I ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Amd ~ I1p"d31 rwnmn ~ 
...... . .tlI nd ne t I.......I...... ............ 

I rY82 I Y 3 1 FYB8 FY S FY 86 i FY I ry S; r7 97 FY 88 Ortqina1 Revised 
-----..-------------.------- I ILOP.--................... LOP 

I Plan Revised I Plan Revised I Plan Revised Plar, Plan I Revied I qevi d Pa-, Plan IFindinq Finding 
. -- -- .----- ---- - -.-. .- .. .. .-.. . .. .-... . .. .. . I-- -. . . .- . . . . . . .. o :- . . . .. . ._ .

Fertilizer I t~9IJ'~ 28,721 1 1#? 200 23B0" 1 ' t. ;, "0@~16P,q2l
 
.."..... ... . . . . ..---.-----------..................... - -- ..........-- ------ -

4.IF 	 I wa m 

......... ........--	 - - - -------I............... - .I...-------------

i~itnIIiI,077 I 1',W 	 I- . 10, 0" II@71
°
I I, IILlH 	 I| I I 1, 7 ---- -- -..- '--- - -1 -- ;------	 *--------- --

lrriiption I 
-. illiqRiqs I III 

WaterPtu ps I II I I 

• 	 P ject IT 

PIJtct I , I
 

-TIAM roject II II
 

FPOProject 1 N@I
5,~ 
2oods Project I 	 I
 

)4-FProject I I 1 . 

A* Project 1 I ,0OR 1,00 

Prject I I I I I
 
" WP ulldozrs I I 
 I 

Misc . I I I I 
~~ ---------- ---------- --- I------ ----- I-------- ---------- -----
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TABLE II-A-Z
 

AGRICULTRAL CO 4ODITIS AND EUIMENT (ACE) 
C(MO4DITY IMPORT GRANT AND LOAN AGREEM2ENT
 

SCIEDULE/COND ITIONS
 

FY 	 Obligation JFundin Leve!lSelected Conditions Precedent 
Date IGrant I Loan I 

1982 	 April 13, 1982 26 34 ---

1983 	 Amendment # 1 20 40 
July 25, 1983 

1984 Amendment # 2 40 30 Fertilizer
 
Aug. 27, 1984 (1) No less than O5%of al
 

phosphatic fertilizer imported in
 
(Commodity Pakistan. FY 84/85 will be allocated 
Group IV & V to private sector distributors 
added - expanded 
Private Sector (2) Specific share allocations 
and emergency among private sector distributors will 
procurement be nade in accordance with each distri
cotton & wheat butor's share of production of 
etc.) nitrogenous fertilizers 

(3) National Fertilizer Marketing
 
Ltd. ,/National Fertilizer Corp.
 
(FhML/NFC) are not included in private
 
sector 	distribution calculations 

(4) Uniform incidentals will be
 
allowed for all distributors of
 
imported fertili:ers, be they public
 
or private sector 

(5) Borrowers/Grantee will take into 
account the requirements of private
 
9ector distributors in Borrower/
 
Grantee plans for the importation of 
fertilizers
 

Private Sector
 
Prior to the disbursment of funds
 
under second amendment, Borrower/
 
Grantee will furnish or have furnished 
to AID wTitten concurrence of the
 
Borrower/ Grantee to all the specifics

of this private sector component as
 



they relate to interest rates and 
lending terms, credit ceilings, 
eligible commodities and importers, 
payback periods, and procedures to be 
followred by the Borrower/Grantee in 
making allocations to participating 
banks. 

1985 Amendment # 3 
June 25, 1985 

86 39 Fertili:er 
(1) No less than 60% of all 
phosphatic fertilizers imported in 
Pakistan FY 1985/86 will be allocated 
to private sector distributors -

(2) Documentation that Borrower/
Grantee will conduct an in-depth 
review, with the participation of 
concerned private and public repre
sentatives, of the study entitled 
"Pakistan Fertilizer Policy: Review 
and Analysis" and send findings of 
review and proposal actions regarding 
deregulation and privatization of the 
fertilizer industry to USAID. 

In addition see FY 84 (3), (4), (5). 

1986 Amendment # 4 
July 15, 1986 

L0 29 Fertilizer 
(1) No less than 60% of all 
phosphatic fertilizer imported in the 
Pakistan fiscal year or years for 
which disbursment(s) for fertilizer is 
sought will be allocated to private 
sector distributors. 

In addition see FY84 (3)and FY85 (2) 

1986 Amendment # 5 
Sept. 25, 1986 

16 - Zorinsky Requirement 
(1) Borrower/Grantee will reserve for 
private sector purchase of commodities 
per list Annex 1 in an amount equal to 
or greater than US$6.0 million. 

Total 198 192 (390) 
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Summary - Obligated $390,000,000 
as of 4/30/87 1/
Funds Committed 328,564,719
 
Funds Disbursed 267,186,781
 
Unliquidated 61,377,938
 

Pipeliie 	 2_L/ $22, i3z 2. 

USAID Controller
 

1_/ 	 Not a current figure since AID/W has not provided USAID with a 
W-214 Report since October 1986. 
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TABLE II-A-3 

CaODITIES AND U.S. FUNDED TE(HNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 
RELATED TO OR INTIRFACED WITH THE ACE PROGRAM (391-0468) 

Number Activity/Project Input 	 Funding Source
 
Loan Grant
 

Fertilizer Import
 
DAP -- x x 
TSP -- x 

Wheat Import 	 -- x x 

Cotton Import 	 -- x x 

Agribusiness Support Foreign 
(Private Sector) Exchange 

Credit for 
imports x 
(30 million) 

391-0467 Irrigation Systems
Management (IS.,I) 
1. Canal and Drain Rehabilitation Equipment - x 
2. Institutional Improvement (PID) Equipment - x 
3. Planning, Policy Imple

mentation and Research Equipment - x 
4. Command Water Management Equipment - x 

391-0481 Forestry Planning and Development Equipment - x 

(FPD) 

391-0491 Food Security Management (FSM) Equipment - x 

391-0489 Management of Agricultural 
Research and lechnology(MART) Equipment - x 

391-0489 Transformation & Integration of 
Provincial Network (TIPAN) Equipment - x 

391-0479 	Baluchistan Area Development 
(BALAD) Equipment - x 

391-0485 	 NWFP Area Development Equipment - X 
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TABLE II-A-4
 

U.S./OTHER DONOR INT ACTION 

Activity U.S. Other Donor/Participant 

391-0467 Irrigation Systems 
management (IS&) 
1. Canal & Drain Rehabilitation 
2. Command Water Management 

x 
x 

IBRD/IDA
IBRD/IDA 

391-0489 Management of Agriculture 
Research and Technology (MART) x Cfl,4fffY - International 

W~heat and Mai:e Improve
ment Center 
ICARDA - International 
Center for Agricultural 
Research in Dry Area 

391-0491 Food Security Management x IBRD/IDA 
ADB - Asian Development 
Bank 

Food Imports (PL-480) - US Depatment of 
Agriculture 

Agribusiness Support 
(Private Sector Credit Window) x Support to ADBP by Asian 

Development Bank 
Pakistani Banks 

Habib Bank Limited. 
United Bank Limited. 

U.S. Banks 
Citibank 
Bank of America 



PAKISTAN
 
Tab le11-2
 

CONSOLIDATED CURH9MT EIMWNTDlrE, 1990/81-1986/87
 

(billion rupees)
 

__- -§h2M%_-_inT2!al-_ 1 ... 
1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 	 1915/86 1985/86 1986/87 1982/83 1985/86
 

Budget Revised Budget
 

Adminisorst ion.
 

law and order 4.9 5.81 6.8 9.6 9.8 10.8 10.6 15.1 11.1 10.7 

Defense 15.3 18.6 23.2 26.8 31.8 34.8 J5.1 38.6 38.0 :15.0 

Cummunity Services 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.7 3.0 3.6 3.7 41 3.5 :.7 

Social Services 5.1 5.4 7.4 9.8 10.5 12.5 12.7 14.2 12.1 12.7 

Economic Services /b 3.4 4.0 5.4 5.5 6.4 6.8 6.3 6.6 8.9 6.3 

Subsidies /c 4.9 4.3 4.5 6.1 8.4 10.4 9.1 9.5 7.4 9.1 

Debt Serviciag 5.9 7.7 11.1 14.1 15.7 16.7 20.3 22.0 18.2 20.2 

Other 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.7 3.3 2.3 2.3 0.8 2.3 

Total /d 41.161.1 ,17.8 75.3 87.4 99.0 100.2 112.4 100.0 100.0
 

'a Includes Rs 2 billion uncployment fund und Rs. 1 billion for guarantees of
 

bud debts of public enterprises.
 

/b Includes irrigation expenditures.
 
;c Includes fertilizer subsidy.
 
;d Totals differ from current expenditures in Table 111.1 which tio not include irrigation
 

expendi tures.
 

Source: Planning and Develupmenit Division and 	udapted from (World lunk (1987). Table 111.2) 
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Table T11-3 
PAKISTAN'S BALAWE OF PAYMENTS: 1981/82 - 1986/87 

(Billions of US Dollars)
 

1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 

(Projected, 

Current Account Balance -1.6 -.H -1.0 -1.7 -1.2 -1.0 

Trade Balance -3.4 -3.0 -,.. -3. 3.0 -2.8 

Exports (GOP) 2.3 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.9 3.3 
Imports (GOP) -5.8 -5.6 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -5.8 

Services (net) -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -1.0 -1.0 

Private Transfers (net) 2.4 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.6 
of which workcrs remittance 12.2 , p2.9) (2.7) (2.4) (2.6) (2.3) 
Capital Account Balance 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.0 

Official Transfers (net) 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 
of which refugee assistance (0.3) (0.2) (0.21 (0.2) (0.1, (0.2) 

Long-Term Capital (net) 0.5 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 

of which project, food and (0.4) 10.6' (0.4' (0.4' '0.4) (0.41 
other commodity loans (net) 

Memo Items: 

Gross Official Reserves 0.8 1.9 1.7 0.7 0.9 0.7 

Reserves in weeks imports 5.9 13.9 11.7 4.5 6.0 4.7 
of goods and services 

Current Account Deficit as 4.9 1.8 3.] 5.0 3.5 2.7 
GNF 

Adapted from (World Bank (1987); Table 1.6) 

\V
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TABLE 111-4
 

TERIMS ON GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC BORROWING 

Macurity Tax
 
Interest Race I Period Stacus
 

1. PeNsraent Debt
 

Prize Bond* 103 p.O. 2 u=Mth LI iWm-taablq 
Special National Fund Bonds 11.112 p.a. 2 years 
Bearer Natioual Vuod Bonds ( 12.351 p.S. I year 

13.301 p.&. 2 years
 
14.911 p.6. 3 years
 

Foreign Exchange Bearer Cart. 14.5Z to 17.33Z p.. 1-3 year&

Market Loena Different rate& 10-20 year& Ta&abla
 

upto 11.751 p.A.

Income Tan Buuds 5I p.a. 10 years 
Gvernament Bonds III P.S. L 15 yers 
Government Bonds for State 14 p.a. I yere Ioa-C4a..ble 

Life In. Co. 
Land ReLors Act. 1977 111 p.O. 10 years Tsemble 

11. la 	iaDb
 

Adhoc Treasury Bill. for 0.5Z p... 	 90 days Ion-tsable 
Ways and Keane
 

Treasury Bill on Tap 62 p.a. 	 90 days 
Coverncicut Treasury Deposit ( 9.51 p.A. (specLal) 90 days
 

Receipts 	 ( 102 p.a. (special) 6 monch&
 
( 10.51 p.6. (special) I year
 

8.251 p.6. (normal) 90 days 
( 9Z p.O. (noral) 6 mocth 

Ad buc Treasury Bille for Capital 5.251 p.a. 10 years
 
Investment in Pakistan Ral~qyy
 

111. Unfunded Dtbc
 

Defense Saving Certificate. 15.60L 1-10 y~eoe
 
National Deposit Certificates/ 14,635 14 1-7 years
 
Accounts
 

thae Depocit Certificato/ 13.441 L 3 years
 
Accounts
 

Saving sccouDc/Cercitcates 102 p.&. opties
 
Mahana Amdani Accounts 14.871 LL 1-5 years

Postal Life Insurance 13.201 p.a. dilferem; U 

La *(letsntio Period).
 
Lk One percelatage poict above the Bank rate.
 
L Rates begin at 121 p.s. for a one-year mLurity ead increase With maturity. Late 

cited ia ccmpuund rate payable at maturity after lO.yeacr.
Li Raes bein at 12% p.a. for a one-year maturity *ad increase witb maturity. Late 

cited is cuompound Vace payable at maturity after seven years. 
Li Co.apound rate payable at uccurity after three years. 
LL Rats@ begLl at 12.102 for one year end lncrosse to 202 90c fLfth year. late cited 

is compouud rate for five years. 

Source: 	 Ministr of Finance and Economic Affairs as presenced in
 
World Bank (1987) -able 111-7.
 

ii 



TABLE 111-5;
 
INTERNATIONAL COIPARISONS OF SELECTED DEBT INDICATORS,
 

1974 AND 1984
 
(Percent)
 

All Developing
 

Pakistan Low-Income Asia Countries
 

1974 1084 1974 1984 1974 1984
 

Private credltors/DOD 5.6 9.3 4.7 10.3 40.9 58.0
 

Variable interest loans/DOD - 6.8 - 5.7 16.1 44.9
 

Total debt service/exports 15.4 19.0 15.6 15.2 8.5 19.8
 

Official reserves/total
 
83.2 A
debt service 251.6 172.0 240.0 358.2 445.3 

Official reserves/DOD 14.9 16.1 20.0 26.7 64.3 23.8 lb 
'rn 

Hemorandt Item: 
Average terms of public
 

nt-w commitments:
 

Interest 3.0 5 .2/b 2.8 5 .4/b 7.1 9.2
 

Maturity (years) 24.4 28.0 29.5 29.5/b 17.7 15.0
 

/a Exports of goods and all services.
 

/b Data for 1983.
 

Source: World Bank, World Developpnient_ e2t 1986; World DebtTables, 1985-86
 

(advance copy).
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Table 111-6 

SELECTED DEBT SERVICE INDICATORS, 1980/81-1994/95 
(Percent) 

1980/ 

]9111 

1981/ 

1982 

1982 

1983 
1983/ 
1984 

1981/ 

1985 
1985 

1913; 

.. .Proj te_,J 

198G 1:98) 

1987 1990 

.... 

1991 

19)95 

Ieblt S crvict/ /Exports/ 

(Excluditig IMF) 
Ihst.erves/(- /Dept Servicec 
l?,.-rv.s/C /1)01) 
D-bLt Service/GNP 
Interest ln'ymerits/' /GNI' 

15.2 

11.9 
120.2 

12.4 
2.9 
1.1 

1.:1..2 
9.8 

111.3 
8.9 
2.2 
1.i 

13.1 

10.7 
215.4 
20.5 
2.8 
1.4 

15.7 

13.8 
164.9 

17.6G 

3.1 
1.1 

1ft. 
15 1; 
57.8 

,.5 

3.. r ,  

I.4 

221. 1 
19.6 
70.2 

8.5 
4.4 
1.4 

21. 5 

19.5 
'11.7 

1.3 
4.7 
1.4 

I11.0 

15.7 
IO:. 8 
10.3 
4.1 
1.1 

17.1 

17. I 
131t. Z 

17.5 

:3.7 
i.:3 rn 

b 

/d 

Exports of goods and tll stevir:s ndfl I tansrers. 
Dlhbt service payments are incusive of IMF repurulases and servic. 

Cltrges. 
/h.:r'ves l-e fer Lo gi (.ss rvs:rv:;. 
hal ctest paymen-t; inildt: IMF* servicc rirges. 
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TABLE 111-7
 

ENEIY DALANCE SHEET, 197a/79-1985/86 la
 
(million tons of oil equivalent)
 

1970/79 1979)/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/5 19BE/or 

DomCstILc c.-udr production 0.4 01.4 6.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.9 
Imported crude oil 3.1 :l.f, 3.1, 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.4 
Imi.orltd P":froleum products 1 4 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.5 

Op~eninag slock 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Gross Supply 5.1 6.0 6.0 6.4 6.8 6.8 7.2 8.0 
Ex I 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 
?4'1 ttl't'11 4.3 4 7 4.9 5.2 5.9 6.4 6.9 7 7 
C1i01i g stiLkl1Osses 0. 2 0 4 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 
ContsUmlI' lw. 4.0 4.A 4.4 5.0 5.6 6.2 6.7 7.4 

GAS 

Gus Iproc r.'d 3.6 4.8 5.5 5.1l 6.1 5.7 6.1 6.4 
Nw go!. 0., 0 4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.r, 0.7 

As.%w inte-l gns 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 11.6 
Gro Supply 4.G 5.6 6.3 6.11 7.1 6.8 7.2 7.7 
1,Css t,-rd %to(L 0.5 0.6 0. 8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 
Ni'T 51PPLY 4.1 5.0 5.5 5.7 6.0 5.6 6.0 6.5 
Less Lusse- 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0 5 0.1 0.2 0.2 
CuziSumpt ton 3.9 4.6 5.2 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.9 6.2 

1.-.'G 

Gross Supply 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
CoAl 

Indigenoub supply 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1
 
Imports 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 3.3
 
Gross Supply 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.6
 

EI.ECTRICITY 
Hydel generstion 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.7 3.1 2.9 0.1 
Thermul generation 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.5 6.0 
Nuclear generation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Gross Generation 3.4 3 6 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.2 5.5 5.8 
Less units consumed in anxilinry 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.3
 
Net Supply 3.3 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.5 5.0 5.3 4.5
 
Less losses 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2
 
Consumption 2.1 2.5 • 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.7 4.2 3.2
 

TOTAL AVAILABILITY (GROSS) 13.8 15.9 17.1 18.5 19.3 20.0 21.4 22.1
 

Less feed stock (Fertilizer Ind.) 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 18.3 1.2
 
Less exports 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.3 17.5 0.3
 
Less auxillary 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.5 2.7
 
NET SUPPLY 12.3 14.0 15.1 16.2 17.5 18.4 16.0 17.9
 
Less losses 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.6
 
Gross Consumption 10.7 12.1 13.2 14.7 15.0 16.7 14.5 10.3
 
Less thermal generation 1.4 1.5 1.6. 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.7
 
Net Consumptios 9.3 10.7 11.6 12.8 13.7 14.7 12.0 13.6
 

a igures or 85/86 ar estiwate .
 
Source: Directorate General of Energy Resources (DGER) as adapted from (tWorld Bak (1987) Table 9.01)
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TABLE 111-8
 
MAJOR PAKISTANI IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES
 

(thousand rupees)
 

1985 1986 

Milk Powder 0 29
 
Wheat 242 2,270
 
Mechanical Wood Pulp 11 23
 

Cotton 382 16
 
Old Clothing 148 131
 

rran & Steel Waste 77 182 
Coal 140 110 
Animal Tallow 570 758 
Soyabean Oil 1,559 1,893 
Palm Oil 0 175 

Chemicals 238 331 
Pharmaceuticals 165 170 
Phosph Fertilizer 212 1,397 
Polyethelene 22 44 
Items of Rubber 82 143 

Newsprint 22 21
 
Synthetic Fibre 46 52
 
Refractory Blocks 36 0
 
Tin Plate 7 59
 
Steel Sheet 28 3
 

Tools 25 42 
Engines 27 33 
Gas Turbines 578 34 
Gas Turbine Parts 270 122 
Generators 129 33 

Agri Machinery 81 1 
Tractors 0 20 

Levelling Machines 0 75 
Oil Drilling 184 67 
Mining Mach. Parts 214 441 

Construction Mach 25 11 
Other Non-Elec Mach 524 605 
Electric Machinery 246 269 
Transport Equip 1,803 217 
Other 2,913 1,315 

Total 

-oureOP:Bureu-
11,006 

-----------Statist-c 

11,093 

'Source: GOP: Bureau of Statistics) 



PAKISTAN 
 ANNEX E
 
TABLE 111-9 

COMI'OSITION OF IMPORTS, 1974/75 

(Million rupees) 

Ice. 1974175 1975/176 1976/177 19771/78 1978/179 1979/0 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/t4 1984/85 1985186 

Capital Goods ijji 7lJl 8-5 L)o Al~ 10-170 16 .679 11.802 17,303 JW) 5 2_A1U 1I.7898 3,9 

Iron ard steel bars 

Plates sad sheets of iron 
anJ stetl 

Hoop and strip tron 
aIsl snd ralluy track 
Irou and steel vire 
Tubes, pipet and fittings 
ro.er generating machinery 

other then electric 
Agricultural mtachioery 
Textile and leather .chinery 
11schiue for special industries 
Electric pover "cahinery 
Road ootor chllea 
Others 

5b 

690 

-
4 

53 
1/7 
21 

29 
1' 

205 
272 
505 

3.888 

45 

512 

53 
93 
60 
412 
129 

534 
714 
401 
433 
843 

2.941 

38 

775 

17 
78 
53 

366 
259 

837 
581 
547 
383 

1.055 
3.757 

57 

768 

21 
26 
59 

139 
204 

939 
573 
573 
532 

1,141 
4,284 

30 

1,067 

29 
78 
79 

222 
458 

1.050 

501 
528 
633 

1.598 
4.657 

100 

1,542 

28 
207 
82 

270 
4114 

1.480 
635 
540 
561 

2.299 
8.521 

76 

1.512 

26 
58 
50 

281 
560 

1.048 
739 
828 
742 

2.345 
6.61) 

65 

1.514 

44 
60 
55 

410 
852 

1.428 

812 
837 
604 

3.030 
7.792 

82 

1.730 

42 
5 

66 
425 

1.312 

1.943 
87 

1.070 
736 

3.077 
9,770 

85 

2.200 

t4 
1 

65 
29; 

1.785 

2.226 

997 
2,30) 
999 

4,560 
9.313 

99 

2.059 

73 
78 
78 

539 
2.826 

1.891 

1.393 
1,912 
94L0 

'.552 
12.528 

106 

1.727 

143 
41 
99 

945 
2.738 

1,589 
1.692 
1,820 
1.629 
5.258 

15.406 

Co..er Coodas .72 4,337 3651 L L.7,4 7.500 77 8,407 21W 10 .746 11 372 1LL.2. 
6he.t 
Ot2,er food 
Petroleua, product. 
kledicints and drugs 
Printed matter 
Others 

2.461 
931 
424 
18e 
34 
678 

1.785 
1.281 
390 
2,2 
21 

588 

660 
1.386 

601 
348 

24 
632 

1.337 
2.078 

723 
513 

49 
855 

3.505 
1.871 

926 
601 

71 
868 

1,041 
2.517 
1.886 

751 

167 
1.138 

633 
2.983 
1.774 

936 

100 
1.340 

800 
3,148 
1,661 
1.222 

97 
2,479 

873 
3.618 
2.118 
1,390 

92 
1.502 

858 
4.459 
1,98' 
1,800 

98 
1.547 

2.750 
5.210 
2.018 
1.974 

110 
1.910 

4.120 
5.131 
2.053 
2.245 

134 
2.142 

pT 

Cri 

&a- materials 10.059 8,970 10.622 12.94.4 17.576 27,750 30.887 33,51 ),4 21 j[.jj7 46.438 AIli6 
Crude petroleum 
Petroleum products 
Edible oil 
Chermical 
Dyeing and tanning materials 
Fertilizers 
Chemical materials. X.t.S. 
fig iron. sponge form, of iron 
Ingot A primary for-s of iron 
Pon-ferrous metals. p.Z.S. 
Iron and steel forginga 
Copper 
Aluminum 
Others 

2.145 
715 

1,297 
625 
203 
960 
388 
280 
481 

7 
11 

127 
106 

2,678 

2.526 
827 

1.047 
483 
208 
559 
449 
64 
134 
3 

48 
42 
35 

2.545 

2,711 
772 

1,478 
550 
208 
623 
629 
39 

243 

18 
50 

188 
3.098 

3.380 
815 

1.353 
648 
363 

1,048 
449 
47 

295 
55 

11 
86 

140 
4.304 

3.046 
1.274 
2.953 

814 
311 

2,808 
429 
96 

330 
2 

14 
78 

135 
5,296 

5.857 
2,940 
2.295 

895 
392 

2.711 
444 
146 
329 

2 
15 

133 
211 

6.380 

9.840 
3.585 
2.625 
1,212 
462 

3.537 
550 
120 
383 

5 
20 

184 
234 

8.130 

12.121 
4.264 
3,450 

823 
493 
893 
754 
53 

360 
3 
9 

145 
356 

9,847 

12,891 
5.524 
3.670 
1.132 

578 
2,117 

875 
65 

207 

1 
11 

178 
282 

9,896 

12.149 
5.028 
6.518 
1,5)2 

613 
1.539 
1.201 

88 
117 
2 

22 
227 
322 

12,189 

14.374 
4.970 
6.954 
1,591 

682 
1.7d0 
1,802 

108 
24 
2 
I8 

22) 
401 

13,489 

10.640 
4.082 
6.129 
2,077 

728 
2.079 
2.090 

105 
31 
4 
31 

292 
344 

12.694 

Total 20.925 20.465 23.012 27.815 36.388 46,929 53.54 59,482 68.151 76.701 89,718 90.946 

/a Petroleum Products other than consumer goods. 

Sourcel Federal Bureau of Statistics as taken from [World Bank (1987) Table 3.03] 



VOLLI, VALUE 

L -, 

TAL_ III--: 
AND UNIT VALUE OF MAJOR 
1977/78-1985/86 /a 

IMPORTS 

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 i985/86 

Volunie 

Value 

Unit Value 

6,537 

1,010 

155 

8,906 

1,537 

173 

8,556 

1.785 

209 

7,746 

2,342 

302 

7,384 

2,268 

307 

7,522 

2,137 

284 

7,818 

2,248 

287 

7,406 

2,231 

301 

7,009 

1.652 

236 

Crude O I 
Volume 3,315 

Value 341 

U1nit Value 103 

POL Products 

Volume 1,282 

Value 155 

Unit Value 121 

Fert1lizer 

Volume 595 

Value 104 

Unit Value 175 

Edible Oil 
Volume 249 

Value 148 

Unit Value 595 

Tea 

Volume 61 

Value 127 

Unit Value 2,085 

Other Imports 
Value(CIF) 1,240 

Total Imports 
Value(CIF) 3 14 

2,946 

308 

104 

1.676 

222 

133 

1,575 

284 

180 

412 

268 

651 

61 

101 

1,652 

1,617 

450M999 

4,619 

592 

128 

1,817 

448 

268 

1,112 

274 

246 

345 

230 

667 

61 

96 

1,581 

3,511 

3,955 

994 

251 

1.663 

54] 

325 

1,283 

357 

278 

467 

266 

570 

73 

120 

1,581 

3,713 

6212 

4,412 

1.143 

259 

1,604 

540 

337 

314 

85 

269 

624 

321 

511 

70 

103 

1,487 

4,012 

6356p 

4,187 

989 

236 

1,897 

574 

302 

717 

167 

233 

640 

276 

431 

81 

131 

1,617 

3,968 

6.9105 

4,294 

915 

213 

2,186 

547 

250 

490 

114 

233 

752 

482 

641 

96 

190 

1,979 

1.287 

6535 

4,365 

948 

217 

1,808 

487 

26D 

496 

11b 

238 

653 

447 

684 

84 

231 

2,750 

4,178 

61455 

3,727 

659 

177 

1,891 

356 

193 

544 

129 

237 

814 

373 

458 

83 

135 

1,627 

4,875 

6,527 

pn 

/a Volumes in thousand metric tons, value in million US dollars and unit value in US dollars 

Figures for 1985/86 are provisional actuals, for 1986-87 are forecasts. 

Source: Planning and Development Division or (World Bank (1987) Table 3-05) 



PAKISTAN 
Table 11-li: COMPOSITION OF EXPORTS, 1976/77 

(million rupees) 

- 1985/86 

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 

Raw cotton 
Cutton yarn 
Cotton cloth 
Rice 
Fish and fish 
preparations 

Tanned leather 
Carpets and rugs 
POL products 
Sports goods 
Raw wool 
Other 

292.1 
1,171.7 
1.603.3 
2,477.9 

381.3 
647.4 
911.9 
268.5 
199.1 
76.2 

3,253.9 

1,093.6 
1,059.5 
1,741.2 
2.408.5 

341.4 
636.5 

1,170.8 
625.9 
194.9 
72.7 

3,635.3 

655.2 
1,956.1 
2,135.2 
3,380.0 

462.0 
1,247.3 
1,764.7 
607.9 
212.1 
107.9 

4,360.9 

3,321.0 
2,038.0 
2,416.6 
4,179.3 

530.5 
1,264.4 
2,198.4 
1,764. 2 

244.6 
1CS.3 

5,346.8 

5,203.4 
2,048.7 
2,389.6 
5,601.6 

559.2 
891.9 

2,242.8 
1,675.2 
312.3 
80.2 

8,273.6 

2.938.2 
2,074.9 
2,949.1 
4,127.9 

789.2 
1,152.2 
1,678.5 
2,047.3 
319.5 
107.9 

8,035.2 

3,896.6 
3,145.9 
3.579.0 
3,682.6 

897.' 
1,195.0 
1,912.9 

984.1 
448.9 
!63.6 

14,538.2 

1,771.8 
2,930.8 
4,856.1 
5,688.4 

1,007.1 
1,971.7 
2,322.7 

539.8 
670.0 
171.4 

15,408.8 

4,368.0 
3,973.5 
4,637.8 
3,339.7 

1,231.0 
2,325.2 
2,030.7 

525.0 
673.6 
261.2 

14,613.7 

8,290.5 
4,511.3 
5,382.7 
5,527.2 

1,334.9 
2,900.0 
2,692.7 

507.1 
786.6 
274.0 

17,685.2 

rn 

Co 

Total 1.1293.9 12,930.5 16.925.0 23,410.1 29,279.5 26,269.9 34,441.7 37,338.6 37,979.4 49M7.2 

Source: Federal Bureau of Statistics and taken from (World Bank (1987) Table 3.071 



V4LU'KE, VALUE AND UNIT VALUE OF MAJOR EXPORTS, 1977/78-1985/86 /a 

19)7178 19;8/19 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984185 1965/f6 

Lat_CUIan 
V, lme (H.yg) 101.00 55.00 251.00 325.00 231.30 254.92 98.22 267.99 044.24 
V.slIe 110.10 66.20 335.30 525.60 264.00 305.62 131.44 281.94 511.05 
r, ce ($is:) 1.09 1.20 1.34 1.62 .14 1.20 1.34 1.09 0.80 

Vol.uC (000 "T) 280.00 180.00 320.00 410.00 261.81 231.74 405.93 174.'6 2(10.54 
vah.e 174.00 135.40 225.50 290. 0 185.42 148.24 243.84 3O.66 171.48 
Iace (S/NT) 44 .8 752.22 704.69 702.32 708.22 623.54 600.69 624.27 &65.B$ 

k2tc!-Iict 
V.1,.me (000 I1) 600.00 830.00 770.00 830.OL 689.22 667.10 859.10 544.63 1.0%5.40 
V.lue 119.30 206.00 196.70 275.80 205.85 141.49 178.14 111.5- 3.K.76 
Irice (5/KI) 198.83 248.17 255.45 332.29 298.67 212.10 207.36 204.13 159.89 

vu tre (H.g) 60.00 91.90 99.90 95.20 95.60 134.10 101.81 125.86 |51.64 

Value 107.00 91.60 205.90 207.00 196.61 247.51 217.42 261.91 7)9.19 
rice (5/1&) 1.78 2.02 2.06 2.17 2.06 1.85 2.14 2.08 1.71 

Cotton ClIth 

Volm (H.Sq.tt 453.50 533.80 545.80 500.90. 584.30 605.33 6C4.18 681.t62 i1t.51 
Value 175.70 215.70 244.20 241.40 279.50 281.59 360.24 305.64 333.0 
roIce (5i/5.n 3't) 0.39 0.41 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.4) 0.54 0.44 6.43 

Volume (N.Sq.rt ) 8.70 12.70 10.20 a.80 31.01 10.74 16.64 15.6y 11.63 
Va I.e 64.30 124.00 127.70 90.10 log.J2 94.02 146.27 153.20 17.96 
I'tL t ( 51S9. 't) 7.39 9.76 12.52 10.26 9.92 8.75 8.79 9.78 10.09 

L-!S'!il 
Volume (H.Sq.Ilrr) 1.90 2.50 2.70 2.50 1.93 2.23 4.69 2.07 2.45 

Value 118.30 114.80 222.10 226.60 159.10 150.50 172.31 133.87 15'j.39 8 

J'r ice (5/Sq.lttr) 62.26 69.92 82.26 90.64 82.44 67.49 36.74 64.67 61.38 

Lil, and Preksaiopni 
Volume (11.Ig) 13.40 13.60 13.20 19.70 17.60 16.58 27.63 36.34 35.62 

Value 3-.50 14.70 53.60 56.50 74.87 70.58 74.71 81.35 62.36 
Price (S/Kg) 2.57 1.08 4.06 2.87 4.25 4.26 2.10 2.23 7.31 

Vo I se- (14T) 90.00 110.00 90.00 50.00 60.00 60.00 70.00 66.93 77.47 
Value 20.50 27.50 33.60 28.90 28.90 21.90 25.91 22.48 21.40 

rrice $/,NT) 0.23 0.2 0.37 0.58 0.48 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.38 
PeAdymidj Csiments 

Volume (H. Dar) 1.93 2.54 3.78 4.51 4.89 5.70 9.13 7.19 10.15 
Value 29.80 38.10 53.90 75.30 94.20 111.63 160.58 132.71 21.67 
trice ($/Dor) 15.44 15.00 14.26 16.70 19.26 20.67 12.59 18.46 19.86 

Dx!h. Tex. a.b. 
Volume (N.6q.11tr) 31.30 10.30 5.10 90.80 12.30 140.24 66.14 28.60 300.92 
Value 15.55 6.56 5.45 128.48 23.50 220.12 102.70 41.94 &t..9 
Price ($/Sq.1ttE) 0.50 0.64 1.07 1.41 1.91 1.57 1.63 i.,I 0.48 

ja- Wool 
Volume (.8q.kMtr) 4.90 5.30 4.20 . 2.70 O.80 7.14 8.24 10.76 9.12 

Value 7.37 10.10 9.59 5.05 10.62 12.50 12.73 17.20 16.86 
Pice (Sg) 1.50 1.91 2.28 1.3t7 1.63 1.75 1.54 1.60 1.73 

013..re 
Value 384.58 492.94 651.16 806.77 843.70 896.95 916:29 893.60 027.68 

Value j_.00Q 170.60 2,3642.70 "1f,12 2,490.04 2,709.81 274.56 J-QQ1 2AI2M, 

LA Values is million US dollar. 

Source: Planning and Development Division taken from [World Bank (1987), Table 3.091 



ANNEX F
 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF TA PROJECTS AND 
NON-PROJECT ACTIVITIES UTILIZING ACE RESOURCES FOR 

EQUIPMENT PRO CUREMET 

RIGATION SYSTEMS MANAGMIENT (ISM) 
(391-0467)
 

Project Purpose:
 

To increase the capabilities of the institutions involved in irrigation
 
planning, design, research, operation and maintenance, and to bring about
 
policy changes needed for proper irrigation water management.
 

This project was developed in conjunction with the World Bank (IBRD/IDA) with each
 
donor's area of participation identified or areas of participation split (i.e.,
 
rehabilitation, etc.)
 

The project implementation is being carried out by components as follows:
 

1. Rehabilitation Works
 
a. Canals & Drains
 
b. Workshops
 

2. Institutional Improvements: Management and Technical Skills Development.
 
a. Federal level
 
b. Provincial (PID's)
 

3. Planning, Policy Implementation and Research
 

4. Command Water Management
 

The LOP (1983-89) ISM funding level is projected at 65 million. In addition, t52
 
million of ACE grant fund were earmarked for commodity procurement. These funds
 
have or will be used to procure the following categories of equipment and
 
commodities from the United States:
 

" Heavy equipment (see attached list) for canal and drain rehabilitation;
 
" Irrigation workshop equipment;
 
" Spare-parts (for existing/old equipment);
 
" Data collection/analysis equipment (ACOP - sedimentation studies);
 
" Hydraulic research and design equipment.
 

The equipment under the first four categories has been received. Procurement was
 
through the GOP using the services of two PSA's (Connel Brothers for heavy
 
equipment and AGEIS for spare and small equipment). Specifications for research
 
equipment are under preparation by the ISM TA Research Team (University of
 
Idaho/Washington State University and Development Alternatives Inc. (DAI)).
 
USAfD/ISM personnel assumed an active role in the earlier procurement process.
 

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, I.NC. 
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MANAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL R.ESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY (MART) 
(391-0489) 

Project Purpose:
 

Strengthen the performance of the national agricultural research system to
 
generate and disseminate quality and relevant agricultural technologies to the
 
farmers of Pakistan.
 

Implementat.on of this project is being carried out under five components or
 
subject headings but totally inter-related in direction and efforts to attain the
 
stated purpose and goal. These components are as follows:
 

1. 	Research Management and Administration (R.MA) - Identify problems and then
 
causes and propose alternative solutions in the areas of research planning,
 
research methods, organization and administration, information flow and
 
financial management. Recommendations will be translated into specific
 
management improvement interventions for implementation throughout the national
 
agricultural research network.
 

2. 	Information Transfer (IT)- The goal is to (a)make research results more
 
readily available to the general public and potential end-users; and (b)
 
disseminate the information in ways which respond to the needs of the client
 
group and to ensure the information's effective utilization.
 

3. 	Training for the Agricultural Research Network (TARN) - This component is
 
designed to improve the capacity of the agricultural research community in
 
Pakistan to identify, meet or carry on staff training programs designed to meet
 
Pakistan's personnel requirements in the various research, extension and
 
information disciplines required for productive and pertinent research efforts.
 

4. 	Arid Zone Research (AZR) - This component is designed to strengthen capacity.
 
and capability of the Arid Zone Research Institute (AZRI) in Baluchistan to
 
generate and disseminate ,uality and relevant technologies aimed at increasing
 
agricultural production in Pakistan's non-irrigated areas.
 

5. Wheat and Maize Coordinated Programs (WMCP) - This component is designed to
 
identify the factors contributing to the large gap between production potential
 
and actual production by the farmer as a basis for developing a "farming
 
systems research" approach for future research efforts in Pakistan.
 

The 	total LOP level of U.S. funding is 30.0 million. Components funding
 
levels are projected as follows:
 

RMA li,778,000
 
IT 3,802,000
 
TARN 4,065,000
 
AZR 5,997,000
 
WMCP 4,358,000
 

Total 	 30,000,000
 

DEVELOPHENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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Approximately t4.6 million for commodity and equipment procurement Will be
 
provided in addition through ACE with projected distribution by components as
 
follows:
 

RMA 1.50
 
IT
 
TARN 0.25
 
AZR 0.60
 
WMCP 0.15
 

Total 	 t2.5 million
 

Status: 	 Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC) will from past
 
experience procure this equipment through their established GOP
 
procurement channels. As of May 1987, t578,193.93 has been committed
 
with zero disbursement to date. Equipmen. requirements were
 
determined by a survey of institutions as to requirements.
 

The type 	of equipmeat and ultimate recipients are as follows:
 

1. AZRI (Arid Zone Research Institute) - Quetta
 

a. Research Supoort
 

Farm tractors
 
Soil preparation equipment
 

Thresher
 
Seed cleaner & treatment equipment
 
Forage plot harvester
 

b. Animal Range Equipment
 

Soil & plant analysis equipment
 
Ovens
 
Balances
 

c. Agronomy
 

Seed counter
 
Refrigerator (material storage)
 
Laboratory equipment
 

d. Extension & Communication
 

Projector
 
Camera
 
Plot planter
 

e. Meteorological Station
 

Datalogger
 

Weather station e-i'ipment
 

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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2. Baluchistan Province
 

Agricultural Research Institute
 

Laboratory equipment
 
Field plot equipment
 
Farm equipment
 

3. Sind Province
 

a. Sind Agricultural University, Tandojam
 
b. Sind Agricultural Research Institute, Tandojam
 
c. Sind Horticulture Institute, Mirpurkhas
 
d. Maize and Wheat Research Institute, Dadu
 
e. Rice Research Institute, Dokri
 
f. Sugarcane Research Institute, Larkana
 

Miscellaneous laboratory equipment
 

4. Punjab Province
 

a. Agricultural University, Faisalabad
 
b. Agricultural Research Institute, Faisalabad
 
c. Rice Research Institute, Kala Shah Kaku
 
d. Barani Agricultural Institute, Chakwal
 
e. Barani Agricultural Research Institute, Bahawalpur
 

Miscellaneous laboratory equipment
 
Research plot equipment
 

5. North West Frontier Province
 

Agricultural Research Institute, Tarnab
 
Agricultural University, NWFP, Peshawar
 
Cereal Crop Research Institute, Risalpur
 

Miscellaneous laboratory equipment
 

Research plot equipment
 

6. National Agricultural Research Center (NARC) - Islamabad
 

Equipment lists under preparation for FY87 procurement.
 

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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MANSFORMATION AND ITEGRATION OF THE PROVINCIAL
 
AG..CULTUAL NTORK (TIPAN)
 

(391-0488)
 

Project Purpose:
 

To integrate agricultural research in the NWFP with agricultural education at
 
the university level, improve the quality of education offered and research
 
undertaken by the university, and strengthen linkage with agricultural
 
extension through a problem-solving, farmer-oriented outreach program at the
 
university.
 

The project will be implemented in three phases. The implementation of each
 
successive phase will be preceded by a comprehensive evaluation of activities under
 
the prior phase. These phases may be best characterized as follows:
 

Phase I  Key features of AU's institutional development will have been put into 
place and construction and equipping of the most needed campus 
physical facilities completed or nearing completion. 

Phase II - Institutional development will be at a stage where major aspects of 
teaching, research and outreach programs have been established to a 
greatly improved but not yet completed agricultural university in the 
MaP. 

Phase III - Will be concentrated on quality improvement in the teaching program 
and in research administration. The outreach program and external 
linkage will be fully developed.
 

An initial ESF grant of 435.5 million has been outlined for Phase.I. Subject to
 
satisfactory performance and progress achieved under Phase I, the Mission will seek
 
authorization amendments to increase the level of funding by tll.5 million and 8
 
million respectively to a total of 55 million for all three phases of the 11-year
 
project. In addition it is proposed that 3.0 million be provided under the ACE
 
program for commodities and equipment for Phase I and an additional t2.0 million in
 
Phase II for a total of 15.0 million. Procurement will be undertaken by the
 
University of Illinois (Contractor) using the university procurement services.
 

Status:
 

3.0 million of ACE resources committed by a FRLC. The payment made is through
 
the University of Illinois procurement system under a Federal Reserve Letter of
 
Commitment. The U of I contract authorizes this type of procurement mode. The
 
general categories of equipment includes laboratory equipment and research
 
station equipment. Portions of this equipment have arrived on site.
 

3121D
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BAICHISTAN AREA DEVELOVMENT (BALAD) 

(391-0479) 

Project Purpose*
 

To accelerate the integration oZ the Makran Division of Baluchistan into the
 
socio-economic mainstream of Pakistan and to improve the quality of life in
 
Makran through improving roads, water and agricultural infrastructure and
 
strengthening Provincial and Divisional planning, management and human
 
resources.
 

Project activities include:
 

1. Road construction, upgrading and maintenance;
 
2. Water sector (irrigation, impoundment, control) improvements; and
 
3. Strengthening of Provincial and Division planning and management capabilities.
 

The LOP (1984-89) BALAD funding level is projected at 40 million. In addition,
 
$4.7 million of ACE grant funds were earmarked for commodity procurement in support
 
of the BALD Project activities. These funds have been or will be used to procure
 
in the U.S. the following categories of equipment:
 

Irrigation and Power Department (small dam construction, diversions, "Karez"
 
maintenance)
 

" Earth moving & support equipment
 
" Compaction equipment
 
" Surveying equipment
 
* Water flow instrumentation
 
" Heavy equipment transport components
 
" Drilling equipment
 

Communication and Works Department (road construction and maintenance)
 

" Surveying equipment
 

" Heavy equipment and support equipment
 
" Dump trucks
 
* Concrete mixers
 

" Aircompressors
 
* Heavy equipment transport equipment
 
" Maintenance shop equipment
 

Agriculture Department (extension - demonstration)
 

" Farm tractors and implements
 

* Land planes
 
" Survey equipment
 
" Flumes
 
" Office equipment
 

DEVELOP ET ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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The procurement was through a host country letter of credit. However, USAID/10
 
assumed the major responsibility for this procurement because the 3aluchistan
 
officials had no prior experience in procurement of this type.
 

.ll procurement of the first tranche has been completed, with approximately 85-90
 
percent of the equipment on site.
 

FOOD SECURITY MANAGEMENT (FSM)
 
(391-0491)
 

Project Purpose:
 

To improve the analytical and policy formulation framework, the managerial
 
capabilities, and the physical capacity of the GOP to manage the n6'ional food
 
security system effectively and efficiently.
 

The project was designed to be implemented through three components with
 
implementation carried out independently but linked at key points. The three
 
components are as follows:
 

1. Economic and Policy Analysis (EPA) - includes the establishment of an
 
economic analysis network and a special studies program to address key
 
issues in the food security area.
 

2. Agricultural Data Collection (ADC) - will modify the existing basic
 
agricultural statistics collection system with a more accurate and efficient
 
system designed around the area sampling frame (ASF) concept.
 

3. Post Harvest Management (PRM) - will assist the GOP to improve its national
 
grain stDrage system. (The public sector is viewed as being the prime
 
sector for involvement and leader for at least a decade - private sector
 
involvement only with policy modifications.)
 

The LOP (1984-89) FSM funding level is projected at t35.0 million. In addition
 
10.9 million of ACE grant funds have been earmarked for direct commodity support to 
the FSM project. Procurement of computers to strengthen the data collection and 
analysis capacity will be through the iss'li-'e of a PIO/C for standard AID/W 
procurement procedures. 

FORESTRY PLANNNG AND DEVELOPIENT (FPD) 

(391-0481) 

Goal:

Project 


The primary goal of FPD is to help Pakistan increase its indigenous energy 
supplies and to achieve energy self-sufficiency. Its secondary goal is to
 
reverse the process of deforestation.
 

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCUTES, LNC.
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Project ?urtose: 

To strengthen the capability of federal, provincial, and local institutions to
 
design, implement and evaluate policies and programs for increasing the
 
production of fuelwood and timber and to demonstrate the economic and social
 
feasibility of producing tree crops on privately-owned farms and range lands.
 

The implementation will be carried out in three closely-related project components:
 

1. Institutional and manpower development;
 
2. Farm and energy forestry research; and
 
3. Farm and energy forestry field operational activities.
 

The LOP (1983-90) FPD funding level is projected at t25.0 million. In addition,
 
3.5 million of ACE grant funds have been earmarked for commodity procurement in
 
support of the PFD project.
 

The equipment was procured by the Pakistani Embassy in Washington based on the
 
issuance of letters of commitment. All equipment has been procured and delivered
 
to the site. This procurement was for the following:
 

1. Irrigation Plantation - Sind (mine support timber production)
 

* Heavy equipment
 
* Farm tractors and equipment components
 
* Surveying equipment
 

2. Forestry Institute - Peshawar
 

* Miscellaneous laboratory equipment
 
* Field research equipment
 
* Teaching and training equipment
 
* Extension support equipment 

NWFP AREA DEELOPHM{T (NWFAD) 
(FADOON-AMAZAI AREA DEVELOPMENT) 

(391-0485) 

Project Purpose:
 

To change the Gadoon Amazai area economy from one based primarily on poppy
 
cultivation to a diversified agricultural and non-agricultural system with
 
strong ties to the national economy.
 

The project is designed around two distinct programs of action: (1) effective
 
implementation of a plan to enforce the existing ban on poppy cultivation, and (2)
 
a USAID/GOP development program that will finance development activities in the
 
project area.
 

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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The development program will be implemented in inter-related phases:
 

Phase I. 	Improve transport and other infrastructure and laying the groundwork
 
for Phase II.
 

Phase II. Agricultural development, infrastructure construction, off-farm
 
employment.
 

ACE resources (approximately 10.4 million) will be utilized to support the
 
agricultural development program. Limited commodities and equipment -,ill be
 
imported to support a program of on-farm trials and demonstration, and distribution
 
of improved seed.
 

NON-PROJECT ACTIVITIES
 

NORTHWEST FRONTI. PROVINCE 

Six million dollars of ACE funds has been allocated for the procurement of heavy
 
equipment 	for rural road construction and maintenance. A request for the
 
initiation of the procurement has yet to be received from the GOP.
 

WARSAK HIGH LIFT PUMPING STATION
 

ACE funds 	(41.3 million) have been allocated for the procurement of five
 
replacement pumps (replacement necessary because of scouring due to heavy silt
 
load) at the Warsak Station. A contract has been signed for the manufacture of
 
these pumps.
 

CENTER FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (CAMB) 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB LAHORE 

ACE funds (00.44 million) have been allocated for the purchase of research and
 
laboratory equipment for CAMB. The center, located at the University of the
 
Punjab, Lahore, is structured to carry on basic research in plant and animal
 
diseases. Through a genetic engineering approach they are seeking ways of
 
affecting control measures. An example is the addition of a characteristic of a
 
yeast chain to the chickpea so that the chickpea is resistant to certain virus
 
caused diseases (a major factor in chickpea production). The ACE equipment will be
 
used for such research. Specifications for the equipment have been prepared by
 
members of Johns Hopkins University. Procurement will be by the Pakistan
 
Agriculture Research Council (PARC) through their established procurement channels.
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ANNEX G
 

ACE COMMODITIES IMPORTED
 

Fertizer - DAP 831,488 MT 

TSP 10,500 MT 

Wheat 557,468 MT 

Cotton 56,637 Bales 

Equipment * 

Project Million Dollars 

ISM 
MART 
BALAD 
TIPAN 
FPD 
FSM 
NWFAD 

51.8 
5.6 
4.7 
3.2 
3.5 
.9 
.4 

(70.1) 

Non Project 

Warsak high lift pump
CAMB 
NWFP Roads 
Misc. 

s 1.30 
.44 

6.00 
2.60 

(10.34)
 

Total Equip. 80.45
 

* General categories of equipment included in Annex F, 

Project Descriptions. 
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ECE COMODITIES IMPORTED
 

Bid No.: 391-0486-GSP/861/031/PRQ-Ol
 

Drilling spares and accessories
 
Truck mounted rotary cum diamond core
 
Mud/Rig Laboratory Equipment
 
Mud Chemicals
 
Transport Equipment
 
Misc. Equip. (Meters) 
Time & Frequency IP Transmitter & Receiver 
Hard Rock Pressure Drill 
Geophysical Logging Equipment 
Petrology & Mineralogy Lab Equipment 

391-0486-WAPDA/85/T - Lots I & II 

Spare parts for Gas Turbine Power
 
Station Shahdara 

391-0486/WAPDA/85/CEH/P&S - Lot III
 

Spare parts for Steam Power Station 
Hishatabad. 
Truck Mounted 40 Ton capacity Cranes 
for Warsak Power Station 

391 -0486/WAPDAi86/D-Of
 

Equipment & Commodities for Power
 
Distribution System.
 
(Current Voltage Transformers,
 
Sub-standard Volt/Amme Cers,
 
P.F. Meters, H.V. Detector, 
Megger, Watt/Var Recorder,
 
Transformer Turn Ratio Test Set,
 
Cable Fault Indicator, 
Infra-red Thermometer, etc. 

391 -0486/WAPDA/86/STG-0I
 

Measuring & Testing Equipment for 
WAPDA Transmission and Grid Station
 

391-0486/KESC/PUR/01/85
 

List of spare parts for Korangi 
Thermal Power Station 

List of spare parts for SITE gas Turbine
 
power Station and Korangi Gas Turbine Power
 
Station. 

Capacitor Banks 
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39l -0486/KESC/PUP/86 -02
 

15 KV HT XLPE insulated Aluminium
 
*'trand Cable(Lot-I, Group A)
 
15 KV Straight through Joint Box (Lot-I,
 
Group B)
 
11 KV Heat Shrinkable Cable Termination
 
(Lot-I, Group C)
 
Spare Parts for KESC Grid Stations
 
(Lot-II, Group A, B, C, 0, E, F, G, H,
 
I, J, K, and L
 
Spare Parts for KESC Generation Stations
 
(i)Korangi Gas Turbine Station (Lot-III)
 
(ii)Korangi Thermal Power Station (Lot-IV, Group A thru I) 
Forklift Trucks (Lot-V) 
Aerial Elbow (Truck Mounted) (Lot-VI)
 
Self Loader (Truck Mounted) (Lot VII)
 
7.5 Ton Mlobile Crane (Lot-VIII)
 
Energy Meters (Lot-IX) 

391 -0486/HDIP/86-Ol
 

Ec',ipment for Basin Studies Division,
 
Islamabad (Lot I)
 
Equipment for POL Labs. Karachi (Lot II)
 
List of Equipment/Machinery for Compressed
 
Natural Gas in automobiles (Lot III)
 
Equipment for Combustion Engineering Laboratory
 
(Lot 1V)
 
Equipment for Pilot Plant Station for Process
 
Development Training (Lot V)
 

391 -0486/OGDC/87 -01
 

Seismic Equipment, Well
 
Velocity Equipment, Geophone Stringes,
 
Cables, Vibrators, Spare Parts
 

Data Telecommunication Equipment
 

Well Logging Truck Equipment,
 
Surface Recording Unit,
 
Oscilloscope, Voltmeter, 
Function Generator
 

391-0486/FRC & SEC-PCSIR/86-Ol
 

Equipment & commodities for Coal
 
Alternate Fuels & Coal Briquettes 
Research, Analyses & Testing
 

Equipment for Solar Energy Center
 
and Renewable Energy Development
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391 -0486/OGDC/84-01 

Casing, Casing Accessories, Liner Hangers
 
Bits & Nozzles, Diamond Core Heads,
 
Well Heads, High Pressure Fittings,
 
Mud chemicals, Cement, Cement Additives
 
Kelly Cocks, Drill Collars, Steel Wire Ropes,
 
Drill Pipe Casing Protectors, Dopes, Gate Valves
 

391-0486/WAPDA/86/T-02
 

Turbine Blades, Diaphrams and Rotating
 
Blades for WAPDA Gas Turbine Power
 
Station
 



AMNEX H
 

PLANNED VS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
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P.rANNED VS. ACTT.',L EXP ,NITURES
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V T A T U S O F I N P U T S H-1O
 
.VCOMMODITIES AND EWJIFNENT (391-0486)
 
4,COMIlIES
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ANNEX J
 

WAPDA GENERATION REQUIRM4 THROUGH 1993 

Demand for electric capacity (MW) and energy (GWH) in Pakistan has risen
 
rapidly over the past decade at average rates of 9 and 13 percent
 
respectively. See Table 111-7 for their trends. Electricity consumption
 
growth is being driven by rising living standards, changing patterns of
 
energy use that accompany economic development, and failure to eliminate
 
or substantially reduce subsidized electricity prices. The Sixth Five
 
Year Plan places almost 75 percent of total industrial burden on the
 

private sector.
 

Table Jl shows that, for WAPDA alone, the price tag to avoid load
 
shedding by 1993 will be over t4 billion for generation expansion and
 
over t2 billion for corresponding transmission and distribution systems.
 
Of the t4 billion, t2.4 billion will represent foreign exchange costs.
 
Additional substantial funding will be required for KESC and rural
 
electrification generation expansion.
 

Since 1981, considerable attention has been directed towards the private
 
sector by World Bank and Asian Development Bank. Other donor agencies
 
are also making loans available on a lesser scale to private sector
 
industries. While their effort is substantial, there remains a huge gap
 
in the foreign exchange requirements needed to (1) bridge the gap between
 
energy resource availability and demand, and (2) to increase availability
 
to private sector activity to complement public sector activities. A
 
successful ECE private sector window and leverage on reducing the energy
 
price subsidies could play a significant role in financing and reducing
 
these requirements.
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TABLE J-1
 

WAPDA's Kajor Generation Projects To liiminate Load Sheddings by 1993 

On-line Project Name Capacity Financing 
Year Addition Million of Dollars 

(MW) TOTAL Foreign 
Exchange Cost 

1986-37 	 Kot Addu Combustion
 
Turbines (Units 1-4) ........ 400 t165 86
 

1987-88 	 Steam Units for Combined
 
Cycle operation at Guddu.... 200 5 88* 5 45*
 

1988-89 	 Kot Addu Combustion
 
Turbines (Units 5-8) ........ 400 t175 t 90
 
Guddu Gas Turbines.......... 200 t 88* t 45*
 

1989-90 	 Jamshoro Oil Fired Units l&2 460 367 t: 0 
Combined Cycle Steam Units 
at Kot Addu................. 200 5 88 5 45 
Additional Combines Cycle 
Steam Units at Guddu ........ 100 5 44 23 
Mangla Units 9&10 (Hydro)... 200 89 t 44 

1990-91 	 Tarbela Units 11-14 ......... 1728 666 4303 
Jamshoro Oil Fired Units 3&4 420 214 t 97 
Lakhra Fluidized Bed ........ 150 300 4180 
Combined Cycle Steam 
Units at Faislabad .......... 40 5 18 5 9 
Combined Cycle Steam 
Units at Kotri .............. 40 18 5 9 

1991-92 	 Multan Oil Fired ............ 210 i0O 5 65
 
Jamshoro Oil Fired Units 5&6 600 1590 366
 

1992-93 	 Chashma Low Head Hydro ...... 240 ti00* 4 50*
 
Jamshoro Oil Fired Unit 7.. 300 4295 t183
 
Multan Oil Fired Unit 7..... 210 l00 t 65
 
Lakhra Coal Fired........... 500 tl,720 t585
 

Total 	 6,598MW $4,040 $2,404
 

*Estimated based on installed capacity cost in Pakistan.
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ANNEX K
 

StMARY OF THE
 
AGRICULTURE SECTOR SUPPORT PROGRAM 

USAID/PAKISTAN - 4/87
 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The proposed Agricultural Sector Support Program (ASSP) is designed tb
 
provide balance of payments support to the Government of Pakistan while
 
laying the groundwork for sustained agric!iltural growth through
 
Institutional and structural policy reforis in the agricitltural sector. 
USAID/Pakistan proposes an initial authorization of 300 million grant, 
with a second $300 million grant to be authorized at the end of the third 
year if Justified by successful results during the first three years. 

ASSP builds on the economic analysis capability being fostered by the
 
Food Security Management (FSM) Project and the successful experience of
 
support for policy reforms and resource transfers under the Agricultural 
Commodities and Equipment (ACE) and PL-480 Programs. ASSP will finance 
detailed studies in the agricultural sector that not only identify key 
constraints but also spell out the costs. benefits, and means of 
implementing the proposed reform. These analytical studies will form the 
basis of discussions, which will include workshops with public and 
private sector participants. Subsequently the government will decide if 
and how policies or regulations need to be modified.
 

ASSP has two different modes of balance of payments and budgetary 
support: first, there is a commodity import program (CIP), largely in 
fertilizer; and second, there are sector support grants. As stated there 
are two basic purposes for the-Agricultural Sector Support Program. One
 
is balance of payments and budget support which is addressed through both
 
sector support grants and commodity import mechanisms. The second
 
purpose of the project is to increase economic growth in the agriculture
 
sector through policy reforms and expanded private sector investment and
 
participation. The latter purpose is achieved when both Governments
 
agree to a set of self-help measures.and institutional, policy or
 
administrative changes which will stimulate the agricultural economy.
 
These agr,.ed upon activities are to be supportive of GOP initiatives and
 
five year plan tirgets. Examples of such would be USAID activities which
 
assisted the Government prior to its making regulatory changes in the
 
edible oils, fertilizer and wheat sub-sectors.
 

ASSP will operate in the context of an economy in which structural
 
weaknesses seriously threaten the nation's balance of payments situation
 
and its ability to sustain the 1977-86 GNP growth rate of 6.5%. The
 
external sector is characterized by a narrow export base and restrictive
 
tr3de policies. Measures to increase and broaden government reventier, are
 
urgently needed, while the vast majority of the GOP's interventions into
 
the economy could more efficiently be performed by the private sector in
 
a less regulated environment. ASSP is designed to help overcome these
 
constraints to sustained economic development.
 



1. Analytical Supoort - This component will help GOP and USAID
 
monitor policy initiatives and implementation in areas such as edible
 
oil. It will also coiduct studies, is mutually agreed upon on other
 
important topics such as sugar,' rice, cotton, wheat, Animal feed, and the 
marginal value product of irrigation water. The different components of 
the currint Food Security Management Project (FSM) will be continued 
under ASSP and are listed in items two, three and four below. 

2. Economic Analysis Network (EAN) - By the time ASSP is 
operational, AN plans to have in place three major research programs in 
ecoromic analysis, price analysis, and farm manaqement. The long-term 
expatriate advisors will continue to work with Pa-kist"i, ecoomists. 
Reference documents and other texts for ecnnomic research libraries in 
the country will be bought. 

3. Agricultural Data Collection (ADC) - Under FSM, the ADOC 
project component Is In the process of modifryng the GDP's present 
agricultural statistics collection systerm to develop a nore accurate and 
efficient system based on the area sampling frame concept. While the
 
pilot sampling areas will h.,ve been completed by the time ASSP is in
 
operation, a second phase will be needed to implement the area sampling

frame nationally. ADC will be expanded to improve other types of 
information collected in Pakistan, e.g. price, cost of production, 
livestock, etc. 

4. Post-Harvest Management (PM4) - The basic goal of PMf4 is to 
improve the management of Pa3Kstan's national grain storage system. The 
current project component of FSM has conducted studies and will shortly 
begin rphabilitation of public sector storage and improvement of storage 
management. Reports Indicate that private sector investment in storaqe
 
would be very useful. However, this will require that economic 
incentives support investment in this critical area. If this were to
 
occur a pilot effort to examine various types of modern bulk storage for 
cereal grains would be appropriate. A pilot project in bulk storage

would identify the best ways in which to convert the present bag storage 
to a more efficient bulk system. This might be a target for financing
 
under ASSP.
 

5. Training: Under the. training componeit USAID will firiance
 
scholarships r-or P~istani nationals (employed in the public and private 
sectors) to study in America. These scholarships are for training in a
 
broad range of subjects related to agriculture and agro-industry 
including food technology and processing, agribusiness administration,
 
agronomy, genetics, soil sciences and agricultural economics. Traininq 
programs would also be organized in Pakistan under the auspices of
 
institutions such as the Lahore Business School, universities, research 
stations and/or trade organizations.
 

III. ESTIMATED BUDGET 

The ASSP budget, pending the availability of funds and bilateral 
ipprovN(,. wil be approximately $100 mil lion per year. After the first 
year, fuhds availability will he conditiohed upon a Joint review and 
positive results reqarding the accomplishment of self-help measures and 



1I. PROGRAI ELENTS
 

A. Sector Support Grants
 

The sector support grant mechanism is straight forward. During the first
 
year an agenda of policy reform and self-help measures is agreed to.
 
Once this is done a transfer of dollars is made from the U.S. Government
 
to the Government of Pakistan. Funds are placed in a dedicated account
 
and used by the GOP for its foreign exchange needs. Their use should be
 
for developmental and growth purposes but they can also be used for debt
 
repayment to the US or other friendly non-communist Governments. The:'use
 
of foreign excharge is primarily restricted to good sense a id those
 
usages which will be viewed favourably by the United States Congress.
 
The grants will also result in an equivalent "generation" of rupees.
 
These rupees will be attributed, much as they are in the PL 480 program,
 
to developmental budgetary line items. However, they may also, as
 
mutually agreed upon, be used to support innovative developmental
 
activities such as development of close institutional links between
 
agricultural education and research in the Sind or Punjab, other
 
institutional reforms, local costs for irrigation or drainage works and
 
the like. Both foreign exchange and local currencies must be placed in
 
special accounts and their usage reported on periodically.
 

B. Commodity Import Program
 

This component of ASSP would finance fertilizer imports, other 
aqricultural commodity imports when needed (such as wheat, cotton). 
feedgrains, and equipment for projects i agriculture and rural 
development. As was done under ACE, most commodity transfers -- with the 
possible exception of emergency commodities (natural disasters) -- would 
be supportive of policy and/or institutional changes. 

A CIP lends itself to reform where imported c.ommodities are closely 
related to poli,:y change. The CIP might include the importation of 
equipment to support policy change in irrigation or food grains to 
support policy reform in the livestock sector. While a number of 
different commodities may be imported under the CIP, it is expected that 
the great bulk of imiport financing will be for DAP fertilizer. 
Projections Indicate that five nillhon tons of DAP would be required to
 
meet the countr's Ohosphatic fertilizer needs over ASSP's six year
 
life. The U.S. is now providing 30-35% of the country's phosphate
 
ferti 1izer ,nports. That proportion (about 30,) of the five mil lion ton 
1988-93 import requirement amounts to a total of 1.5 million tons, or an 
average of 250,000 tons annually. At -7"rrent prices, the delivered cost 
to the Karachi port would be about $65 million annually. We are 
proposing to finance at least $40 million dollars annually. 

C. Technical Assistance, Training, and Analytical Support (TATA)
 

The TATA component of ASSP will provide training for private and public
 
sector permnf-l as well as technical assistance to the GOP for the
 
following typ-.s of analyses: 1) macro-economic analysis of Pakistan's
 
aqriculturil sector; 2) policy studies to support requlatory change; 3)
 
agribusines, studies; and 4) study of special topics in aqricultural

research, production, and irrigatlon.
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reforms. If funds are available, ASSP can be started In US FY 1987 with 
1988 being the first year of full implementition. 

Illustrative Budget
 

Budget for FY 1987, 	 t 6-30 million (to be 
determined) 

Budget for FY. 1988 

Sector Support Proram $ 50 million 
Commodity Import Program $50 million 
Training & Analytica Work $ - million (prefinanced FY 198j 

Total: $ 100 million (Grant) 

ARO:RHGoldman:ar"4/16/87
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PAGE 2 

H. EVALUATONABSTRACT (donot. eltwspaecpraowjkd)rhis was an evaluation of two sector-orienrec 

commodity import programs (CIPs) in ?akistan, agriculture (ACE), authorized for $475 mill 

ion for six years, and energy (ECE), authroized for Sl00 million over four years. Both 

sectors 	rank highest in development priority for USAID and GOP. Evaluators interviewed
 
and in banks, and reviewed documenofficials in the GOP, the private and public sectors 


tation and statistics provided by the USAID, including CDSS of April 1987.
 

The initial design stressed rapid disbursements for balance of payments support and
 

included private sector windows in both programs. Totalling $50 million, those windows
 

remain virtually unused because of high U.S. product costs, availability of ocher foreig
 

exchange, increased competition tor markets by other countries and regulatory restraints
 

imposed by the GOP. Evaluators confirmed studies made by USAID concerning major obstaclts
 

Public sector funds are in great demand as GOP agencies are less concerned with dollaI
 

costs and there is pressure on agencies to utilize CIP funds. To date, ACE has disbursed
 

over $360 million of $390 million obligated in both grant and loan funds; over 80% of
 

ACE funds have been used for fast moving bulk commodities, wheat, cotton and fertlizers.
 

The remainder is for agricultural equipment and machinery for the support of seven USAID
 

projects and will have a development impact commensurate with that of the projects.
 

ECE commodities are in general support of the energy sector, primarily electric gener

ation, but including oil, gas and coal, but they are not in support of specific USAID
 

energy projects. The impact of those commodities on development promises to be positive
 

ECE has disbursed $9.7 million of the $100 million obligated, with $50 million committed
 

to specific transactions. There is a significant pent-up demand in the private sector.
 

Overall, both programs are managed efficiently by USAID and coordination within the
 

Mission and with the GOP is effective. Major bottlenecks occur on the GOP side in speci
 
fication drafting and bid evaluations. Substantial training and technical is required.
 

The report recommends continuation of the public sector activities in both programs,
 

but the continuation of the private sector windows for only six months pending a reexam

ination by the Mission of the current value and validity of the private sector windows
 

against the staff time expended on promoting that activity and an empirical determinatioi
 

of the effect of the lowering of the interest rates charged by local banks to importers.
 

Another evaluation of both ACE and ECE should be scheduled for the spring of 1988 to
 

assess the utilization and development impact of the balance of the machinery and equipm ntL
 

The major lessons learned are that USAIDs and AID/W should be chary about burdening
 

with rapid disbursement objectives when their commodity content makes them more suitable
 

for development (this is particularly true for sector-oriented CIPs), and designers of
 

ate sector windows in CIPs should analyze more carefully the real demand for private
 

icipation by taking into consideraticii the availability of foreign exchange, the competi

for U.S. commodities from other countries, and the outselling and outservicing of U.S.
 

firms by others, particularly the Japanese.
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-c3'TE SUJARy 

A. Missiou and ?roject Evaluated
 

USAID/ISLAMABAD; Evaluation of the 5475 million Agricultural Commodities
 
and Euirmene 'rant/Loan Program, N1o.391-0468 (ACE-) and the IOO million
 
Energy Commodities and -.
quipmenc Grant/Loan .Program,'No.191-0486(ECE);
 
report completed Jul7 29,1987.
 

G 3. ?uroose of the Activities :nvolved 

These tiro sector-soecific commodit7 Import programs (CIPs) were designed 
to (1) provide balance of payments support to the Government of ?akistan 
(GOP) through rapid disbursements of program funds for imports by both 
the public and private sectors of sector-related commodities from United 
States sources; (2) increase agricultural productivity; (3) increase 
energy generation capacity; (4) strengthen the private sector in 
Pakistan. Later conditions were imposed through amendments to the 
program obligating documents, such as increasing to 60% the share of 
fertilizer distributed through the private sector. Agriculture and 
energy receive high priority in USAID's program and are high on the GOP's 
list of priorities in its Sixth (1982-87) and draft Seventh (1988-1993) 
Five Year Plans. 

C. Purpose of the Evaluation and Methodology
 

This was a scheduled evaluation for each program. ACE was evaluated once
 
several months after its inception in 1982; ECE has not been evaluated
 
since its inception in 1984. ACE has disbursed over t267 million out of
 
J390 million in obligations; ECE has disbursed t9.7 million of t100
 
million obligated. Both have performed poorly in the private sector-ACE
 
has used only t2.8 million of t30 million obligated for that purpose; ECE
 
has disbursed nothing out of W2O million obligated. A primary purpose of
 
the evaluation is to determine the causes for that non-utilization and
 
recommend ways to increase the usage of those funds or recommend
 
alternate uses for them. Other purposes are to examine alternatives .o 
CIPs, to assess the economic and development impact of each program, the 
effectiveness of their management, and the effect on the four "pillars" 
of AID's current development strategy. The four-person team consisted of
 
an economist, an agricultural specialist, an energy specialist and a
 
procurement specialist (team leader). Asia Near East Bureau (ANE) staff
 
briefed the team in Washington as did USAID staff in Islamabad. The team
 
interviewed other USAID and Embassy staff, and World Bank and GOP
 
officials in Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi as well as private sector
 
importers in Lahore and Karachi; two members of the team spoke with
 
officials of public and private sector banks in Karachi. Interviews were
 
unstructured but used to elicit views on obstacles to the increased use
 
of the programs, particularly in the private sector. Team members
 
visited areas where program commodities were being used or warehoused.
 
USAID made available extensive project and program documentation along
 
with GOP and World Bank statistics. The team examined procurement and
 
project files, audit reports, a previous evaluation and recent surveys
 
and studies on the private sector problem plus macro-economic data. All
 
sources were secondary and the team did not generate data independentl7. 
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..t ubmit:=ad a rait :eoor .or 'Ission Zomments, :hen r:evised :nac iraf: 
before its ieparzure. The contractor submit:=ad a finai product af:ar 
recei-rin g the Mission's final comments in N'ashington. -he tocal 
evaluation effort requi.ed 150 person days. 

D. 	 Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations (by Chapter) 

1. The .Irivate Sector 'indows 

Original expectations for private sector activity ,,nder the CIP "4ere 
based on studies and assumptions which- did aot: suffcien2.7 take ineo 
consideraion, :he rolume of comoeting foreign exchange; ieci4sions were 
made on the assumption that the superiority oi U.S. products would 
overcome price differentials. Experience has proven othervise. The 
Mission recently conducted in-depth interviews with private importers 
which indicate the following factors as major obstacles to the use of the 
private sector funds (these were confirmed by the team through its 
interviews with banks and importers): 

(1) high U.S. product and transportation costs; (ii) unfamiliarity 
with U.S. products and suppliers; (iii) lack of manufacturers' 
representatives in country for service and technical information, 
particularly as compared to Japanese firms; (iv) high interest 
rates (14%) charged by local banks for rupee loans with which to 
buy dollars (including a 3% charge for foreign exchange risk
 
cover); (v) lack of information about CIP, particularly in banks;
 
(vi) difficulty in obtaining credit from the assigned banks if not 
a customer (high collateral); (vii) GOP slowness in approving 
import Licenses, particularly for traders; (viii) limitations 
imposed by GOP Ministry of Commerce on amounts of transactions for 
traders under the Impact Policy Order (IPO). 

Mission efforts to remove constraints began in early 1986 and increased
 
markedly in 1987. During the course of this evaluation, the C-OP agreed
 
to lower the bank interest rate to 10% from 14%. But no one has yet
 
calculated the weight to be given to each of the inhibiting factors noted
 
above. The detailing of a Contract Office employee to the Commodity
 
Management Office (CaO) has increased pressure on the GOP and is keeping
 
the import community aware of the private sector fund availability.
 

Recommendations: 

* 	 That USAID continue pressing the GOP to exempt the ACE and ECE
 
private sector windows from the restrictive provisions of the
 
Lmpor-t Policy Order.
 

* 	 That the Commodities Management Office continue to publicize the
 
program's recent interest rate decrease from 14 to 10 percent and
 
continue its current media and information campaign to include
 
local 	 business groups and chambers of commerce. 

* 	 That the Commodities Management Of firce urge the GOP to expand the 
number of approved applicant banks to include domestic industrial 
financial institutions that cater to the private sector and have 
the ability to issue foreign exchange letters of credit acceptable
 
to U.S. banks.
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. USAID onctnue both pri-rate sec:or vindows .or iix monchs :o-hac 
zest the response :o che aew lower tnearest -re3s. (:5) .-hat 7SAID 
management reexamine the objectives of :he privace sector "indow 
(a.3. should the targeted 3roup be al -ims or iust small and
 
medium firms in the rral area ?). (5) That 2SJD :ons.ner
 
contracting -witha qualified Pakistai firm to determ.ine the 

relative effects of each perceived constraint on the private 
windows. (7) That at the end of six months, USA-D use the -esult3 
of the two previous recommendations to reach a decision on -hecher 
to continue the private windows. (8) hat if a decision is :eached 
to close the private windows as now st.-ctured, 7SAiZD first 
consider uti zing the funds to develop alternative oppor-un.ities 
:or .- amttng private sertor par=icia-a-io. (9) That nrl-mtate 
sector participation projects are not deemed feasible, both ACE and 
ECE private sector funds be transferred to public sector activities 
that support either stabilization efforts, if needed, or projects 
with high developmental impact as measured by internal rates of
 
return.
 

2. Development1 Lact 

ACE: To date 48% of ACE funds have been obligated for fertilizer 
imports, 25% for wheat, 21% for machinery, and 6% for cotton. Fertilizer 
imports have had the fastest delivery time and most immediate development 
impact through use by farmers; wheat and cotton imports had economic but 
no development impacts. Machinery imports have had a slower development 
impact because of longer procurement time and need to be integrated into 
the projects for which they were ordered. There was delayed utilization 

of some machinery because of slow project implementation, but those 
defects have been corrected. The potential impact of the machinery is 
extremely high as it is primarily for USAID-designed and implemented 
projects. Fertilizer has contributed to the policy dialogue with respect 
to private sector share of distribution and fertilizer pricing. There is
 

still much room for improving the technology for more effective and
 
efficient use of fertilizer by the farmers.
 

Machinery will have a direct impact on technology transfer and will
 

contribute to institution building in those entities assisted through
 
individual projects. There is little impact on the private sector per se
 
as the projects are in the public sector. The private sector window has
 
used only t2.8 million dollars since 1984.
 

Overall, AC! has been effectively utilized to obtain the fullest 
development impact while not ignoring the CIP goal of rapid 
disbursements. Because ACE was purposely designed for disbursement and 

commodity infusion and not for conditionalit7, the recently approved 
Agricultural Sector Support Program (ASSP), which includes a CIP-type 
activity, 'will have more conditions built in from the beginning, 
including a unique cash transfer elcment. 

Recommendations:
 

That USAID arrange an obsezrvacional trip to the United States and 

other countries in which both the public and private sector can 
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:ogerher Dbse--re and compare :he incaraccion and -'spec-re -oies
 
of :he -io 3ectors infer:iizer Suppl7, iistribution -ad use.
 

.	 subsid7-hat the GOP make such pollc7 changes (import,.orcig, 
:eduction, .ransport costs, interest rate refor-s :o :el:-'ect ma:urkec 
rates, and easing of collateral requirements) as aecessary to 
encourage and f.acilitate the private sector's part±cipation in 
promoting efficient fertilizer use and the supply or provision of 
other prerequisite production inputs and services. 

That ector fert:iJ.1ar 
utilize the training :esourzes offered to the private sector as a 
means for preparing the indust-7 for an expanded role in 
agricultural development. 

. USAD encourage the pri'rata 	 iaiisz-'! :o 

* 	 That, to the extent possible, future equipment procurement be made
 
through regular GOP procurement channels.
 

ECE. 	 Unlike ACE, the commodities imported under ECE are destined not for 
projects but for specific agencies in the public energy sector, including 
generation, transmission and distribution entities and research 
institutes. The emphasis is on development of the energy sector, with 
secondary emphasis on short-run rapid disbursements. The first 
commodities arrived in.1986, but given the vital role energy plays in 
Pakistan's industrial and development growth and the pent-up demand for 
energy by all sectors, the presumed development impact will be of the 
highest order. ErE a:.so plays an important part in the policy dialogue 
re energy sector concerns. Technology transfer and institution building 
are concomitant goals of the EE program. Even though the private sector 
window is as yet unused, GOP resources are insufficient to fill the 
expected energy gap into 1993, and donors will not fill that gap. 
Increasingly, private firms will be called on to supply needed generation 
resources. EE is providing support for the private sector through 
public sector development of research inst:.tutes; USAID energy sector 
projects also stress the involvement of the private sector. 

Recommendations:
 

* 	 That USA!D continue to place the highest priority on the ECE import
 
program and continue to fund the public agencies based on the
 
critical need for U.S.-mde equipment and spare parts. The final
 
level of future funding for the post-1987 period should be based on
 
the evaluation in the last recommendation herein.
 

0 	 That USAID encourage GOP to support private sector development 
through the public sector institutions. 

* 	 That the next evaluation of ECE specifically, assess the benefits of 
ECE equipment to KESC and WAPDA predicted in the Stone and 'Webster 
report of October 1985. 
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01 	 That E&Z .ieveloo lians co encourage the use of private seccor EC! 
funds zo Lmplemenc :he results f 7P&D feasibilit7 3tudies )n 
ener.3y conse-racion. 

S 	 --hat ECZ be focused on the areas where U.S. equipment and
 
technology are superior, such as iining and drilling.
 

Tat provi-eM 	 USAID cechnical assistance to the GOP for ?reparing
standardized ocices of intention and application for certification

for private 3eneracing faciit:.es. 

Thac SAID rovide tachnical assistance n leveloping 3tandard 
offer concracts tand eaergy deliver7 tofor zapaci:7 :'A:PDA and .ZS-C
 
by private energy project developers.
 

0 	 That USAID provide technical asisistance to the GOP to develop
 
private power plant siting reu-ations. 

* 	 That USAID maintain close coordination with other donor agencies' 
commodity equipment programs so that ECE may shift its emphasis
 
accordingly.
 

* 	 That USAID schedule an evaluation for ECE for the spring of 1988
 
which will assess the utilization of equipment and machinery
 
imported for the public sector agencies and its actual impact on
 
development goals.
 

3. 	 Economic Impact
 

Because each commodity element carries its own balance of payments
 
impact, the Mission must determine the appropriate mix to achieve its
 
particular economic goals. ACE achieved a high rate of disbursements
 
with bulk commodities, the largest portion of its imports, and a lower
 
rate with machinery, which, however, had a much higher development
 
impact. The design of both ACE and ECE, with the exception of the
 
private windows, was most appropriate to the situation in Pakistan. Many
 
of the commodities imported did not have a true balance of payments
 
effect because they were not commodities -which the country would have
 
purchased in absence of the USAID funds, but the same commodities -will
 
have a longer-range effect through import substitution and export
 
promotion.
 

Both CIPs provide an important stabilizing effect on the market by their
 
availability and flexibilit7, which is also a positive political gain.
 
Both CIPs are important factors in the policy dialogue with the GOP
 
concerning energy and agricultural sector issues.
 

Recommendations:
 

0 	 That USALD continue both the ACE and ECE programs in the public 
sector, retaining sufficient flexibilit7 in ACE to help stabilize 
the market when faced -with unexpected shocks to the economy. 

S 	 That USAID retain the sectoral C:P in preference to a cash grant or
 
general CIP.
 

(v)
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Uanagement !ffact7eness 

Over.all management of the n-wo CIPs is good; the presence of an 
xa.erienced commodities officer is a definite plus, although the
 
Commodities Management Office is understaffed. 3oth the agriculture and
 
energy divisions have technical experts available to advise on specific
 
commodity requirements (the Aa program nachiner7 and equipment 
procurement is actually based on project designs). There is good
 
coordination among the technical divisions, the ?rogram Office and the
 
CIO, but with the 00 being moved from the Legal ,AN-isor's office to the
 
Conrn.acts OffIce and aew divisioa heads coming 3oon for ARD and E&E, 
there 	is aeed !or a e-xamination of each office's responsibilities. A 
single source or relevant information for 'racking and monitoring both 
the commodity flows aud financing status is lacking, although that 
information is available in the several relevant offices. The team
 
questions how much longer the USA.MD/Karachi Liaison Office should
 
continue to clear CIP commodities consigned to COP agencies. The most
 
serious management bottlenecks exist in the GOP offices and ministries. 
Delays of six months or more in the prccurement process are caused by the
 
time consumed in drafting specifications and evaluating bids, which may
 
be alleviated by appropriate training. There are also significant delays 
attributable to AID/Washington clearance of specifications and approval
 
of certain bids. Programming of local currency generations is
 
accomplished through negotiations with GOP officials prior to the
 
finalizing of the annual budget with respect to budget sectors to be
 
strengthened by allocation of the generated rupees. The GOP then is
 
required to report semi-annually on deposits and withdrawals, but is not
 
current in its reporting. The advantage in the programming process is
 
the opportunity USAID has to review the GOP budget with the government 
and give its views on allocations for development purposes. It is 
another aspect of the poLicy dialogue. 

Recommendations: 

* 	 That the Contracting Officer meet with the new ARD and E&E chiefs 
and Project Officers, the Commodity Management Officer, and the
 
Program Officer to establish the lines of communication within the
 
Missiow
and with the GOP.
 

0 	 That USA.D establish one more U.S. direct hire position in CIO and
 
retain for six months the person on detail to concentrate on
 
private sector matters.
 

* 	 That the CMO design and install a single tracking and monitoring
 
system for AC! and ECE on a priority basis.
 

0 	 That USAD promote the use of the existing training project so that
 
GOP specification writers and contract evaluators receive
 
on-the-job training and participant training in their specialties

from a firm that has an energy equipment specification data base
 
and technical assistance capabilitLes.
 

(vi) 
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That USA= and ,0P uitlize the services *f a :eam i :publi.c 
admi=ist=:ation/ircurement ex-per:3 to help the 30P 3r=eami.±e :he 
procurement a.proval process at the ?ederal level.
 

That USAMD devise a .lan for gradually phasing over co OP agencies 
the responsibility for clearing CIP-funded commodicies for their
 
use.
 

That USAID urge the GOP to comply writh the semi-annual reporting 
requiremencs for deposit and allocation of CI? sales proceeds.
 

5. Lessons Learned 

Planners of a private sector CIP should take into account
 
competitive foreign exchange sources in the host country. 

Neither U.S. products nor dollars enjoy the favored position of the
 
past. Japanese firms in particular outsell and outservice U.S. 
firms.
 

Bulk commodity shipments offer the fastest disbursing rates but not
 
always maximum balance of payments support; the latter depends on
 
whether CIP-funded imports substitute for planned imports using
 
government's own foreign exchange.
 

An important aspect of balance of payments support is the
 
stabilizing effect a well-funded CIP lends to the market-place.
 

There is a tendency to load CIPs with differing goals and
 
objectives, which could result in policy and management conflicts.
 

The existence of the ACE program provided the necessary framework
 
and flexibility for meeting unexpected demands for wheat and cotton.
 

ECE provides a mechanism for importing commodities for the energy
 
sector without having to develop and design new projects. ACE
 
provided a method to import commodities for projects in the design
 
stage, thus insuring better coordination between commodities and
 
other elements.
 

An experienced commodity management officer should be on board when
 
a CIP is designed and initially implemented.
 

The commodities office should have a significant voice in
 
implementation and policy decision making.
 

Institution building is defeated -whenCIP commodities for the
 
government continue to be cleared by the USAID in the name of
 
expediency. 

So long as government rules concerning import policy, licensing,
 
and financing limitations exist, a private sector-focused CIP's
 
direction and efficiency -will be subject to the government's -whim.
 

(vii-) 
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* 	 AL's Leqisia=:±e and .equlacory -escric=:ons concer-ginq C 
programs =ay be "iaived in 3peci±ic cases "i:h ample jus:±icaciou, 

but the basic famework .411. be slow to change. 

(viii) 
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